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THE IMPACT OF COJ.1PUTER DEVELOPMmT ON THE
TRAINnJG AND UTILIZATION OF ENGINEERS
Dr. Simon Ramo
Vice President Operations
Hughes Aircraft Company
(Abstract)
Computer development, in the broad sense of automatic intelligence
devices for militar.y, business, and industrial applications may same day
be the greatest single user of engineers and scientists. Even today,
with this field in its infancy~ the shortage of proper~ trained scientists
and engineers is the bottleneck.
This talk points out the technical difficulty of the new field and
the need for training engineers and scientists 1n new specialties in
orier to progress rapidly and efficiently in the developnent.
Ultimate~, the universities must turn out a new kind of doctor
whose studies include the pnysical sciences, with emphasis on electronics,
a study of the huma.n brain, nature's example of a thinking machine" methods
and procedures in business and industr,y, and government and labor rules
and regulations.

Industr,y must particular~ avoid larg$ programs until and unless
capable technical experts can be assigned to the problem. The field is
too difficult to be advanced by the average scientist and engineer.
The automatic intelligence field properly developed will payoff
several times over in the manpower that it uses. For each top technical
man 'assigned for a period of computer development today, the services
of scores of people can be spared during'an equivalent later p~riod.
From the standpoint of the mtion's security, as well as to insure the
most rapid technical advances, it is justificable to assign a substantial
part of the technical effort of this nation's scientific b~ to computer
developnent. This is a way to increase the na.tion's brainpower.'
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FACTORS

INFLm~CmG

THE

~TlVE

USE

OF COMPUTFm

Dr. R. D. Huntoon
Chief, Corona Laboratories
National Bureau of Standards
Corona, California
(Notes on talk)
The second lceynote address for too \vestern Computer Conference
was given by Dr. R. D. Huntoon, Director of the Corona, California,
Laboratories of the National Bureau of Standards (a center of activity
for work in guided missiles.)
Dr. Huntoon coined the word "psycho-numerosis" to describe the
problem of matching computing machines to the needs of research workers
and of indust~. In his light-hearted but basically serious talk, he
suggested to the audience of 600 scientists that Darwin's theories be
applied to the evolution of "electronic brains" as well as to living
ones - computing machines, in order to survive and prosper, must adapt
to their "environment ...
Dr. Huntoon cautioned the group to beware of concentrating on new
machines to the neglect of proper t~aining of people to use them, suggesting that much more work is needed in ways of preparing mathematical
problems for machine solution.
Dr. Huntoon ended his address b,y stating that he would not draw
any conclusions but would only predict that in the computer art "we

ain't seen nothing yet."
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SCIENTIFIC MANPOWER PRO BIJil.iS
Dr. Lee A. DUBridger

President
California Institute of Technology
(Summary)
There has been a great deal of discussion during recent years of
the problems arising fram the shortage of scientists apd engineers.
This is a serious problem but unfortunately it is also a complex one.
Hence there is confusion, both as to the facts and as to the remedies.
It is desirable, therefore, to be clear about what factors are affecting the demand for scientists and engineers; what factors are influencing the supply; which of these various factors are long- and which are
short-term in nature and finally which remedies should be considered
for the short-term or the long-tcr.m problem.
The demand for scientists and engineers is affected by the following factors:
1.

A long-term rise in the percentage of scientists and
engineers in the population required b,y an advancing
industrial society. Over the long term this demand
is growing and is growing in an ever-increasing rate.

2.

Because of the complex nature of ma~ of the institutions and agencies which operate in a complex
industrial society (large universities, large
industries and large government agencies, including
military agencies) scientists and engineers are being
called more and more into positions of direction and
management of such institutions or agencies.

3.

Because of the general nature of the current world
situation there appears to be, over a substantial
period of years in the future, a necessity for a
high level of research and development directed
toward milita.ry problems.

4.

Finally, the Wlusually large spurt in military
activity since 1950 has resulted in a large and
to some extent temporar,y bulge in the demand for
scientific and technical personnel.

The following are same of the factors which affect the supply of
new scientists and engineers:
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1.

There has been a long-term, steady incre~se in the
numbers of young men and women going in to science
and engineering. This rate of growth in recent
years has been, however, less than the rate of growth
of the demand.

2.

During the last 30 years there has been a reduction
in emphasis in high schools on mathematics and the
pqysical sciences which has held down the growth in
numbers of students prepared to enter these fields
in college.

3.

The veteran program following World War II resulted
in a very large but very temporary increase in number

of stUdents in the engineering field, an increase
which disappeared sharp~ in 1950-51.

4.

The number of students now entering college is at a
temporary low point because of the low birth, rate
of the 1930s. These numbers will slowly increase
'over the next te~ years.

5.

The requirements of military service have withdrawn
substantial numbers of young men from the field
during or following their period of education.

The measures which may be taken to remedy this situation, among
others, are the following:
A.

Measures which will take immediate effect:
1.

Make sure that each scientist or engineer in
education, industry and', the military 'is being
used to the maximum effectiveness consistent
wi th his training and abili ty ~

2.

Provide the maximum in subprofessional assistance
and in research, development or engineering
facilities to each scientist or engineer to
increase his effectiveness.

3. Adjust salary scales, particularly for the older
scientists and engineers, to prevent their being
attracted into nontechnical positions.
B.

For the medium term (2 to 4 years)
1.

Give subprofessional training at high school
or junior college levels to more young men
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and women to serve as draftsmen" technicians"
etc. to relieve scientists ani engineers of
routine labors.

c.

2.

stop the drafting or calling up as reserve
officiers those with scientific and engineering
training.

3.

.Examine the use of scientists am engineers in
the military services and adopt methods for
~sing them more effective~.

For the long tenn:
1.

Attract more able young men and women at the
high-school level into the scientific and
engineering field. This can be done by
(a)

better counseling at the high-school
level,

(b)

providing further information on the
opportunities in engineering to highschool students,

(c)

increasing

sala~

scales to make careers
m~re attractive.

in science and engineering

2.

Educate the public to recognize the contributions
of science and engineering to modern society" to
the welfare of people, as well as to their
security, and thus increase the prestige of the
scientist and e~neer and improve the public's
understanding of the value of his efforts.
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NEW'

~UATIONS

FOR MANAGEMENT

Dr. J. E. Hobson
Director
Stanford Research Institute
Research produces needed facts. Men planning the course of today's
industr,y need facts. They need dimensional facts from the laborato~
and pilot plant; and they need facts on the human element in industry-the custOmeIj the worker, and the executive.
'
A keen instinctive perception, an extensive background of personal
experiences, and techniques acquired t~ough trial and error guided the
earlT leaders ot industrial venture. In some instances these motivating
factors still work adequately and effectively. But as the processes and
operations of industr,r become increasingly complex and the requirements
of management increasinglY exact, such personal~zed decisions find greater
difficulty in meeting the tests ,of competition.
The pencil must be sharpened, the blueprints for planning must be
more exact in detail, and. ~he platfonns of ma.n.a.gement must be made more
secure. Individual experiences and intuition arc ~s important as evernec8ssar.y but not always sufficient.
The words "new equations" when us ed with "management" suggest that
there may be some new elements of equality or exactness in the function
of managament--or at least some new e.onditions, new factors, problems,
or approaches in.management's sphere of action, Certainly, the idea of
change is implicit.
One of the definitions of the word management is "the skillful use
of means to accomplish a purpose." "Skillful" and "means" indicate that
the role. of management groups ,i~ irdustry is to use in a scientific
maIUler all available resources, methods, techniques, and facts to. accomplish some purpos e--usually that of compa!lJ' growth am, developnent.
A concept of "equation" is "a correction or evalua tion due to any
varying source of error'," In an industry setting, this implies that
management must ~ldllfully correct, evaluate, and appraise the factors
and conditions at hand if it is to reduce errors to a minim~errors
or changes that arise from varying sources. If management is to correct
and evaluate skillfully, adequate facts must be available on all of the
major problem areas with which im'llstrial management is confronted.
Presumably, this equating process has been the function of management
since the days ot tba entrepreneur am the domestic system. However, the
phrase "new equations" introduces the thought that there has been, <?r
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soon will be, a change in the tools or means at" hand-in the problems
management must face-in the facts or methods "available or needed--in
the techniques through which it evaluates or corrects--in the relative
preciseness of needed facts--ar in the skill with which management can
isolate and reduce the probability of error in its decisions.
If we scan the role of management as it has developed over the
years, we see that important new conditions, new factors, new problems,
and, in reality, new equations do appear fran time to "time in management.
This review shows that new factors in the management equation are now
emerging and that others will arise in the future.
In the dqs before the 1m us trial Revolution under the domestic
sys tem in Europe, tm task of management was a rather ""simple one. An
organizer or entrepreneur distributed raw materials to wo~kers in their
homes and collected the finished products. He owned the materials,
paid or bartered for the work done, and took the risk of selling or
trading the products in a local market. Foreign commerce was in the
hands of a few merchants and mercantile grou~. Transactions were of
the simplest sort. There were no complications in organization procedure,
little need for policies, little need far exactness, and little need
for order~ management processes. There were, in reality," no significant
factors in the management equation. A merchant or entrepreneur could
operate his business success~ with only those facts he collected
personally. This situation remaired practically" cOnstant for about six
centuries. The small changes in technology had practical~ no effect
on the affairs of man. From the days of Homer down to the middle of
the 18th century, only three small improvements were made in the method
of making cloth. The rate of change in irxiustrial affairs, as well as
in technology, throughout this period was insignificant.
Suddenly, however, at least two new and important fac~ors in the
management equation came into being. One of these was capital accumulated
over the years but for the m~ t part lying idle in the hands ofindividuals. The other was a series of startling inventions which camplete~
changed the existing methods of industry. The first came in 1763 when
Hargreaves developed the spirming Jenny. The steam engine appeared in
1782, the cotton gin in 1794, the process or making malleable iron castings in 1821, the Bessemer converter "in 1855, and so on. Machinery was
substituted for hand tools in production. The factory system replaced
the domestic system. Large industrial organizations emerged. Although
the change was more evolutionary than revolutionary, we have" since the
days of Arnold Toynbee, known the period from around 1760 to about 1890
as the Industrial Revolution.
It was during this period that capital and technology were first
brought together. Available capital made possible the for.mation ot
business and irxiustrial organizations to exploit the potentials of an
ever-increasing nQmber of new inventions. It is significant, however,
that prior to 1900 the major factor in the management equation had ~o
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do with capital. Management was aware of the influence of techno1o&y,
but the underlying philosophy wi thin industl)" generally was to follow
science, to promote the results achieved b,y'the lone inventor, to capitalize on accidental or unexpected inventions, and certai~ ~ to stimulate the discover.y or new products, processes, and industries through
organized research. Management was more concerned wi th the deve10pnent
ot financial empires, with extending tte bourxiaries of our geographical
frontiers, and ~th compa~ grOwth through various forms of financial
transactioIl8.
Throughout most of this period of industrial developnent, tba
mechanical factors of industI7 occupied thespotUght to tha detriment
(in maD1' respects) 'of the human factor. The implications ot this situation have indeed been far-reachilfg. The economic views of Marx ani Engel
and the early socialists have been attributed b.Y some to the declining
position ot labor as one of the factors of production, and to the fact
that the human element in the management equation failed to gain equal
consideration to the machine in the workings and management of industr.y.
Moat of the great captains of industr,y during the 19th centur,y achieved
their praninence as eminent fillanciers, shrewd capitalists, or astute
organizers. It is on historical fact that many of the great ir.rlustrial
decisions and managerial achievements during the latter half of the
previous centur.y were tihmlY rooted in capital transactions, and certainly
not in the field of industrial relations, marketing, or even technology,
except secondari~.
Late in the 19th century a relatively donnant factor in the management
equation began to rise in importance. Mana,gement found its attention
being turned,quite torcib~ t~ the human elament--labor. The famous
Pullman s trike was a portent of the changing times. The American Federation
or Labor was tormed in 1886. The organization of labor increased during
the following years as mass production industries came into being. However, it was not until the mid-193 0 , s that the labor movement gained
momentum with passage of the Nationai Industrial Recover,y Act and the
National Labor ijelations Act. The collective bargaining idea and the
strength ot organized labor were accelerated after World War II to the
end that labor now has a major effect on the decisions of management.
In tact, most industrialists today view the problems arising in the
industrial relations fields as being among the more important and perhB.ps
the more difficult with which they deal. Certainly, there is no question
about industrial relations becoming one of the major problems areas of
modern industr.y.
Almost simultaneous~ with the rise of labor as a human factor in
the management equation, a transformation occurred in the role played by
technology and research. Until about the end of the 19th centu~, invention
remained for the most part an unorganized effort by individuals. F~ison
vas one exception. Before moo t industrialists had given much though to
systematic efforts toward invention, Edison was keeping 75 men busy con-
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ducting experiments and designing and building new electrical apparatus
'so that he could make the use of electricity practical. Edison was
perhaps the originator of the idea that new discoveries could be the
result of organized institutional research and experimentation,"' and that
-through this approach t~chnology could be a powerful tool in the hands
of industry. He believeij that "genius is about 2% inspiration and 98%
perspirat:Lon. n It has ba~n said that Edison in his drive to develop a
storage battery comucted over ten thousand experiments. This appralchorganized creative work toward a definite goal-signalled the ent'rance of
an entirely new element in the management equation.
Industry in general did not at first appreciate the significance
of this new set of conditions. For about twenty years, the concept of
organized industrial research directed towards definite goals developed
slcwly. It started with establishment of an applied research laboratory
by the General Electric Company in 1900. Fifteen years later trere were
only about 100 industrial research laboratories in the United states.
However" by tM end of the next fifteen-year period" i.e." by 1930,there
were over 1,,600 laboratories. Industry was tmn spending well over 150
million dollars per year in the search for new products and processes
. ~nd other fonns of applied research. In addition, the government was
supporting research at tM rate of at least 25 mi~ion dollars per year.
B.Y 1940, the national budget for research and development had increased
to over 800 million dollars per year. Today" industry spends more than
a billion dollars each year on res~arch, and there are over 3,,300 research
laboratories in industry employing more than 165,,000 people. The nation"
industrial and government" is spending about $3,,000,,000,,000 annually on
research this year.
The rise of irrlustrial research during the pl.st thirty years as a
factor in the management equation was brought about, or at least was
accelerated" by a number of well pl~ed actions outside of industr,y
.itself. During the decade of the t~enties" the National Research C'ouncil,
through its Division of Engineering, conducted an organized promotional
program designed to show industry why it should support applied research
in it s own interest. We are all familiar wi th t~ Council's Blue Book
of industrial research laboratories which was started ear~ in its program.
Furthennore, the Department of.·, Commerce, 'um.er Mr. Hoover's ·Se.cretaryship,
began a 'long-tem effort t'o encourage Ameriean imustry to engage in and
support applied research. One other major development should be mentioned.
The first independent non-profit organization set up to provide research
services to industr.y, the Mellon Research Foundation" came into being in
1915. It vias followed by Battelle, Armour, Franklin" and Midwest, fonned
since \·Jorld War II. The point has beenreached where research and develop-::
ment now ranks along with the traditional fields of production" marketing,
personnel" and finance as the major functional parts of a corporationespecially those in the technologically based industries. Industry in
general no longer questions the need for organized research. Its big
problem is to determine which of many promising research projects should
be undertaken, and how to finance· those projects--a problem of selecting
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among alternatives--not one of deciding against the inevitable. This
suggests that the facts management must evaluate in each case are not
alone the facts of science, but rather a blending of both economic and
technical tacts.
While the labor and research factors in the mana.gement equation
were assuming increasing importance during the first half of this centur.y,
the rate or change in the production factor was also accelerated. This
change was most noticeable in the growth of·mass production concepts
and techniques. It was hastened by the work of such men as Frederick Ta.ylor,
the Gllbreths" and Gantt" who developed the concept of "scientific management" It designed to provide management wi th facts it needed on complex
production ~perations. The public marvelled at the idea of mass production
and lower costs as Henr.y. Ford began to turn out automobiles in a matter
ot hours instead of weeks. The use of automatic machine~ resulted in
trememous increa'ses in productivity pe~ man. Special purpose- prod~ction
tools of all sorts gradua~ replaced general purpose equipment on the
countr,y's production lines. In reality" the economic concept for which
America is best known throughout the world came into being--the idea or
meaS8 production" lower unit profits" lower prices,mass consumption,
higher wages, and generally speaking, higher net profits. The trend
still continues-and in fact may be entering a new stage wi th the wider
use of automatic factory techniques, electronic instrumentation of many
types" the use of nuclear energy for peacetime ,purposes, and various new
production techniques. Advancing technology in maqy scientific fields
has made production .a highly technical endeavor. Indeed, many of today's
production plants appear at first glance more like giant laboratories than
mass producing units. Still another important transformation in the
management equation began to develop during the past half century. This.
development is" in fact, still moving ahead with great force, and there
are ~ who have called it a "revolution" to emphasize the significance
and tha rapidity of the changes that are caning. This factor in the
management equation is.the concept of marketing, or, as it is sometimes
called, "complete distribution." As our nation's factories increased
the flow of both producer and consumer goods, it became apparent that
management's thinlQ.ng on marketing had to be changed from one of "order
taking" to one of aggressive selling to the mass market. Some of the
great names in business over the last few decades are to be found there
because of aggressiveness in the distribution field-....men like F. W. Woolworth,
the Hartfords of A & P, J. C. Penne.y, Patterson of National Cash Register"
Rowe. and Mills who developed the vending machine, Shields with his automats,
Thomas J. Watson of IBM, and many. others. The roles of advertising, public
relations" and community relations all found their way quite natural~ in
the ever-increasing pressure for greater and more efficient distribution of
Industr,y's products. This marketing revolution brought with it a new need
tor an organized approach to fact-tinding--economic and market research.
The idea developed slowly-~first in'the eastern part of our country, then
in the West·. As industry has become more and more complex from a technological standpoint" the research functions in economics and in the pqysical
sciences and engineering have inevitab~ been brought closer toget~er.
The resulting approach is now known in some quarters as "techno-economics."
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Superimposed on all of these industrial developments over the last
few decades in production, research, marketing, and human relations is
another significant factor in the management equation--government. To
a considerable extent our nation followed somewhat of a laissez-faire
policy toward the business community until about the end of the Industrial
Revolution. Short~ before the end of the last centu~, the Interstate
Commerce Act and the Sherman Antitrust Act came into being and almost
immediately had a major impact upon the deliberations of industrial .
management. Dissolution of the Standard Oil Trust, the Supreme Court's
Rule of Reason, the Steel Decision, the Aluminum Compaqy Case, price
controls, wage stabilization, and the comp~ex tax laws, to give only a
few examples, bring to mind the disturbing conflict between government
and business which must be encompassed b,y today's management. The legal
questions mount as time goes on--presenting management with an ever-increasing mass of problems. Intermingled with these legal problems~
brought on in large part b.y government~ as a matter of ' economic policy,
are those arising directly from questions of national secu~ity--defense
production, amortization of facilities, allocation of materials, and
restriction of output for civilian markets.
As these developments have occurred, management has been presented
at each turn with new and extended equations through which it corrects
and evaluates in order to produce those decisions upon which industrial
progress is based. At the same time, a fundamental change has occurred
in management itself. This change was first called to our attention
about twenty-five-years ago. As the size, complexity, and scope of
industrial operations increased, there developed gradually·a wholesale
separation between management and ownership in much the same sense that
labor and management divided at the beginning of the Industrial Revolution.
Earlier in this centur,y there were many large closed corporations presided
over b.y men who not o~ held complete ownership, but who also in many
cases had fourxied the original operation. With the ever-increasing
demands for capital brought on by new technical developments, and with
the rise of the investment banker, wide stock ownership began to replace
private corporate holdings. The result was that management, instead of
being the sole owner, became the servant of the corporate body; i.e.,
managers became professional administrators. Gone are the days when
one man, such as the late Henry Ford, 'Will personally hold the ownership
over a vast industrial empire. We even hear now of the possibility that
Ford Motor Company stock may before long be traded on the nation's stock
exchanges. Perhaps, this separation of management and ownership has not
presented a new factor for the management equation, but it certainly
has brought about fundamental changes in the setting in which facts must
be evaluated by management.
It would be difficult to attempt even a brief listing of all factors
in the management equation. This would mean a recital of all the problem
areas with which management is concerned. Even if such a listing were
possible, it might be out-of-date when completed. Management in many
ways is more concerned with the problems of tomorrow than it is with
the problems of today. It must foresee the foreseeable, meet the un-

foreseeable with alternatives, lead not follow--and, in the final ana~sis,
must steer the enterprise to further growth and developnent whatever the
future may hold. The task is not an easy on.. Industrial life in our
countr,y grows more intricate with each passing day. The intermingling
of technology, economics, human motivations and incentives, and other
factors in the management equation compount management's problem of
evaluation, correction, and appraisal. It is more difficult to reduce
or remove errors in decisions •. The need for precision in the facts with
which management deals is greater than ever before, and there is every
reason to expect that this need will increase in the future.
Some of the new problems confronting management are intimately
associated with science and engineering, but, as always, the decisions
are founded on economics with adequate consideration for the human element. In manufacturing, we are experiencing a move to an advanced stage
ot mass production--the automat~c ractor.y. New types of instrumentation
and devices or all sorts are being created to produce more complex pro~
ducts in greater'quantities at lower cost. Electronic units with memor,y
components are being adapted to the operation and control of machines
both sing~ and in groups. Automatic process control·is the order of
the d~ •. At ever,y turn, management is seeking ways and means to reduce
the human element in the production of goods and at the same time to
perform production functions never before possible.
.

In research and development, the emphasis is on new and vastly
products, on product diversification, on planning ahead to
insure indust~'s future ten, twenty, or twenty-five years hence. The
drive for technical supremacy within industry is accelerating, and the
frontiers have never been so vast.
s~perior

In marketing, management is seeking more than ever to anticipate
the market, to know more about its customers' needs and motivations than
they know themselves, to guide research and developnent to meet predetermined needs of the market, and to achieve complete distribution of an
ever-increasing flow. of new products. The .economist, the marketing research specialist, and the statistician are teamed with engineers,
scientists, and mathematicians to refine the marketing factor in the
management equation to a more exact point. New tools are being developed
to aid management in its evaluations. Some of these tools, such as
input-output techniques and the application of high-speed electronic
equipnent to business ,operations, constitute almost a new approach to
corporate economics.
In human rel~tions, management is seeking new ways to appreciate,
understand",:. evaluate motivations, reactions, group dynamics" and
human e~neering problems, whether they involve workers, executives,
customers, or the general public. The work of the psychologist, the
sociologist" and the human engineering specialist is being recognized
and used,","__y industry. Applied research in the social sciences, long
.

1;
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far behind fundamental research in the nation's universities and research
centers, is bei.ng extended throughout the business world. l'lBllagement can
never afford in the advance of technology to decrease its attention on
the human factor--a criticism often levelled against the corporate entity
as it progressed during the early stages of the Industrial ReYolution.
The effectiveness of communication,'the quality of leadership, the
temper of employee morale, the adjustment of men to machines and of machines
to men, and the significance of the working environment can be an~lyzed,
interpretedj and predicted. General trends can be traced' and reasons
assigned; patterns of thought and action can be stated in figures; responses and preferences can be forecast.
The evidence that industrial 'operations are becoming more complex
can be obserVed with relative ease. The important point, however, is
that the ~ of change is accelerating-~a change brought on large~ b,y
technology. The increasing~ qynamic nature of the management problem
is in itself a new factor in the management equation. This trend brings
an ever-widening and more urgent demand on the part of management·for
facts--economic facts about production costs and schedules, market p0tentials and requirements, inventories and prices; - technical facts
about new products and processes; - and social science facts about people
and their patterns of behavior.
It might be worthwhile to mention some of the actions management has
taken over the years to adjust itself to changes which have occurred in
the problems at hand. During the past few decades there have been a
number ,of attempts b.Y industr,y to meet some of its problems at the management level, either b.Y centralizing or by decentralizing the responsibility for major decisions. It is curious that there seem to be several
definite shifts in policy.on this question. Events during the relative
recent past.illustrate the point. Before the last war, there was a tendency for large corporations to centralize authority and responsibility
in a single top management group. Following the war, an underlying move
existed toward decentralization of ma~ top management functions--of
moving the management. function closer to the source of facts. In recent
years' there seems to be a shift toward. greater centralization brough~ on
in la~ge part by the need for speed and unity of action dealing with
government and labor, and in the need for concerted action on maqytechnological and marketing problems. One evidence of this centralization
movement is to be found in the increasing number of companies .now organized into divisions as opposed to the who~-owned subsidiar,y device.
Changes of this sort have an obvious effect upon the flow of factual data
up the chamlel of authority within a compaqy. They also reflect management's attempts to deal with shifting problems.
The rise of the comptrollership function over the past few decades'
has been in response to management's increasing need for coordinated and
analyzed facts on over-all operations of the ~nterprise. Same large
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corporations now have sizeable groups devoted solely to the collection l
analysis" and presentation of facts useful to management for control
purposes.
Another adjustment in the organization of management is theincreasing extent to which research and development occupies a position in the
top councils of large corporations. Often now" the director of research
of a large industrial organization is an ofticer of the corporation.
This. has given rise to the saying that "the research director of a
company is the vice-president of the future." The cases are increasingly
rare in which the research function of a corporation is subsidiar.y to
one of the other functional elements, such as production. Simultaneous
with emergertce of the research viewpoint in management's thinking has
come an increasing emphasis on the principle that scientific research
must stand the tests of economics.. Management is insistirig, that
"proposed research programs must first be pushed through the economic
keyhole. II The implication" so far as techno-economic facts are concerned,
is obvious.
In attempting to. achieve a more efficient. operation to go along
with the increasing complexity of industrial affairs, management has also
given serious thought during recent years to the size and location of its
organizational units. We hear more about the problem of size versus
morale and efficiency. Some companies have taken the position that
definite limits should be placed upon the size of a single operating
group. Others are striving to :place parts of their organization in
suburban settings.
It is a curious fact that l while tremendous advances have been
made within industr.y to increase.thi efficiency of operations in the
major functional areas--production" research, marketing"etc.l--equivalent advances have not been made in the techniques for handling the
routine facts ot business operations. The volume of-factual data mounts-the need for factual a~sis grows greater--the demand for precision
continues unabated. But l by and large" management has had to meet the
problem with the same mechanical aids used by a growing arrI\Y of administra-tive and clerical employees •. The "clerical problemtl is becoming a
matter of great concern in industr.y. This situation. gives'a Sense of
urgency to the widening applications of high-speed electronic equipment
on industr.y's data-handling problems and their information-processing
systems. The possibilities appear to be tremendous--the results farreaching. If the rate of prog~ss continues for some time in the .future
as it has since World War II" ~ is conceivable that future business
. historians will know this period as the beginning of the "administrative
revolution. II . If the trend continues, a new factor in the management
equation will most certa~ have been created.
There is one other important development which deserves same attention in reviewing management's attempts to improve upon the evaluation
and correction process. Facts alone, no matter how great, the volume or
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how timely, are insufficient to meet the basic problems created for
management b.Y the accelerating change in industrial affairs. Even with
greater precision in the accumulation of. facts, the problem of analysis
still remains. It is one thing to reduce errors in the facts received
trom varying sources - and another thing, to reduce er.rors in evaluation
and decision, whereve~ possible, to sane calcul,.ated probability.
To meet this need, the teclmique of operatio~ research is finding
a practical application in business. Operations research has been defined
as "application of the scientific method to the study of the operations
of large complex organizations or activities in order to give executives
a quantitative basis for de~isions." Several words in this definition
are signifi<;ant to the theme, "new equations for management,"-scientific
method, complex organizations, executives, quantitative basis, and decisions.
The ver.y essence ot operations research.is a mathematical ana~sis
of facts on complex operations. A mathematical concept employed frequently is the theory of probability. MarJ¥ business operations are repetitive,
but operational results may var:y depending upon elements of chance.
Often, it is essential to measure the extent of these variations and the
probability that they will occur in the future. This is done by con.
structing a mathematical model for the problem being e~ned.
The particular advantage of an operations research approach, beyond
the facts which it develops, is that the problem and its possible solutions are presented to the executive in a systematic way, so that he has
the situation clearly and complete~ before him. He can select an optimum
course. depending upon the goal he wishes to achieve. At the same time,
he ~ have some measure as to the probable correctness of his.decision.
Perhaps a completelJr satisfactory answer to management' s continuing
need for a greater and greater volume of more accurate facts will never
be achieved. However, we have learned much about techniques of collecting, ana~zing, and present~ng facts from experience to guide us in
decisions affecting the future. We must search for still better techniques to provide management with the facts it needs when it needs the~
and we must seek new methods of using empirical data as a basis for
decisions by" management. We must, "in etfect, defy Aristotle, of whom
it is said:
"He could see no order in the chaotic appearance
of experience. Facts (to him) occurred one by" one
in a seemingly unrelated fashion. Particular events
• ". • were an impregna.bl~ mass of occurrences without
'definite meaning. He did "not understand. what we call
tod~ ••• the theor,y of probabilities."
The really new factor in the management equation today is an increase
in the rate of change toward greater complexity in industrial life. We
must meet the challe~ _1?Y:_giving management evaluated facts to overcome
'what might otherwise be flan impregnable mass of occurrences without
definite meaning." Computing- devices and informa tion-processingsystems
have a major contribution to make in the gathering and evaluation of
facts.
Applied research is directed to the production ot facts for the
management equation. The formulation of the equation, its expression,
and it~ solution must remain with management itself.
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CHAIRMAN McCANN: As you Imow from the program our panel of experts is
to present an informal discussion this afternoon on the state of this rapi~
developing field of machine computation. I think that we have succeeded in
bringing together f our people with as broad a field of experience and knowledge
of this subject as,possessed by ~ four persons that could have been~hosen.
I would like to begin this meeting by first introducing them to you,
and I will start with John L. Barnes, on lItY far right, Associate Director of
the Electro-Mechanical Engineering Department, North American Aviation, Inc.,
Downey, California. Next is Floyd Steel, Vice President in charge of Engineering, Digital Control Systems, La Jolla, California. On my left is Louis
Ridenour, Vice President, International Telemeter Corporation, Los Angeles,
California. On my far lett is Arthur W. Vance, Research Section Head, RCA
Laboratory Division, Princeton, New Jersey.
It is extpemely interesting to note the background of our four experts. This is a Vf9!"Y new field, as you know. We are not formally training
computer people in the schools on any extensive basis and have not given courses
on computer development or applications until very recently. The people there~
fore who have made notable contributions to this field have started their careers
in other activities.

Dr. Barnes is we 11 !mown in Southern California. He started out as
a mathemetician and electric engineer. He obtained his SB and MS degrees, in
Electrical Engineering at M. I. T. Then he decided to take up basic mathematics
and went to Princeton Universi ty to obtain an AM and PhD in Mathematic s. He
then went back to' M.l. T. to teach in a field for which he is well mown; linear
circui t theory and its applications to feed-back systems. After a year at
M.I.T. he went to the Mathematics Department at Tuft's College where he became
the head of the Applied Mathematics Department. Also for a short period he was
head of the Electrical Engineering Department there.
During the war he spent some time at the Be 11 Telephone Laboratories
working on microwave guidance problems and gun directors. He went back to Tufts
for a short period after the war and then came to U.C.L.A. as Professor of
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Engineering. I imaginethat perhaps his interest in circuit analogies and
his war experience with gun directors, started him toward the computer.field.
Now his experience is being applied in the aircraft industry. At North
American he is guiding very broad phases of development and application of
computers and complete systems for the aircraft industry.

Dr. Louis Ridenour started as a Nuclear Physicist. He received his
Bachelor's Degree in Physics at Chicago, and his PhD at the Califania Institute of Technology. He went to the Institute for Advanced Study to work in
the nuclear ph~sics field. After a short stay there he went to Princeton
University still interested in research as a physicist; then to the University
of Pennsylvania as Professor of Physics. At the formation of the Radiation
Laboratory at M.I.T. he was asked by Dr. Dubridge to act as an assistant
director of the laboratory, where he is probably best known for his work in
editing the Radiation Laboratory Series of publications. Following the war
he went to the University of Illinois as Dean of their Graduate School. Probab~ his work at the Radiation Laboratory, his close association with the
problem of guidance and control is what started him thinking about computers.
"In any event, even though occupied with duties as Dean of the Graduate School
at Illinois, he nevertheless became sufficiently interested in the computer
field to instigate several research projects there, and apparently convinced'
himself that the computer field was such an important one that he should devote his major interest to it.
Floyd Steele obtained his BA degree at the University of Colorado
in Physics and his Master's Degree in Aeronautical Engineering at the
California Institute of Technology. He first got into the computer field
through his work at Northrup ,there he went to work on a long-range missile
guidance study. This led to the need for special computers and he is well
knOlvn for his development of the Maddida. He is one of the inventors, I
believe, of that device. This became such an interesting activity to him
that he thought it sufficiently important to leave Northrup and set up his
awn company, Computer Research Corporation. He fonned this company and
acted as its President for one year. He then left te form another new company
of which he is now Vice President in charge of Engineering, Digital Control
Systems.
Dr. Arthur W. Vance is an electronics man, one of the pioneers in
the electronics field at RCA. He received his college education at Kansas
State and his background as I said, has been primarily in electronics ever
since. He has contributed much to the development of facsimile and television in the last fifteen years and during the war worked on the application
·of electronics to the guidance and control systems of gun directors. He was
also interested in the design and development of special feed-back systems.
lIe is probably best known to us for his valuable contributions to the Typhoon
Project Computer at RCA.

That is the background

~f

our panel of experts.

I 'Would next like to give you the rules under whichve are going to
conduct this meeting, because as you know a sub ject or this kind can be controversial to the extent that we might not be able to cover all· of the
subjects planned. There are going to be a number of points of view on each
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topic and to provide the ma!limwn of information to you with the minimum amount
of time aVailable, we are going to follOW' this procedure. We are going to
first ask each of our experts to present s: formal talk which will outline one
of the four main phases into which we have di vided this subject, to give you
the scope of the field as we see it. This will allow you to sit back and
think about the subjects as they are being presented and to formulate ~
questions you may wish to ask this panel of experts. We are going to ask that
these questions be written on cards. At ~ time anyone ~ho has a desire to
write down a question may raise' his hand. There will be three attendants
watching for raised hands who will immediately bring to you a card upon which
you should first put your name, your affiliation and then the question you
wish to ask.
Following these four formal discussions by our experts we probab~
will find it desirable to have a short intermission. Thi.,:I will giVe you a
little more time to formulate- any questions on the s~ject matter being presented. When we reconvene, I will submit these questions to our panel of
experts for their answers and general conunents. These then are the rules
under which we are going to conduct this meeting.
NoW' we believe that since this field is so broad, we ought to
develop the subject formally by first defining it together with the important
developments that have taken place. WE;' will do this in a series of four
parts. I will ask Louis Ridenour to lead this seasion off' by defining the
scope and terminology of the subject of computers. Dr. Ridenour.
Introduction:

Definitions of Terms and Scope of the Discussion

The topic to be discussed this afternoon is one which has been the
subject of many informal and often heated discussions. There are engineers
who have a violent preference for the use of computing machines of the analog
type for the solution of almost any problem; conversely, there are those who
are equally firmly convinced that nothing except a rather rudimentary state
of the art prevents the use of digital computers in practically every application. Your panel hopes that our discussion can be conducted on a more modest
plane with a view to reaching some sensible conclusions about the relative
properties of these two types of machines and the general uses to which each
type can be put. Let us begin with definitions.
By a computer we shall mean a machine for "the processing of information, whether or not the nature of the problem being handled involves actual
arithmetical computation. That is, we shall not exclude from our discussion
the use of a computing machine for the purposes of performing a clerical or
process-control operation of a practical sort. This being the case, it might
be better to refer to the computer as an information maChine, or informationprocessing machine, since this, and not merely cO-lTlputation, is the broad
definition of its function. However, since the word ncomputer" has been used
in the program, we may as well continue to employ it, understanding that its
significance in the present connection is only to differentiate the machinew"
we are talking about, which handle information, from power machines intended
to perform some sort of physical work.

Also implicit in the word computer, as we shall use it, is the
idea that the machines we are interested in are automatio in operation. That
is, we do not propese to debate the relative virtues of the digital desk
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calculator and that prototype of all analog computers, the slide rule; instead

we shall be discussing the properties of digital machines capable of executing
more or less complicated programs 6f sequential operations, and analog machines
such as those constructed for the purpose of simulating the flight performance
of aircraft and guided missiles.
Everybody knows the distinction between the analog and the digital
machine, but for the purpose of comparison in this discussion, I remind you of
the difference. An analog computer works by transforming, in accordance with
its construotion, input physical quantities measuring the variables of interest
into the output physioal quantities whioh represent the solution of the problem
being solved. The analog machine is itself a physical analogy to the problem
it handles; it works by measuring the magnitudes of the physical quantities
such as shaft rotation, electrical resistance, frequency, etc., presented to
it as measures of the magnitudes of input variables. Output information also
appears as the magnitude of a physical variable or variables.
In the dig; tal machine, on the other hand, the value of a
variable is represented not by a single physical magnitude, but instead by a
series of digital representations which correspond to the digits of a number
in the number system appropriate to the machine. To work at all, a digital
machine must measure, transmit and transform actual physioa1 quantities which
represent. the digits of the numbers being processed, but the significant
point here is that the measurements made to determine the number corresponding to a particular value of the physical quantity in question need. not be
particularly precise. If t he machine works in the decimal system, we need
to distinguish among ten possible states of the physical quantity used to repr~sent a number. A. preCision better than + S per cent will enable us to do
this unerringly. If the number system used by the machine .is the binary
system based on the radix 2, then we need distinguish only between states
which can be described as on and off. Precision in the representation of a
quantity is obtained in thedigitar-scheme through representing the qUantity
by a lcnger and longer succession of digits; precision is obtained in the
analog scheme by increasing the preciSion of the actual physical measurements
performed.

Because.of this difference in the basic operating philosophy of
the two types of" computing machines, there is a corresponding difference in
the best region for the application of each type to information-processing
problems. We note first that the measurement of any phpical quantity oan
be performed only with limited precision. Under actual field conditions it
is difficult to make measurements precise to more than perhaps one part in a
thousand, or 1/10 of one per cent. Unde~ average laboratory conditions, it
may be possible to attain one part in 10;1; while even the most caretul.l.y controlled measurements made by standards l.a boratories rare17 attain precisions
better than one part in a million when direct measurement of a physical
quantity is involved. When the measurement can be made by counting, as is
the case, for example, with time and frequency comparisons, much higher precision is possible; but this, o~ oourse, is a digital technique. As a rough
rule of thumb, we can see that a we ll-made analog computer should be good to
about one tenth of one per cent; and that this precision can be improved
about one order of magnitude by taldng pains. For problems which require
greater precision than this, the use of digital methods is indicated.
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Since an analog machine is in fact a physical analogy to the problem
it is solving, when the problem is a simple one the computer can be simple, too.
This represents a genuine advantage of analog methods for lI'olving simple problems, because the minimum automatic digital computer is still a fair~ formidable
device whose complexity will be fully justified only when the machine is used to
handle reasonably complicated problems.
Another advantage of the analog machine derives from t.he fact that
it works in what is ca lled "real time". If input data are supplied continuously
to the machine it will generate continuously a solution appropriate to the
current values of the input variables and to their past history, with a time
lag which is governed only by the frequency band in which the analog machine is
designed to work.
In the case of the digital machine, any problem ~hat it handles must
be formulated more or less explicitly before the machine can'tackle it, and
several or more individual steps of comput,ation may have to be perforlMd for
each sampled value of the input variables entering the problem. Under these
circumstances; it will happen that the machine is sometimes too slow to keep up
with the flow of input data.
This will occur when the time between sarrp1es of the input variables
becomes shorter than the time necessar,y for the machine to execute all the computational steps which must be performed on each new' value of those input variables.
In the ear~ publicity releases on the ENIAC, the first of the electronic high. speed digital computers, much was made of the fact that the machine could solve
the problem of a shell-s trajector,yfrom a gun to target in a time less th~ it
required the shell to make the trip. That is, the ENIAC was able to solve this
ballistic problem in real time. In some of the more complicated flight problems
involving control, even the most modern machines are unable to operate in real
time. The fastest machines of the present day are roughly an order of magnitude
too slaw to handle,the complete problem of the simulation of the flight of a
~gh-speed guided mis sile.
It is sometimes asserted that another advantage of the analog machine is its ability to incorporate as a part of the over-all analogy to the
problem various sub-assemblies which actually belong to the system being
studied. That is, in the case of the simulation of missile flight ,by an analog
computer, we can simulate the performance of an auto-pilot by actually putting
the auto-pilot itself on a tilt t.able which is "flown" in accordance with the
conditions of the simulated flight. Output signals from the auto-pilot are
then fed into the S,1stemin the appropriate way. lVhen this is done, it is
clearly not necessar,y to know the transfer functions of such a device in any
explicit way, since the device itself is present at all times to speak for
it$elf. In systems involving human operators, it is especially convenient to
make use of this technique, since the pertinent transfer functions of human
beings are usually very imperfectly known. While this technique of incorporating sub-assemblies into the system has been used presently in connection with
problems handled by analog machines, there is clearly no reasQ'l ·Nhy a digital
computer operating in real time could not make use ot precise~ the same technique. It is true that equipment for performing digital-to-analog co~version
would be necessary to control the environment of the sub-assembly, and that
analog-to-digital conversion equipment would be required to render the output
signals of the sub-assembly intelligible to the digital computer, but neither
of these requirements presents any difficulty of principle. People are simp~
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riot accustomed to doing real-time computations on digital machines, so that
this technique has flourished principally in connection with analog simulation.
As digital machines increase in speed, we can expect that simulation which
includes this technique for the avoidance of explicit analysis through the use
of sub-assemblies wi·ll be of increasing importance.
Digital computers available today are deficient not only in respect of the speed necessary to handle complicated real~time problems, but also
in terms of the sort of input and output equipment that will be required to
fit them for appltcation to other than straightforward numerical problems.
The present fact seems to be that digital computers are so extremely useful
for computation. that they have been used for little else. The· natural 'trend
in this direction has been accentuated by the fact that the terminal equipment
required for input and output is very simple in the case of a numerical problem and considerably more complicated and special in cases in which information
of other sorts is to be gathered, processed, a.nd used. The real-time flight
simulation already mentioned is one case in point. Arrangements for incorporating actual parts of the mechanism into the simulation set-up will be
necessary if digital machines are to ~ used in such an application, but J!I8ll7
other examples come inmediately to mind. If a digital machine is to be used .
for industrial process control, for example, it will have to obtain it~ inRut
information from transducers and analog-to-digital converters or a ~ophisti
cated sort. The exact nature of these devices will be dictated in detail b.1
the requirements of the application. Very little work in this direction has
yet been dale. The resulting scarcity of terminal equipment permitting the
application of digital machines to problems more general th~ computational
one s has given many people the notion that sOIoothing in the machine itself
renders it unsuitable for this sort of application. This is almost certainly
not the case; it is ray expectation that we shall see ~ substantial and
rapidly growing application of digital machines to all sorts of non-arithmetical information-processing in the immediate future.
What is interesting to note about this prospect, however, is the
fact that its re,l1zation will·require an intimate marriage of analog and
digital techniques. In general, the input information required in such an
application of a digital machine will reside in the values of some physical
quantities which must be measured in an analog fashion. The results ot'this
measurement will then be translated into digital form for input to the
\ machine; and the digital oUtput of the machine must be translated back again
into analog quantities involving··the motion of control levers ·and the like. It
thus makes· very little sense to debate the comparative merits of the two information-processing techniques. The practical information machines of the
future will involve such an intimate mixture of digital and analog techniques
that it is not likelY to be sensible to inquire whether one of these is in
fact preferable to the other. They are complementary techniques, in the sense
that the information machines of the future must be compounded of both.
CHAIRMAN McCANN: Thank you, Louis. We have arrived now at a definition of the subject of this afternoon's meeting. We now colDSlJl.to the second
phase of our four main subjects, "The Role of Analog and Digital Computers in
Simulation." This will be presented by Arthur Vance.
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The Role of Analog and Digital

COmpu~ers

in Simulation

Si~ulatimn is a technique for obtaining the solution to the differential equations that represent some complicated physical system. These
differential equations usually defy solution by classical methods because of
the nonlinearities and of the empirical relationships involved. As the
physical system becmmes more and more coq>licated, the solution becomes increasingly difficult. It becomes infeasible to simply avoid the complete
solution by using intuitive processes to guide the design, build the equipment
and then test and "debug" it be~ause the guesses made this way are often worthless. The detailed equations must be solved at almost any cost.
S~ulation may be accomplished by two general methods--physical
simulation and mathematical simulation.

Physical. simulation is a kind of model testing te'chnique. A good
example may be found in the methods often.used to determine the overall performance of an autopiloted missile or airplane. Since airplanes and missiles
are very expensive to test by actual flight, it is attractive to try to duplicate the motions of the airframe by some ground borne device and attach the
autopilot to this device. Then many non-destructive tests may be made while
the autopilot is adjusted to obtain maximum system effectiveness. If this can
be done, it may be possible to obtain optimum performance without knowing in
complete detail how the autopilot itself works and a test of the actual gear
itself"is obtained. This is a powerful method and is and will continue to be
used where possible. The difficulty lies in the physical device which provides the airframe motlons. The lateral velocities and accelerations cannot
be provided, so at the outset many of the advantages and assurances of the
method are lost. The device must work in real time so the dynamical difficulties increase rapidly as the performance of the simulated airframes
,
increases. These mechanical difficultl.es also increase rapidly as the number
of degrees of freedom increase and the number of gimbals required multiply.
The whole story of physical simulation is far too complicated and extensive
to cover here. The general trend seems to be away from physical simulation
for the detailed solution of the large, fast and complicated systems because
of the mechanical limitations involved in the construction of the flight
tables. The situation is relieved somewhat by the fact that as lmowledge
increases" more and more is becoming mown on what the "black boxe.s" contain
and appropriate mathematical simulation techniques developed.
Mathematical simulation simply means obtaining a solution to the,
equations. This may be done by any appropriate method and does not require a
real time scale. . :Many years ago the difficulty of solving nonlineax' d1fteren-,
tial equations by hand was encountered and the mechanical differential
analyzer was developed. The device is still a valuable tool today. The
mechanical machines, while very sloW' by modern standards, were largely unchaiUenged by digital hand calculation methods for many years. The evolution
of the modern electronic amplifier" servo multiplier type of computer during
the last war, primari~ as an outgrowth ot fire control computer developments,
caused somewhat of a revolution in the differential analYzer art. At nearlY
the same time the modern electronic digital computer was born in the, form of
the ENIAC. This development at the University of Pennsylvania, sponsored by
the Army, sprang primari~ from attempts during the last war to develop
digital fire control apparatus. Electrical relay computers had been developed
into useful medium speed computing facilities by Bell Telephone Laboratories
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and Harvard University a few years earlier, but did not fire the imagination
to the extent that the ENIAC did. The seeds of a stimulating and sometimes
acrimonious controversy were sm/n. The electronic analog computer on a
small scale was rapidly developed into a very useful commercially available
device. by Reeves Instrument Company, followed by Goodyear, Boeing, Electronic Associates, Philbrick, and others. In the large computer simulator
field Reeves started development of the Cyclone Laboratory and ROA began the
Typhoon under Navy Department sponsorship. The DACL 'of M.I.T. developed a
large physical simulator with considerable mathematical simulation capabil ity, also under Navy sponsorship. Two large network type machine.s springing
from a different ancestry appeared at Westinghouse and Cal Tech, and provided
useful computation capacity in a somewhat different area. Meanwhile a
sizeable combination physical and mathematical analog simulation center was
developed at the Bureau of Standards, primarily under Navy sponsorship. The
birth of the electronic digital calculator was greeted with great enthusiasm
and it was proposed as the obvious solution to all computing problems. Maqy
of the proposals were not supported by the required detailed stuqy of the
particular problem to be solved. It would seem that many people did not take
the time to investigate the effective computing speed and capacity of analog
computers, nor to consider the many pitfalls in the tedious step ·by step integration processes that digital machines must use in the solution of. differ,
ential equations. At least one large scale digital computer proj~ct was
started with the intent that it would become a large-scale simulator operating in real time or faster than real tine. It devel.oped that one difficulty
lay in an unexpected direction--that of speed--the most talked of advantage
of electronic digital techniques. This project has long since been diverted
to more useful fields, but is occaSionally used to solve a test problem for
simulators on a greatly extended time scale. This does not mean that digital
simulation is completely out of the picture, but merely points out that
simulation is an especially difficult field for a general purpose digital
computer and that special machines will have to be developed i f a pure~
digital simulation facility is to be able to carry the ~ ~ ~ of
simulation problems. Digital techniques have not been discarded as future
possibilities tor large simulation problems. One interesting project is
under way at the University of Pennsylvania, under sponsorship of the Special
Devices Center of ONR, for its development of a digital flight trainer. The
accuracy requirements of this project are less than for simulators and si~
plif~ed integration tec~iques show promise of a reasonably practical solution.
In the field of. smallsca1e simulation, digital techniques and
machines'could be used to handle the main load if a pig machine were used for
a small job. An interesting development is the digital differential analyzer
of the Maddida type which, because it is programmed somewhat like an analog
machine, is easier to s et up for this kind of work than other tYPes. It does
not appear to be competitive in speed, however,
It is obvious that both analog and digital technioues should be
teamed up to obtain the most effective overall combination to handle tbe work
load. Even though real time solutions are not mandatory for mathematical
simulation, the work load is so high that seriously extended time scales of
100 to 1 or higher cannot be economical~ tolerated. Present digital
machines, in order to solve large scale simulation problems, require time
sca.les .of this order or higher and so are not economical. The main use of
digital techniques is that -of 'applying check problems. These problems serve
to verify that the program has been properly set up and to indicate the accuracy obtained. It is often very 4itficult to predict the accuracy of an
analog solution.
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Most small scale analog computers now have available facilities
for storing problems on plug-in plug boarQ.s. This makes it easier to plug in
a test problem and make checks more often. other trends in their field ~e
improved multipliers (in same cases electronic time division types) and better
and more flexible function generators. Overload indicators and drift indicating devices are becoming cormnon and are proving very useful. In general, the
situation in the small simulator field is satisfactory.
The most difficult problem exists in the field of large scale
simulators. These devices use and require a large volume' of equipment which
in many cases must be more accurate than that necessary for small problems.
Because of the large number of units that must be checked out and properly interconnected, problem set up may require weeks to complete and prove in.
Digital check problems are a necessity in this field and it requires as long
as several months to program, compute, and verify a single check problem. All
of the large simulators are making increasing use of digital pheck solutions.
Often the customer supplies his own check solution. Soon each of these ipstallations maYIequire near~ full time use of a medium size digital machine.
Most available digital computers do not have enough fast memory to operate at
full speed for these problems. 1Udntenance is a major problem because there
is so much equipment that mtlSt be operated simultaneously. Even though a
high degree of reliability can be maintained in the individual components, the
effective overall useful operating time is often'unsatisfactori1y low because
it is so difficult to locate and find faults in programming and in faulty components. The main loss of time is taken up in diagnosis. The problem is
complicated by the wide variety of components that make up these machines. The
linear, functional and sine cosine servos are usually a problem. It often
happens that some of the servos require considerable moqitieation to obtain
the best compromise between speed and smoothness.
A more fool-proof interconnecting and gain setting system is
An automatic system for
testing components and locating faults rapidly is necessary.

vi tally needed, as is a method for storing problems.

All of the large simulation installations are aware of these
problems and are doing what they can to alleviate them. A rather large scale
simulation system has been assembled at the Consolidated Vultee Co~ in
San Diego, and I understand that they expect to install a device developed by
Electronic Associates wherein about 500 potentiometers can be accurately set
against a single precision voltage divider.
The Bureau of Standards' at Corona is experimenting with a somewhat fool-proof interconnecting scheme wherein the problem is stored as punch
hole s in cards and· an operator merely fills up all open holes with special
spring connected patch cards.
RCA Laboratories is developing a new large scale mathematical
simulator for the Wright Air Development Center of the Air Force. The plans
. call for this device to take full advantage of the RCA time division multiplier and so eliminate all servos. The elimination of all internal mechanical
parts is expected to permit much faster time scales (reU time in most cases)
and greatly reduce maintenance problems. All trigonometric transformations
will be made by mathematical formula using multiplicatiol1. The device will
contain over 200 multipliers and will use about 900 DC amplifiers, most of
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which will be used in the multipliers. A system tha. t will automatically and
rapidly check the zero, linearity and scale factor of all the multipliers
from the c ansole is under deve lopmen t. Plans are under way to provide punch
card controlled interccnnections and gain settings bt means of a crossbar
switching technique. All of the connections will be completely shielded from
each other. This involves the use of about 150,000 special switches or connectors. The development of this system is at an early stage so few deta.ils
can ~ given at this time.
Experiments are under wayan an electronic chopper to replace the
vibrators used to stabilize the DC amplifiers. This system, which uses back
to back photo cells excited by a glow tube, was just developed by the Cambridge
Air Force Research Center.
CHAIRMAN McC.ANN: Thank you, Arthur. Mr. Vance has covered certain very important phases of this state of the art. I think sone of the other
aspects of computers as they have now been developed and are being thought
about for the future will come out in someof our future discussions here this
afternoon. Arthur has touched upon one point which I think is 'Worth emphasizing. That is the fact that those of us who are developing computers find
ourselves in many instances trying to develop a device without knowing complete~ and precise~ what this device is supposed to do~
This is not
facetious. A working model must be used extensively before its complete application and best method of use can be determined. This then provides a
basis for redeSign of the computer into more useful form. This.§i tuation is
particularly true in the application of machines to engireering analysis
where a large part of the problem lies in the determination of the proper way
in which to use computers. From this knowledge then will come the better design of such computers.
Floyd Steele will now discuss this subject from the standpoint
of the evaluation of functional applications and processes. Floyd Steele -

An Evaluation of Basic Machine Processes
During the last decade, several developments in the computer art
took place which appeared to have implications of far reaching consequence to
science arid engineering as well as to oth? r fields. These 'Were the development of electronic me ans of storing and manipulating numerical data, the
discover,y of new logical processes for computers to follow in performing
general computation, and lastly, the recognition of the central nervous system as an electronic digital device.
The discovery of radically better ways and means to perform
computation indicated that practicing science might soon expect to free
itself of dependence upon analYtical mathematical models, while engineering
could cope in daily life with non-linear situations, elaborate geometries,
and interacting systems.
The unexpected inclusion of animal mechanisms som&Where within
this field came as a surprise to which no one has as yet made an adequate
response. However, the~ iittertwining of the general computer act~vi ty with
the human brain now gives to the whole automatic endeavor a delightful~
mysterious and somewhat sinister public repute.
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Although there is general agreement that electronic devices will
lead to broad changes in the techniques of science and engineering, it is
evident that as yet no general revolution is in progress, although there have
been a few revolting developments.
Nevertheless, i f we select any representative number, such as
total people employed or total dollars spent, which can characterize some part
of the computer acti vi tt and we fit the last ten year interval with any standard growth curve, we find that in nearly every instance we are on the lower
limb of the curve, well below the reflex. Computer activity is .obvious~ increas1ng and at an accelerating rate. The chief deterrent to greater activity
is still the economic one. Machines are too expensive for average users.
It is worthwhile, perhaps, to consider some of the basic difficulties underlying present day computer developments, and to consider various
directions in which they may be resolved.
Much of the impetus for computer development has come from a few
universities and from the Bureau of Standards. In these organizations a number
of large and high-speed general purpose computers and some analog machines have
been made and are now employed both in solving· particular problems and extending
general theory and technique. This work has laid a broad foundation for large
scale application and has pioneered in much component development, but has
always emphasized speed rather than SimpliCity.
Since machines can never be too big or too fast to cope with the
ultimate problem, it is intelligent to expeot that public~ supported machines
will continue to evolve in the direction of still greater speed, cost and
complexity as warranted by present demand and new components. These machines
must u1timate~ become our national wind tunnels, weather predictors, m1ssi~e
simulators, etc. In the first round of publicly supported machines, the rendering of Beneralized computing service has been a chief goal, hence the
general purpose computer has been greatly stressed. In the next round, now
under way, individual centers will probably tend to specialize in particular
problems of great size. Generality of application may well be de-emphasized
as of lesser importance.
In the large, technical industries, such as aircraft, a rapidly
increasing amount of both research and engineermg computation is being performed, nearly all of it on either IBM punch card mac~nery, or REACS, in
either case using extensions of standard techniques.
A large part of this work is not, however, indigenous to the
normal growth of American engineering but rather reflects military subsidy.
If our real difficulty is the economic one, it in turn stems from
a lack of lalowledge of the means of utilizing n9'\1f devices to achieve simplicity,
reliability, and loW cost. It is apparent that such features are more natural
to digital electronic components than are high speeds. For example, a single
channel on a magnetic drum may conceivably record between 4,000 and 6,000 bits
'of information with about eight or ten active elements serving as proprietors
of the record. The cost and reliability is represented by eight or ten, the
complexity of response by 4,000 to 6,000. Moreover, the data is normal~
available in a form which CB.n be readily communicated with like units either
in the immediate environment or on commercial wires. This' represents a new
advent in basic mechanism-a device which achieves many units of complex1. t 7
for each unit of equipment. The discovery of the magnetic memory would seem
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to imp:q that an extraordinary simplification of existing mechanisms is possible.
.
Our· failure
lack of knowledge of
of memory to achieve
itself i~ the coding
putation.

to achieve simplification to date· is due in part to a
the logical processes which will permit us to make use
simplification. This type' of difficulty also manifests
of engineering and scientific problems for machine com-

In the actualdIT to day utilization of large scale mathematical
computation, several rather unexpected developments have appeared. Among
them is the de-emphasizing of the mathematics and physics concerned. We
may distinguish two phases in the solution of a"large problem, calling them
for convenience, the strategic .and the tactical. Strategy normally consists
of setting up the appropriate physical equations involved and determining
the range of parameters, initial conditions and other relevant magnitudes.
The tactics take place in the translation of the equations into practical
machine processes. One would normally expect that a great wealth of analytical work would be brought to bear on the problem, since so much has ·been
applied in the past, yet the contrary seems to be quite general~ true. For
example, in the tactical work it is not c onunon practice to do much analJ'tical
error estimating. Instead, runs using various sizes of the discrete intervals are often made.
.

Again simple integrating and interpolating formulas are used rather
than the elaborate ones set forth in the texts. The reason is often that
the" steps of actual computation are imbedded in a serial routine along with
couriting and testing steps. The calculation advances one interval by
cycling once around the routine. If a simple numerical formula is used,
the rout:1ne becomes short, more cycles may be carried out in the same length
of time, hence a smaller interval can be used. The smaller interval both
tends to recover the accuracy and to make the computation better behaved
near critical points of various kinds.
Even the strategic mathematics~ the physicai equati6ns themselves,
are not being done very analytically when sufficient computing equipment is
available. It is eften convenient to start with a standard, linear approximation whose behavior is well understood and to add ~on-linear elements one
by one, observing each time the· empirical agreement of the computed consequences with the real situation. This represents an unusual form of function
ritt1ng~ The intent here is not to develop a mathematical model which describes the real world, but rather to find a computing machine process which
imitates it accurately.
It is at this point that we begin to perceive the direction of the
difficulty. In the past four hundred years mathematics and physiCS have
been largely interested in studying the general types of relationships which
exist between or among variables and in identifying these variables with
physical phenomena.
In this period no major attention was given to the study of logical
processes. In school we were introduced to the symbolic relationship of
multiplication earlY in algebra and soon became mechanical~ proficient at
mmtpulating this operator with others to form elaborate relationships. Much
earlier in school, however, we learned a logical..process for performing the
actual multiplication of two real numbers. This total process was conveyed
grammaticallY to ~ applied by rote.
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Now there are actually a number of ways to pe rform valid multiplication, some of them unusual enough to be used for parlor tricks. Yet there
appears to be no general, fluent technique for placing these various processes into an operable notation and showing their equivalence. Number theory
can, of course, be used to prove the point but not too usefully. ~~at we
will need is a set 'of simple, rote processes which will enable us to make
permissible alterations of sequences of operations, cancel redundant terms,
substitute equivalent ones, etc. In short, a process for operatipg on a
process.
The coding of machines has led to the widespread use of flaw diagrams very similar to those long developed by industrial enginee:rs'.
Flow
diagrams convey the notion of operation sequence and branching but are not
easily operated upon. At present, machine coders are preparing libraries of
subroutines pertinent to their machines. These are standardized processes
which can be placed in the machine as direct substitutes for either standard
functions or for operations not basic to the computer. They represent a convenience rather than a logic, however,
It is probable that an adequate science of process as yet relatively
undeveloped, will supply a very important element in long range progress.
Such a science will have to discard many of the present outlooks 'and interest
of mathematics and physics, identifying the broad uniformities of the real
world direct~ with bisic logical processes, elaborating these into particular situations with some process logic or process ~rocess, and manipulating
the whole with machiner,r.
Until such time as a formal science of process becomes available,
however, we will have to proceed by enlarging our stock of useful machine
logics and maxims.
As of today, we have several rather basic digital processes available. The requirements of a useful rational process are that it consist of
a sequence of simple operations, each performed upon like things. A useful
operation, in' t-um, is one having two inputs am one output, the output being
fonned from both inputs. It is very, desirable to have inputs and outputs of
the same nature, otherwise the complexity which can be achieved by successive
operations is severely limited.
In a general purpose machine, the like things which we choose to
operate upon are numbers. We eollect twd numbers at a time from the number
file or store to serve as inputs 'to a central operation. The output, also a
number, is returned to the file, hence is available as any subsequent input.
In the various address systems, numbers may be picked up one at a time instead of two, or returned to the file only as called for, instead'of automatically.
The basic machine maneuver however, is always that of gathering
individual numbers from any place in the memory into a central spot for .
assembly by pairs into another number and the return of that number to the
memory. It is this freedom to gather and dispose of numbers which gives
this type of machine great flexibility.
,
There are
munication with the
fic and engineering
force, and time, it

many practical situations in which this unlimited commemory is far from economical. In all of those scientiproblems involving continuous situations in geometry,
will normally be found that most numbers involved on~
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enter into operations with one other number, hence that permanent pairing
should form the basic process. In such a machine the moving of numbers from
pair to pair can be conducted as a specia.l ratherthan standard operation, or
numbers which occur in more than one pair may be repeated. The punch card
machines operate by this basic maneuver. A pair of numbers, presented to
the machine by a single card, are operated upon with the result being placed
back in the card system. wbereas in the general purpose logic it is normal
to use a single operation upon the two numbers, it is more useful in the paired
number logic to perform a large sequence of operations at onetime. It is
interesting to note that even in the solution of the Laplace partial differential equation, the oper-.tions can be broken up so that the machine does not
have to simultaneouslY collect the left and right and up and down points,
hence can operate vvithout regrouping •
.A second situation in which the standard general-purpose logic seems
redundant is again that in which a continuous situation must be solved. Under
these circumstance~, the machine, for economy should not use the relevant
numbers as the basic units, but rather deal with t heir changes or differences.
Each successive operation tends to alter the numbers involved by small amounts
henc~ it should be unnecessary to move the entire number within the mac~ne.
In many engineering and scientific situations we might gain machine
economy by utilizing permanent pa.irs and at the same time transporting only
the differences. No general machine of this sort is available. A special
instance however, is the digital difterential ana~zer in which differences
ire restricted to unity. This type of machine has many similarities to the
analog in its mode ot operation, and logical parallels m~be drawn between
them. This parallelism results trom the use of unit differences, rather than
permanent pairing.

It is interesting to note the considerable economies which may sometimes be effected by changing the basic machine strategies. In automatic,
continuous control applic~tions for example, the general purpose machine must
effectively supplY a continuous sequence of unit changes to a set of actuators,
hence in this application it compares directly Tdth the digital differential
ana~zer in operation.
At the present time, digital differential analyzers cost a little
less than half a tube per integrator, i t we include read-in and read-out.
Fifty integrators thus cost about twenty-five tubes. If a magnetic drum
memory is employed, the logic of the device is such that each revolution of
the memory advances every integrator in the machine by one increment. The
act ot advanCing a single integrator is in tum equivalent to performing
about five operations. If we turn the drum at ·the very moderate rate of
thirty times per second, the ana~er Will carry out about 7,500 operations
per second, a speed somewhat less than that of' Whirlwind.
This comparison, however, is not valid to make in comparing computation rather than control speeds. In computation, the general purpose
machine may enlarge the interval end gain back several orders of speed, while
the differential ana.lyzer must continue with the same interval unless it
sacrifices accur.cy.
The example illustrates that one basic machine logic can often
achieve great simplicity over another in a particular field of application.
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It is quite probable that logical research will uncover a series of suitable
machine strategies, each one yielding machine econo~ in a given field of
application.
All of these logics can, of course, include decision making.
problem is more that of basic number maneuvering.

The

In the last year, the field of digital control has begun to separate
from digital computation, the basic logical requirements becoming increasinglY
different. In this field, en other digital process has begun to develop, that
of c amputation without the use of numbers.
.
The basic "things" in this machine system which are combined are not
numbers, but single selections. The output of any combination is in turn a
single selection. So far, it has been possible to find processes for conveying
an effectively continuous magnitude without the use of number and for effective~ performing addition, subtraction, multiplication, and producing general
linear transformations.
It is probable that such a logic bears reasonable similarity to animal
control systems, since the latter also do not use numbers to accomplish control
operations. Like animal systems, the non-numerical control operations are not
seriously disturbed by moderate amounts of internal noise and also lend themselves to defined learning processes.
It may now be worthwhile to talk of a machine learning process as
one in which the machine adapts its code of instructions to conform to its
experience. Normally, the word "decisionlt has been used to descrioo the
action by which a machine changes from one program to another and learning
has often been discussed as the adjustment of a particular control parameter,
by trial and improvement methods. Since in a numerical machine, the trial
alteration of any instruction will tend to alter the entire process completely,
it is not possible to gradually modify and improve code.
In non-numerical applications, however, the trial alteration of an
instruction produces only a slight change in the response, hence, the machine
nay undertake a continuous alteration of its code in search of a better process
of response.
In summary, we may conclude that the chief difficulty encountered
in the rapidly growing applications or large scale computation to the problems
of science and engineering is in the complexity and cost of the machines
themselves rather than in t.heir ability to solve problems. This situation
fundamentally requires a new development in theory. Meanwhile, new basic
machine processes may contribute considerable Simplicity in various applications.

CHAIRMAN McCANN: We have now discussed definitions, the role of
computers in simulation, and have evaluated basic digital processes. It is
probable that we have not yet covered the specific phase of each of these that
many of you want answered. If not, ask for a card and write your question on
it so that we will be certain to cover it in the general discussion which follows this formal one.
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Now it is of interest to next consider the manner in which computers
or "information processing devices" have been utilized in a broad. sense by one
of the big industries of this country. The aircraft industry bas been a
pioneer in this respect. Nobody here is probably "better qualified than John
Barnes to summarize that particular phase of the subject for you.
INFORMATION PROCESSORS FOR THE DESIGN J TESTING & OPERATI ON OF AIRCRAFl'

Introduction - As Norbert Weiner has suggested, we are now entering the second phase of the industrial revolution. The first phase consisted
of thereplacing of the power of men and horses by the power of machines. The
second phase consists of replacing the more routine thinking of men by (nonhuman) automatic thinkers. This automatization of thinking is producing
fundamental advances in the engineering, testing, and operation of aircraft
systems.
Decreasing Crews - let us first consider the present stages of
evolution of aircraft. Bomber crews are going from 15 to 3 to o. Fighter
crews are going from 2 to 1 to o. From the crewed aircraft we pass to the
crewless aircraft through successive stages of approximation •
.In this process we begin by automatizing the simpler operations,
We design autopilots for Cruising flight, automatically-tuned communications
systems, and the like. Then we design drone aircraft which are flown from an
accompanying mother aircraft. The next step is the crewless aircraft. Even
in this step there will be a crew, but the crew may well be on the ground, or
in a ship, or in a distant aircraft.
Information Processors - The automatic thinkers' for these increasingly automatic aircraft systems I shall call information processors. The~e
information processors must replace the thinking of the crew which was devoted
to flying the aircraft. They must perform the proper functions wi thstability
and adequate quality. They must exhibit the proper degree of indisturbibility
and reliability.
Processors for DeSign - Now if we can make information processors
for flYing aircraft, it is evident that we should make information processors
for doing routine, boring, slow thought processes needed in designing aircraft
systems. This revolution, or perhaps we should call it evolution, is taking
place.
Autopilot - A really good aircraft system must be designed as a
whole. Allow me to direct your attention to the design of that part called
the autopilot. The final design can be approached through the following·
sequence of approximations.
1.

After exploration of a set of promising aircraft configurations including autopilot, one is c~osen. Then
a classical engineering solution of the linearized
equations is run through. Here the Laplace transformation and root-locus graphical aids are used to
explore the proposed design.

2.

The next step in approximating the aircraft-autopilot
system is the synthesis of a ful1~scale dynamic model
by using an analog computer such as a REAC. At this
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stage it is possible to simulate certain
of the nonlinear characteristics of the s.ystem.

3.

As a further step toward the final system, autopilot actuators and control system replace their simulated counterparts in the analog computer. The
actua~ors operate lumped-parameter rigid-mechanical
hinge-moment simulators which 't;ake the places of the
control surfaces.

4.

There follows next the first ajrhorne ~tep in which
the autopilot is checked out in. a piloted ~rplane.
The pilot can manual~ override the autopilot if
need be in thi s stage. This may be the last step.

5.

However, in the case of a crewless aircraft there is
one more step. Here the autopilot is adjusted and
checked out in the crew1ess airt::raft.

In each phase the information learned is fed back into. the autopilot
design to improve the function, stability under the range of aerodynamic conditions, the quality of response to characteristic control signals, the 'load'
limiting beha~r.ior, and the reliability of operation.

,

Information Processors for Operation - Turning now to information
processors for operation of the aircraft, it is seen that the typical problem
is the processing of measured or communicated information to put it in a form
to be used as actuator inputs. In an autopilot the input to the information
processor may consist of steering signals, angles of attack, pressures, temperature, angular rate signals, structural strain signals, etc. The processor will
properly combine these signals and send the amplified output signals to the propulsion system and to the aerodynamic control surfaces.
In matching the information proces'sor to its task the designer is concerned with the 'measurement and atatistical description of the expected set of
input signals, the rate of infonnation flow, the amount and duration of information stora.ge, the accuracy of output and input signals needed for the job to be
done, the statistics of expected external and internal disturbances, the
statistics of expected operating environments, the statistics of expecte~ load
reactions, etc. Furthermore, there are cohditions of lightness, compactness,
low power· input, and operating under difficult temperature, pressure, vibration
and shock conditions. Combinations of continuous and discrete computation now
appear to offer the bestsiution to many of the design problems.
Information Processors for Testing & Operational Checkout - In the
development of increasingly autqmatic aircraft it is natural to use automatic
information processors in the laboratory test, flight test and operational
checkout.
Again the problem is that of the automatic processing of important
measured variables. The interest centers on the statistics of the variables
and the statistics of the external and internal disturbances which corrupt
these s~gnals.
In the testing phase of the engineering development of an aircraft
system the many adjusta~le p~ameters must be set at their most appropriate
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values for operation over the probable ra.nge of environments to be met in the
operational phase. Also the hoped-for behavior of the system must be checked
over the partially simulated ranee of operational environments. The proper
conduct of this test phase requires the maximum use of automatic measurers,
communicators, and information processors. The well-engineered design of
thts information system involves consideration of information source rates,
transmission rates, storage access rates and capacity, resolution and accuracy
of information from source to sink, separation of disturbances, such as instrumentation errors, from siv,nals and system reliability.
Again, as with the operational information processors, the present
theory and practice combines continuous and discrete computing -systems in
matching the informati.on processor to its task. The speed, lightness and
compactness bf analog subsystems are interwoven with the precision, flexibility and reliability of discrete or digit~l subsystems to form an efficient
system.
Conclusion - A perspective view of the field as a whole shows an
evolutionar,y. or revolutionary change from the stage of information processing
by men, slide rules and desk computers toward the nearly fully automatic information processing of the business, engineering, production, distribution,
storing and operation of increasing~ automatic aircraft systems.
CHAIRMAN McCANN: Thank you, JOhR. Now your experts have had an
opportunity to talk about the things they \v.ant to discuss, to emphasize those
phases of the field which to them seem most important. The next portion of
'the meeting will provide an opportunity for you to make them talk about the
things you want thAm to cover, to compare different types of computing techniques or whatever you wish in the w~ of a critical evaluation of the
development and application of "inJ:orma.tion processing devices. n We have,
however, now spent about an hour and fifteen m.inute s herp, and we will next
have a short intermission of about ten minutes before we start the second
phase of thls session.
RECONVENING OF SESSION
CHAIRMAN McCANN: Our panel has received from the floor a large
number of questions. These have been sorted with reference to the panel member to which they should first be directed. I will start with Dr. Ridenour.
Several have been directed to his attention.
This first question ii from R. R. Bennett~ Hughes Aircraft. He
asks "By what year do you expect that a digital computer capable of handling
l~ge real time flight problems will be available?"
DR. RIDENOUR: I am glad that he asked that question, because it
enables me to cover again in a few words of my own a point that Mr. Steele
made which I think is worth noticing. That is that in the past history of
computer development and use the emphasis in the field of analog computers
has been more on special purpose equipment, equipment designed for a·particular class of problems. Total differential equations, for example, are best
suited to solution by the early differential analyzers and so on down the
line, while the digital machil'1es have from the outset been called general
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purpose machines. This has not always been exactly the precise description
of some of the machines, but what is meant by that is simply that the logical organization of the machine is intended to be comprehensive in terms of
the machine fS ability under sorne program or other to handle any class of
problem. Now in order to si. mplify the construction of digital machines and
to do such trings as speed up their operation as you wanted to for simulation
purposes, what you have to do is to think in te~ of special purpose digital machines; machines whose organization and balance of internal operating
times and all that sort of thing are especially contrived to fit them best
to a particular class of problem r ather than to endow them with some embodiment of ·what somebody vaguely supposes to be the general operating requirements for a very much wider class of problem.
Thus if you are interested in making a digital simulator I think
that you would have to go more deep~ into the requirements of simUlation
than I believe anybody has yet done. I remarked to Dr. --Vance a moment ago
tha t I suspected vii th about the same amount of money it is going to cost to
build the contraption with 900 amplifiers in it you could indeed speed up
the kind of digital computation required for simulation by a couple of orders
of magnitude. So my answer to this question, "By what year do you expect a
dig!tal c onputer capable of handling large real time flight problems will be
available?" is just exactly this; Roughq two to three yeare. after someone
seriously t ack1es the problem. To my knowledge except for thi.s investigation
going on at Pennsylvania, which is pretty much an i~vestigation and not a
determined high budget effort to knock the problem in the head, there is
nothing going on. .
cussion?

CHAIH.MAN McCANN: Floyd, do you have anything to add to that disDo you want to make a guess as to the time element involved?

MR. STEELE:
Well, I think it will be a few years before there
will be a digital flight simulator. As far as the general simulation field
is concerned, I think there are three kinds of ways that people are going
about it or might go about it. If a person attempts to do the simulation
entirely by some digital machine, what he usually does is make a series of
approximating equations and collects the terms all together, and the effect
of collecting these terms all together among other things, provides the
general design criteria for the computer. A somewhat different approach to
this might be to isolate sections in a computer each one devoted to a particular piece of the simulation. For exampl¥ bringinr, in the autopilot.
You might devote an isolated section of a digital computer to imitating an
autopilot, and the person specialized in that component would put in whatever non-linear terms, whatever pseudo histories or terms he wanted, and
the flexibility of that section would be such that it would be immediate~
evident what changes in a particular parameter were doing to the whole system. The parameters wouldn r t be lost b,. a general collection of complete
system equations. Now where the system is entirely contained in a computer,
including the instruments, the simulation of instruments and the simulation
of the airplane is not what is required in actual testing of components. This
other problem is the midway probl'?m. A person designing a missile from
scratch does not have instruments or an auto-pilot or any particular piece
of hardware to put into the thing to try. He has to start out making a guess
as to hOlv everything will behave, and as it is designed he can see what
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,,happens. He could start the total simulation in about a year's time by putting to~ther things, like 150 to 300 integrators, and then 9r course he
would have to gradually speed the thing up as the hardware was available.
Since the demand of the simulator is not for new designs but for
designs that have been going for a ~ong time, I think that this is not too
pertinent a problem.
CHAIRMAN McCANN: Here is a card which states: "The J. B. Rea
is now working on a real 'time flight computer to be finished in
1953". That answers your qu~~stion specifically. Does anyone else among
the panel wish to discuss t~Ls question?
Comp~

DR. VANCE: I would like to make a few remarks along that line.
Naturally according to my past history I wouldn't agree to any schedule of
less than ten years. In these discussions it is always a question of generalities. It is a very dangerous thing to be general about one of these
things. We talk about big computers and small computers. The question is,
how big is big and how small is small. If you take a computer represented
by the capacity of this new device we are building for the Air Force wherein
we have 200 or more multipliers, each of these multiplier s is capable in
itself of being faster than any single digital computer ·now in existence or
planned, so you have over a 200 to 1 duplication. That means that something
will have to be done at least about the processes of your multiplication. In
other words, there is no way of simplifying multiplication. Multiplication
is multiplication. I am sure thatthe people who have been trying to design
the logic of digital parallel adders and things of that kind in the binar,r
system would like to know hoW' to gain in the scale factors of time. When
you talk about a system of that size the only conceivable answer is, you go
to microwave techniques Wherein the time of flight around the wires would be
important.
Now I believe there are two fairl3' serious programs underway to
atte.mpt to build digital and log devices so to speak. I wouldnlt depreciate
this program at the Uni versi ty of Pennsylvania at all because some of the
people. on that have had considerab1ebacikground in solving the non-linear
differential equat.ions that represent flieht systems. I believe that is a
step in the right direction, but I still stick to my idea of ten years before you can duplicate the performance of one of these very large machines.
I would like anybody from the Bureau of Standards to correct me if this
isn't true, as there is a study underway at the Bureau of Standards to determine how to design an effective digital simulator. Does anybody in the
Bureau of Standards care to say anythine about that, possibly Dr. Spanstead?
DR. SPANSTEAD: All I can say is that we have the matter under 'advisement and are follOwing through on a few ideas we have. We are hopeful we
will come up wi. th something.
CHAIRMAN McCANN: I have here another question which is somewhat
similar, at least closely related, to the last one. We have just talked about
this problem of digital simulation in real time, the question of relative
speed. We have talked about it primarily from the point of view of simulation, let us say, for testing on a 1 to 1 or'real time basis. I have a
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question here that is ,somewhat related withlespect to possible speed advantages of analog computing from a general design ft,nalysis point of view, where
some'othe~ factors come into play regarding this timing factor.
This question is from Professor C. H. Wilts of Cal Tech. He 'states: "The only
practical engineering design problem discussed is the auto-pilot problem. Do
any digital computer designers feel that applications to more complex design
problems (e.g. aircraft flutter) can be practically accomplished at this time,
particularly in view of the desire to stuqy changes in performance due to
variations of the many parameters of the system?1t Let me address this to
John Barne s.

DR. BARNES: Not being a flutter expert I think I wi'll reflect it to
a friend of mine, Dr. Ed Van Fees sitting in the front row. Don't you want
to say a word about what the flutter equations are?
DR. VAN. FEES:

I don It believe I have any connnents.

DR. BARNES:

I will pass it back to the Moderator.

DR. VANCE:

The Moderator himself is an expert in the field.

CHAIRMAN McCANN: Dr. Hilts is thinlting of the distinct advantage
that a direct analog provides in the field of design,analysis where one is
trying to study the effect of a varying large number of parameters and determining an optimum desi&~ taking into account a large number of controlling
factors. It appears at present that the use of digital techniques requires
that you sta.te the problem completely, starting out With one set of assumptions, obtpining the results from that set of assumptions, which means a
complete programming of the problem, the examination of results and then deciding what the next step will be in the analysis. At present it appears to
Dr. Wilts and other people at Cal Tech that the set up of a direct analog or
model with which you can experiment, provides a much more rapid and satisfactory method of analysis. You ,set up the gerieral system not specifying exactlY
what all the parameters are-knowing only that the general physical system is
described by a certain number of specified equations. Then with this general
model you delineate areas of interest experimentally and narrow the problem
dqwn to more exact calculations in specific regions of greatest interest. I
do not kn~w whether this teclmique is being used on 'any digital computers....
DR. RIDENOUR:
I want to make a gen'era,l platitudinous type of
remark which is that it seems to me this question and our Moderator's answer
to it reflects once more in very clear fashion the poverty of input and output equipment that has been used with digital machines. That is, ,to ~
knoYfledge, there are only one or two people in the rountry who have made
arrangeroonts for intervention in the program that is being followed by a
digital machine--the kind of intervention that would enable you in one of
these design studies to alter a parameter in the course of a computation in
order to find out vmere same characteristic or other has its best value.
Similarly I know of only one place in the country where anybody has ever; put
an analog sort of cathode ray tube display on the output of a digital computer so you can look at it and see what it is doing, and not until you do
that kind of thing vall these devices--even though they are slow and poverty
stricken as Arthur thinks they .are--not until you do that, .do they even have
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a prayer of tackling such a problem. The people '·. .:10 have been using digital
computers have been so beglamourcd by their performance(on mathematical problems, which is indeed dandy (laughter), that they have neglected to notice
that provided with these amenities a digital machine might be a useful tool
for scme other thing such as the ones we are talking about here.
CHAJRMAH McCANN:

Does anybody else want to comment further on this

question?
DR. GROSH of the GENERf·"L ELECTRIC COMPA\fY, speaking from the floor:
What is reflected here is not that there is a poverty in input and
ou tput equipment that has been used with digital machines. If some of the
engineers had had the gumption to put it into nUMerical analysis as the
astronomers did 150 years ago, we wouldn It be trying to pm 900 integrators
on the end of one piece of va re. (Laughter and applause.) •
CHAIFJ.{AN McCANN: let t s direct this next question to Arthur Vance
first. Mr. Milton Drandell of the Hughes Aircraft Company asks this question:
"Can analog' computers be adapted to solving problems in the business world,
such a s problems in accounting and more specifica.1ly in problems of production control? Are there any developments along'this line?"
DR. VANCE: I would say right now I ha.d never heard of anybody
wanting to apply an analog computer to bookkeeping, (laughter) but when you
get around to the situation of production control it is common and has been
used for years in such places as bottle inspection machines and tin plate
inspection machines.' As a matter of fact you talk about the automatic factory. The only part of it that exists today is the analog part which has
been growing continuously for the last twenty years.
CHAIRM.(tN McCANN:

Floyd do you wish to add to this?

MR. STEELE: }'here is quite a little bit of what might be called
analytical analog engineering that can be applied; the learning curve theory
for exanple, is b egimning in the planning of production processes. Probably
a small a~alog machine would facilitate a good deal of the plant loading; in
other words to load an aircraft plant you essentia lly take a learning curve
which tells you how many people per unit you are going to require, and then
you hnve to ro mehow figure out how many people you can actually put to work,
incorporate a lag of some kind, and from this you get the proper distribut~on
in people per week. Quite a good deal of work goes with this, and there
isn't a chance tp t ry it more than two or tlu-ee work loads before one is
picked out.
This is a hiring program and it is broken down and turned over to
personnel, and they start bringing people into the plant.. Again in breaking dovm a master schedule which this machine would produce, to detail
schedules, a lot of this--though it is presented in a tabular form--is ver.y
easi~ usable with analog work and detailed scheduling could also be done.
CHAIRMAN McCft.NN: This question deals specifically with regard to
applications in the business world. I do ha~pen to know of some work in the
field of economics in which considerable success has been obtained in the
solution of certain of the linear equations of business economics by analog
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techniques. In fact one of the groups working on this has built themselves
a special purpose computer for this use.
Here is another question I want to direct first to Arthur Vance.
It is from Walter F. Bauer of the University of Michigan: "What are the
relative merits of the two types of computers in dealing with problems involving extensive function generation, especially empirical functions of
more than one variable as found in aircraft simulation?1t
DR. VANCE: As far as functions of one variable are concerned,
the situation is quite clear. That constitutes one of the major weaknesses
of the present general purpose digital computer. We had the problem of as
many as twenty or forty non-linear arbitrary functions.
In some cases you
can memoriZe all these functions. In terms of high-speed memory, that is a
terrific problem. There is not a computer on the boards that would come
near doing that. One possible solution which is amenable to this kind of
work would be developing power series and extrapolation methods to compute
these functions. Even if you are fortunate enough to gain much by that
technique, you are still using up arithmetical element time. The generation
of functions of more than one variable is a very difficult task ~or both
types of machine.
I think it would be just increasingly difficult for the digital
machine for the same reasons I have stated. Now for the analog machine there
isn't any equipment so far available for that purpose. It is nonnally
handled by attempting to approximate these functions as sums or differences
or products of one variable. There are several methods that have been proposed, and there is no reason why they couldn't be made to work. The function
generators would be a function of two variables.
CHAIRMAN McCANN: Here is a question from C. B. Poland of the
General Electric Company, Hanford Works, addressed to Mr. Steele: "What is
your opinion regarding the major obstacles to cost reduction in producing
digital computers?"
MR. STEELE: Well, major obstacles are the number of components.
Often the components are not always being used at unusually high speeds or
somewhat out of their normal ranges. I think the whole problem in this is
to attempt to reduce the com~lexity of the machine and reduce the number of
parts, and this automatically will reduce the production costs and should
bring it way below the analog. The reason the digital has the potential of
being very cheap is because the complexity of it can be controlled. You
have a machi~e that is basical~ extremely Simple. As a natter of fact except for things like the player piano there has never been a mechanism
available in which people can get many units of complexity response out of
one unit of equipment. Of course that is the reason the analog will not
ultimate~ grow to great co~plexity and requires at least one unit of
equipment for one unit of the complexity of response. In the digital if
everything is in a normal easy memory you would have the equipment in one
memory channel of 4,000 relays since each piece of information on the channel can be altered or taken out or used in some way in a sixtieth of a
second. You have something very much like a relay. The 4,000 relays cost
you about the same as it costs to make six or eight relays as far as elec-
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tronic equipment is concerned. Let t s look at the relay. The reason that
you can It then make a machine that is 4,000 times as complex as the present
one with the same equipment or cut the complexity "a few thousand times with
existing machines is for the reason that nobody really knows how to use the
memory. There are ways of using it that make it simple, and there Will be
many more ways developed later. I think the direct answer to the question
of the cost of producing machines is almost entirely that of extreme canp1exi ty of components because that complexity in turn also demands unusually
expensive components and unusually precise components. You reduce the number of components and reduce the cost of components also.
CHAIRMAN McCANN: Does anyone else. on the panel wish to connnent
on this question? Here is one directed to John Barnes from Mr. R. E. Carr
of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory: ttDo you know of any practical (i.e.
operating) device which can be used in connection with electronic analog
equipment in order to simulate f (t-7) from an input of f (t)1 I assume
here that ~is an assigned positive finite constant, but otherwise is unrestricted. That is, it would be desirable that ~ could be assigned either
large or small values. I realize that reading on to magnetic tape and off
1: seconds later is theoretically a possibility. Is it an actuality?n

. DR. BARNES: Well, I don't !mow of any you can buy, but I don't
think it is .too difficult a problem. Long ago at M.l.T. Gray and Brown
developed an analog type of computing machine in which they used this process. They used film. Mr. Carr himself suggests magnetic tape. I think
that this is quite feasible and a modern way of doing it.
CHAIRMAN McCANN: This question is directed to Arthur Vance from
Walter F. Whitbeck, Bonneville Power Administration: "In the large sitnulators it is proposed to set elements against a standard, or to check components in the same way. If this is done manually, it will be very time-'
consuming. Have aqy automatic or semi-automatic methods been proposed for
this task?MR. VANCE: I believe I mentioned the clutch servo type of
mechanism which Convair is using where you set a large number of potentiometers. That is'· planned for the Air Force. It is not int.ended that in
any short length of time all the components could be checked against the
master standard, but they would be tested at some routine interval Which
would be determined by the stability of the elements.
We hope this interval wi 11 be at least a month am possibly
longer so that one eliminates the routine of taking the impedences, unplugging them from the machine, plugging them in a standard bridge, and continually adjusting them. Calibration is practically mandatory if you have
precisions beyond a part of 10,000. It has been our experience that many
elements will hold indefinitely to a part in 1,000.
CHAIRMAN McCANN: Here is one directed to Mr. Steele. It is
from R. R. Johnson of Cal Tech: tlBoolean difference equations were mentioned
by you as a potentially powerful tool-for handling sequential problems in
logical design. Would you be kind enough to amplify t his statement indicating
what you mean by this prinCiple, and including a possible application of the
technique. II
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MR. STEELE: I think those who use Boolean algebra every day
use it in a form that Shannon put it in which he borrowed the signs and the
processes from ordinar.y arithmetic, and with a few men~al reservations the
Boolean propositions can be treated very nmch as they would be in ordinary
algebra or arithmetic. If we create these operations that Shannon defined
with two of the total table of tautologies and the prime, that gives us
three. There are many people who express the total table of tautologies by
quite a number of combinations of these operat.ions.' We define another one,
and for convenience call it subtraction. We get an exclusive core, you
might call it, and it enables us to write a proposition at a given tirr.e. At
this time then we can write a relationship between a number of variable s.
Then we can \fTite the relationship T plus Delta T and subtr~ct the 2· by logical notation and that gives us chains. This is only a beginning, or a kind
of a marginal case. Actually the problem in logic is 'not that of expressing
relationships among a number of thines, but the sequence of the~ The thing
that makes a machine large is not one of static relationship, but a sequence
long in time which has to be followed. I would like to say in passing, take
the table of tautologies and apply the practical principle to it and take
the first difference of the table, and you will find out that the table of
tautology reduces from 16 to 2 as far as form is concerned. As,a consequence
the first difference of the tautology seems to be more important than the
table itself. One might say that the tautologies and how they change gives
,you a means of progressing from one relationship to the next by an operation.
That doesn't do too nmch justice to it.
CHAmMAN McCANN:

Here is one directed to John Barnes by Mr. M.
"I thought the problem of flutter of
airplane wrings was solved twenty years ago. I published myself, a solution
using Lagrange's Equations. Probab~ the parameters have increased since
then."

Lev.y, Post Office Department, Canada:

CHAIRMAN McCANN:

DR. BARNES:

Do you want to make any comment on that John?

I still say I

am not

an expert on flutter.

CHAIRMAN McCANN: Mr. Levy has, I believe, answered this question himself. The number of parameters the aircraft engineer must consider
~oday in makL~g a design from the flutter point of view has increased considerably.from that used ten years ago.,
Here are two questions that are very similar. One is asked by
R. G. Canning of U.C.L.A. and the other is asked by R. B.Conn of the Cal
Tech Jet Propulsion Laboratory. They are directed to Floyd Steele: "Will
you please gi ve an unclassified example of c omputing and/or control without
numbers." "What is this non-numerical data representation you mentioned?
Give a 'for instance'."
1ffi. STEELE: A rather easy process for the non-numerical to
carry out is non-convolution. We are trying to decide what to do with a
convoluter, '\lYe call it, and what you do if you have sets of twenty or thirty
convoluters. There is no history or background on how it is to be utilized.
To give a simple example on a non-sophisticated .type of non-numerical computation, suppose we picked data off a single time varying instrument in the
form o~ a plus 1, whenever the instrument goes up, and a minus 1 whenever
the instrument goes down. Normally we need tlvo channels to convey such kind
of work, because the instrument also stands still. We apply clocking intervals to this. It is very fundamental. You are going to clock the instrument
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every time and it can do one of three things. It can eo up one, down one, or
do nothing. If you wish to convey the fact that it does nothing you alternate oetween minus 1 and plus 1. Now supposing that you are involved wi th
a difference equation of some kind that has come from translating the differential equation that has assumed there is a linear friction term in it.
If you pass data back through memory this type of one minus one data is
automatically passed, and you allow the delta T equal to K, and then recombine the data again beginning with the present through a non-nuMeri.cal
subtractor, you substantially form a multiplication. You have taken the
derivative and multiplied by the constant. It requires less equipment than
the analog technique, and it is an extension of this. This is a very unsophisticated method, of course, because you are tapping the memory. A more
sophisticate~ way is to tap the memory continuously Qy another memory in such
a way that you perform not just simply the first difference multiplied by a
constant, rut you perform a general convolution and you soLve the linear
system. I hope that anSWers the question. .
CHAIRMAl',T McCANN: Mr. J. F. Kalbach of the William Miller
Corporation,· Pasadena, asks this question of Dr. Ridenour: "Vlhat are y~ur
feelines on the accuracy justifiable in computers when an overall accuracy
of five or ten per cent is often all that is desired when considering the
yalidity of assumptions? You mentioned 0.1% or a decade better is desired
in analog computers. Some people would be happy to know where to put the
decimal pOint."
DR. RIDENOUR: I didn't mean to suggest that you had to build
a better computer than is required by the necessities of your problem. vVhat
I meant b,y the numbers I gave regarding the precision of analog machines, is
that this is--by golly--the end of the line. This is as far as you can go
in using such techniques, and therefor.e there is a boundary to the kind of
problem that you can handle using these techniques simply because there are
ceTtain instances· in which you desire more precise answers than one part in
Ion will give where "ntt is five or sma~ler. I don't know whether this is an
adequate response to the" question, but it is all that occurs to me.
CHAIRMAN McCANN: We are running late on time. We have
severa.l more questions. Here is one for Arthur Vance from .,J. L. Martin of
the Telecomputing Corporation: "How does the use of back-to-back phototubes
eliminate the problem of drift and allow for a suitable stabilizing chopper?
Does not differential drift still exist in the phototubes?
DR. VANCE: Yes, it does. This is not a driftless affair.
The tv,o photo-cells have to be alike and have the same amount of light. Change
in resistance must be on each photo-cell or an amount commensurate to the
sensitivity of the cell. We have found it is possible to balance these things
so they hold up for periods of days. There are, of course, mechanical choppers.
You don't need anything like that at least.
CHAIRMAN McCANN: Here is an unsigned question directed to
"For same :accuracy, approximately how much slower is digital
simulation than analog simulation?"

Mr. Steele.

MR. STEELE: I think the answer for average practice today
is about half an order to one order. Digital simula.tion, for example, would
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do very well on all the tr8.4"1s1ational problems of an aircraft and simulate the
rotation problems on large wing-craft without too much difficulty. As far as
the same accuracy is concerned, there are a lot of things that aren't explored
yet, the chief thing being that there are these digital processes in which
you can trade time and accuracy the same as on an analog. There is one difference, and that is being exactlY repeatable and can be calibrated. There is
no effort that I know of that has been made in this direction. Presumab~ a
person could cut the accuracy dovin quite a way and make studies in the nature
of the errors and do an error computation for a fix-up or somehow juggle the
thing so the error is compensated. That technique hasn't been used. I think
the answer is on the order I gave on the 'ving-craft. If you get into roll
rates of the rockets or translational rates of some rockets, the digital is
about one order off.
CHAIRMAN McCANN: Next is a question from Richard P. Gaunt, Cal
Tech Jet Propulsion Laboratory, and it is directed to Mr ....Vance: "Our most
serious component deficiencies are in relays and polystyrene capacitors. Are
these yours? .~bat types of each are you using?"
DR. VAl-ICE: As far as the polystyrene condensers are concerned, the
last large computer we manufactured was the Typhoon Computer. The condensers
were $1.60 each on the surplus market and were made by the We stern Electric
Company. Vie found that W1der controlled conditions they can be calibrated and
held to the known value better than a part in 10,000 for a period of months.
Similar' 'data on polyethylene shows tolerances on the order of one part in
10,000. I am sure tpat condensers of equal excellence can be purchased today.
Now as far as the relays are concerned, I don't know what he is
talking about. In the original Typhoon we used a very high-speed computing
relay. Now those relays, because of the fact that they have to operate in a
hundred micro-seconds and do it very accurately they were very much of a design and manufacturing problem, but they are not as I understand it a serious
deterrent in the operation of the Typhoon. The other relays you might use in
analog computers of the type v're build 'would be the relays used for putting in
and out initial conditions and starting and stopping the machine and changing
parameters and things, and I can see no relay difficulty there if ordinar.y
precautions are taken.
CHAmMAN McCANN: I presume he is speaking of relays used for
this last purpose Dr. Vance mentioned. I might point out that with our computers at Cal Tech, we have the same problem where we 'have hieher speeds to
worry about as compared to an electronic integrating type of computer. We
find the Western Electric Mercury relay is very satisfactory from every point
of view including reliability; just to mention a specific relay that seems to
fit this particular application.
Here is a question directed by Mr. V. P. Magnuson, Bendix Computer
"What type of error correction can be applied to
compensate for errors arising from random noise in the channels which transmit,
incremental changes only? Loss of an increment would seem to perma~ently place
'in error the number which should have received the increment ...
Di vision, to Floyd Steele:

1l.R. STEELE: I don't want to go into this too far. It is of ·a
classified nature. I would say this in general. A chief problem in the use

of numbers for automatic control is that a number m~ be looked upon as an
abstraction of the whole past history of the instrument inputs, and an abstraction of the whole past history is useful in some cases and poor in
control. The past that you want in control dies out~airly fast, ~d even
in cases where you are simply perturbing the parameters of the system a little
bit to adjust for gradually-changed flight conditions you don't want too much
past history available. Numbers are not particularly useful for automatic
control. The second thing, and that is the purport of the question; numbers
themselves are very subject to disturbance by noise and random interchange
from one to zero will blow up a number entirely. If you communicate between
the numbers by counting systems the chance interchange from one to zero puts
a permanent error~in. The non-numerical techniques are not subject to this
in particular and they behave like the analog. They keep a past history. The
past history is not extensive and dies out rapidly through the use of weighting functions, you might say, and the result of this is that a casual interchange of the one and zero passing into the machine disturbs it the same as a
random piece of noise on an analog will disturb it. It passes out of the
system and doesn't lodge as permanent in the whole history of the control. I
think perhaps that indicates the answer to this question.
CHAIRMAN McCANN: We now have just a few remaining questions. The
next card is from W. W. Seifert of M.I.T. He doesn't ask a question. He
. would like t~ give some information. He says: "In response to Mr. Vance:
The flight simulator group in the D.A.C.L. at M.I.T. has scheduled the installation of four generators for representing functions of two independent
variables during June 1953. These will be on the order of 1/4% accuracy." I
notice that somebody has written on in ink a question as to whether these are
truly arbitrary functions. Bill Seifert, would you like to comment on that?
MR. W. Vi. SEIFERT: They are arbitrary in respect to the fact
that you can't have double value functions or anything like that. They aren't
necessarily monotonic or anything of that nature.
CHAIRMAN McCANN:
Here is a question that comes back to the some,.
what controversial one we cut short. TQis is submitted by Richard C. Booton of
M.I.T. The question is directed to Dr. Barnes: "The implication was given
that the use of computers reduces design procedllTe to an automatic process. Do
you really feel that any original design concepts can arise from automatic
computation, or that significant progress can be made in new areas unless machine computation is used as a tool by competent analysts."
DR. BARNES: I a'Il glad to have a chance to answ'er this one. I
don't think engineers will be out of jobs very soon or even analysts operating
computer machines. I would like to make an example out of the filter theory.
Back in the 1920's or 1918, in through there, people had just discovered that
electr01l8.gnetic wave filters could be made by using transmission lines such
as telephone transmission lines. The design of filters in that day was done
by coupling end to end with recurrence relations, combinations of known types
of filters and the size of known types with certain rules. Later on in the
early tlventies people looked at the problem in a normal filter of the type
in which designing was a change in attenuation, frequently in the pass band.
They designed networks that lYould offset this and equalize it. This was the
beginning of equalizers. These were networks designed ,vith an arbitrar.y or
prescribed characteristic for telephone work. Later on Cauer and others proposed a more general problem of designing a filter with certain specified
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types of elements'to have prescribed characteristics with certain limitations
for two terminal networks and later four terminal networks, including filters
and so on. There is quite a bit of 1i terature on this subject. Wheil you
have developed a good system of desi~ that will design characteristics, it
is quite possible to reduce this to an information processing device, a computer which will turn out your designs. It doesn't require this spark of
originality that a lot of people think of when they think of desiening an
airplane, for example. This is only because the aircraft design field is
still in the early stages relatively to electrowave volts, for example, so I
think in thi-s sense that we will have design computing equipment that will
give us answers to prescribed characteristics once we have moved along far
enough in the theory of what we would like to do, and then mechanize i~. Computing machines provide solutions to certain problems. These' in turn will help
us build up intuition so later we can develop hand methods for solving nonlinear problems.
CHAIRMAN McCANN:

Here is one from J. S. Morrel of Bendix Radj.o:

"A nwnber produced by an analog computer in solving a stress problem, for

exaJnplA, is in fact a sample from a distribution representing all numbers this
computer (or many nominally identical computers) would yield in repeated
trials of this problem. Likevrise the physical property it represent3 is
usually associated with a distribution over many individual structures. bt
appears that matching these distributions is a major computer problem. Comment
requelJted. It
DR. BARI'·J'&S: Well I agree that in physical systems such as the
analog computer of continuous type, we don't deal with a specific exact answer,
but with a possible distribution depending on a lot of features such as the
temperature of the computer and the noise level and the various other parameters that come in. But since the a'1swers we want -are still in the accuracy
ranee of the COMputer, we are not too disturbed by this. I would like to
refer another question back to the questioner here. Did you ever work with
rounded numbe~s? You will find this is a problem in arithmetic and a problem
of digital computers';. You ·wi·ll find just as much distribution theory in
rounded number's' as there are on computers in the distributions functions that
arise 'on the computation. You are always working with range such as the mean
value and variance.
CHAIRMAN McCANN: We have one more question here. In fact this
is a request in a sense to amplify something from the floor by John J. BUrke
of the Jet Propulsion Lab. It is directed to Mr. Steele. Also he seems to want
to comment about it: ItIf time permits I would like to phrase a connnent from
the floor regarding the relationship of computers to animal control mechanisms."
Is Mr. Burke here?
MR. JOHN J. BURKE: At first I thought I had a considerable pseudo
philosophical difference with Mr. Steele. One comment he made, I think, was
on counting systems. In dealing with computers in terms of biological systems
we might learn a lot by comparing the ~NO biological systems. After all the
biologists have really been in the computing business since 1929 or something
like that. We might learn fran them. However it seems to me a little confusing to talk about non-numerical systems when they are really numerical •
.Anothe~ conunent I had which I would like to bring out in more detail pertains
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to attempts to compare a computer to an animal mechanism. This is something
that irritates me a little. It used to be popular for writers to refer to
computers as brains and things t of this sort. Novl' we would like to compare
th.em to animal mechanisms. My comment is that I don It think it is such a
superb device. It is ~tually quite crude, and most all the measurements it
~2.kes an'-~ data it collects' in terms of engineering practice is of low precision and low response.

,

II.m. STEELE: Well, the animal systems,

'wi thout going into this
too far, do so~e things we would like very much to do, and that is that they
c.re like the .malog systems; they are fairly free from accumulative distur;-lances or noise. That has been a severe handicap 1'r.i. th the digital computer.
The thing can It stand internal noise at :3.11, and the animal system can. Also
again we have the problem of initial conditions which the animal systems don't
have. V.hen 'we stand up and take off a set of gyros WB keep our eyes closed.
c:'~e pass tha.t in some kind of a fashion through a coordinate transformation
and dmvn the control system. It doesnlt require any setting up of initial
conditio~, ctnd thl.s is a very desirable. thing if you knOYT how to achieve it.
Actually we recognize analog systems as being digital. There is no theory
for tracing. them out'. The fact is that there are noV{ some processeo that are
both digital and non-numerical and donlt use binary numbers and don't use
counti~g either; you might call it a'sitn of progress where you can get such
things a~rnplished that are a good deal alike: addition and subtraction and
differential control and anticipation and transformation. If you can get
things like that you may also have something that is like the animal system.
It mir:ht be very useful to trace out animal systems to see if they are really
this way. The fact of the matter is that animal systems not only have complicated visual processes way'beyond this but their sense of balance is not
too different from the thing you are trying to do in an airplane. Now we
want to gather more data in an airplane to balance it than just the data from
a gyro. '\"Ie gather data from the compass and altimeter and other instrurne!1ts
[!TId combine them altogether. Vie would like to combine all coordinates and
use t!lem as a reference to c antrol. This is exactly what people do all the
time, and they don It fall down if they have a random popping of the synapse.
(Laughter) They start· off In th the wrone c ondi tions. This is something that
we . .V'ould like to do. I think there are some clues. That is a.ll we can say
at the present time--there are clues how it might be done and some directions
we might go, and the fact the. two are parallel is a thing of extraordinary
interest and of philosophical value. It has not cane about deliberately-that is, people haven It deliberately studied it.

DR. VANCE: Might I make a comment? It seems to me that our,
concern about the human being transmitting informa.tion around to the form
of noise is being overemphasized. The human being is an animal, and why
the preoccupation with the idea of the on and off pulses and that his
processes are rat!ler crude. I would say that the fact that you measure
nerve action as on and off pulses is just a secondary factor in determining
the mechanism.
CHAIRMA..~ McCANN:
Gentlemen, 'VIe have probably subjected this
eroup of experts to enough discussion a'1d it is time we called a halt to this
discussion period. We thank you all for being here. We certainly .thank the
panel for providing us with an extremely interesting discussion.

END OF SESSIOU
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COlJiLiERCIAL APPLICATIONS THE IMPLICATION OFC~\SUS EXP~~IENCE

James L. McPherson
Bureau of the Census
The Bureau of the Census began operating a Univac System in April
1951. We temporarily stopped operation at the end of December 1952. During
this period our Univac was housed in the factory in Philadelphia where it
was built by the Eckert-Mauchly Division of Remington Rand Inc. The first of
this year (1953) our UniV-3.C was shipped to Washington. It is now being reassembled and we hope to put it back in oper3.tion within the next two or
three months.
As soon after our Univac was delivered as operating personnel was
partially trained which was about June or July of 1951, we introduced a seven'
day per week, twenty-four hours per day schedule. This schedule was continued
throughout our operation of Univac.
During this period the Univac performed a variety of what we call
IIsnall jobs It • Most of these were on Census work but some of them were for the
u. S. Air Foree, the Army Map Service or the Atomic Energy Commission. We call
these jobs "small" not because they were small in importance but because they
were small in terms of the amounj, of Univac time they required as compared
with the two "large" jobs our Univac performed during the period we operated it.
I

0ne of th~ two large jobs was the preparation of certain population
statistics and the other was the preparation of' certain housing-family statistics.
Both were part of the 1950 Census of Population and Housing. Important characteristics of each of these large jobs were (1) they involved a ver.y large
amount of input (a total of about 20 million input items for both jobs combined)
(2) relatively little processing of each input item was necessar.y (a traction
of a second was the time required typically for the Univac to dispose of an
input item) and (3) a fairly large amount of output resulted--the output units
were tabul~r presentations of populati,-,n or family-housing statistics for a
complex of geographic areas.
Commercial applicatio~of large scale, integrated, high speed information processing equipment which come to mind most immediately are the activities
under the jurisdiction of the accountants and bookkeepers. ~hether these are
more or less important than other possible commercial applications I am neither
inclined, nor prepared, to argue. Control of all sorts of industrial processes
will undoubtedly become more and more automatic through the use of these new
electronic data processing devices. Such a~:;plications challenge the imagination
and invite investigation and discussion. I feel competent only to conjecture
and speculate about the impact of these equipments in this area.
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The bookkeeping kinds of applications are, I believe, similar in
many respects to the vvork we have done at the Bureau of the Census. Characteristics they share with Census applications are: (1) large numbers of
input items (2) a s1'l811 amount of processing per input item and (3) a
significantly large amount of output. '!his is, of course, a generalization
to which numerous exceptions can be found. However, it is, I think, obvious
that maintainiri'g inventory records on thousands of items, or I~ reparing payrolls for thousands of employees, or sending monthly bills to thousands of
customers or clients, are applications much more akin to Census jobs than
they are to the problems of engineering and applied mathematics to which '
large scale electronic computers have alreaqy contributed Significantly and
for which they-were originally developed.
To our knowledge there exists nowhere, other than at the Census over
eighteen months of contInuous full time (around the clock, around the week)
experience with high speed electronic information processing equipment on
problems quite similar to those faced by the accountants in the business
conmunity. This does not qualify us as experts in such problems, ipso facto.
In fact, the statement I can make with most conviction is that we have much
to learn about now, most efficiently, to use our Univac. Nevertheless, we
believe a few important comments are dictated by our experience.
The first of these is that larg~ scale electronic infonmation
processing equipment can be more efficient for many commercial purposes than
any other tool, or collection of tools, presently available. This statement
is true, I believe, for devices which exist today, are commercially available
and have a history of proven workability. Whether or not they can be used
economically in any specific situation depends only on two things. One is the
size of the job. Atpresent the devices most readily available are very large
scale and rather expensive. Obviously the job must be large enough to justify
the investment in equipment. The other factor is the ability of the 'user to
analyze and accurately define the final objectives of his present procedures;
his willingness to arrive at tLose objectives by wha.t .may prove to be radically
different procedures; and his willingness to familiarize hiuLself with the logic
of, and programming for, integrated information processing equipment.
With respect to the first of the~e tv.'o points I am confident that it
will_become decreasingly important. Equipments of reduced speeds and memory
capacities but which are general purpose and well integrated are beginning to
become available at costs significantly below those charged for their larger
and more ambitious forerunners. This is one way equipment investment may be
reduced. Another may well be through pooling of resources to defray the cost
of equipment. This obviously may occur in several ways. A group of users
might own an infonnation processing system jointly; a trade association- might
acquire one to supply serviCe to its merrhers; an owner might sell excess time
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on his system to other users; or independently owned facilities may sell infor.mation processing services. A wonderful attribute of these general purpose
devices is the speed and ease with which they can be made to stop .work on one
problem and begin work on anotper. It takes literally only a minute or two to
change. Last summer there was a period during which Census personnel were
operating two Univacs at Remington Rand's plant in Philadelphia for three
agencies. There were many actual instances where one minute a Univac would
complete the numerical solution of a complicated for.mula f~r the Atomic Energy
Commi~ sion and a minute la ter it would be tabula.ting Census sta.tistic s, and
wi thin a minute after it completed the Census work it would be engaged on a
conversion of coordinates task for the Ar~ Map Service.
This versatility means thct to share an installation of electronic data
processing equipment a group of potential users need not have common problems.
Each potential user, however, must meet the second requirement I mentioned
earlier. He must analyze and aecure.tely define his end objectives and then
develop procedures to achieve those objectives which take fullvadvantage of the
capacities of high speed data processing equipment. Not only Census experience
supports this point. I have some fami 1 iarity with several investigations of
the commercial applicability of these new equipments which were conducted by
potential users. Two cases, in particulo.r, I think bear mention. Both are
multi-million dollar corporations with long histories of successful operation.
Their businesses are quite different yet their investigation led to similar
·conclusions. These were that through radical changes in procedures significant
economies could be effected through the use of these new equipments. In
general these changes require the consolidation, into one integrated operation,
of activities which are now being conducted in separcte departments. In tact,
in both cases most of the success of the investigation resulted from the tact
that the investigaors were staff officers attached to the very top officials
in their respective companies and therefore were able to cross existing
departmental lines with little or no difficulty.
To restate, briefly, the first point concerning commercial applicability - equipment in operation and commercially available can be used
profitably by the business community to~ if users will app~ their detailed
knowledge of their problems to the development of procedures to exploit these
equipments.
Please keep the foregoing in mind. A person who believes he has
perfect facilities for perfonming any task is either a genius or a fool. We
at Census know we are not the former and hope we are not the latter. We are
not satisfied with the equipment we have. I will try to indicate some waye in
which we think it could be better. Unfortunately there have been instances
where our indications of shortcomings have been interpreted as general eo~
demnation of these equipments. This is completely unjustified. We are onlT
trying to indicate how good equipment can be made better.
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The input-output facilities presently available are badly out of
balance with the ability of these equipments to manipulate infor.m~tion
internally. There are two reasons for this. The first is a historical
reason. These equipments were original~ developed for applications where
large quantities of input and output did not exist. Only when the designers
and builders looked for commercial application-did these facilities become
important. The second reason for the mismatch between input-output and
internal processing speeds is an engineering one. The input-output devices
must make the trans! tion from the physical world we humans know and operate
in where time is measured in months; days and hours to the electronic world
of the dC:ita processor where time is measured in seconds, milliseconds, and
microseconds. This transition can be accomplished only by equipment with
mechanical as well as electronic properties. We do not believe that
designers have developed the best mechanical components for these equipment~
yet.
On the input side particularly, however, we think it is hopeless to
expect mechanical elements to operate at speeds comparable to the internal
speeds of the inform£t~on processing equipment. This being the case we
bel~eve we JlIlst look tor means to minimize the inefficiencies that slow input
caus~s.

Procedures we used in the 1950 Census of Population and Housing will
illustrate this problem. A census enumerator reGorded the required information
on a schedule, later a census clerk converted some of the infoIma tion from .
descriptive words into number codes, still later a key punch machine operator
transferred the intelligence recorded on the schedule to a punched card, and
later still a card-to-tape machine transferred the intelligence from the punched
card to the magnetic tape which is the input medium for our Univac. Now let
us look at rates of speed with which these processes were accomplisl~d. The
enumerator's job inVolved much more than recording answers on the schedule.
Let us say that the 30 or so households for which he obtained infor.mation each
day was reasonable and satisfactory. The coding clerk processed the information
for about 300 households per day. The key punch operator prepared cards for
about 250 households per day, the card-to-tape prepared tape for about 10,000
households per day. The Univac processed information at a rate of about 2O,OOC
households per day (all of this is based on an eight hour day). Obviously, the
more manual the process, the slower it is. An ideal solution for this Census
problem would be a device which would read the information recorded by the
enumerator and transmit it directly to the electronic information processor
thereby elimineting the coding clerk, the key punch operator and the card-totape oper:;tion and even the magnetic tape.
It is unlike~ that we will ever achieve this ideal.
are making progress toward it, however.

~~:e

believe we

The National Bureau of Standards ha.s been helping us with this problem
and has in the final stages of development a device designed to rea.d a census
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schedule andtranster the infor~ tion thereon directly to magnetic tape. In
order to use this equipment we must require our enumerators to record their
answers by means of positioned marks rather than descriptive words or numbers
but this does not, at present, appear to us to be particularly burdensome or
undesirable. We 'hope through the use ot this device to affect substantial
savings of time and money by eliminating the key punch operation and the cardto-tape operation. (There n~y be a partial~ offsetting increase in the time
and cost ot coding).
This we think illustrates the most important way in which input can
be brought more near~ in balance with the information processing ability of
these devices, namely by more complete integration of the processes involved.
Possible commercial applications are very easy to visualize. For example:
(1) cash registers which communicate directly with magnetic recording media
very likely will be developed before long (2) the charge-a-plates now used in
most department stores may well be modified so they initiate a communication
with an inforlD9tion storage reservoir (3) standardized type used to record
serial nWIbers and amounts on bank checks can probE.bly be read by equipment
which exists today. Other lllustr9-tions are not hard to find. In tact some
ot you may be familiar with the perforated garment tags which are currently
being used by some mail order houses and department stores to mechanize the
process of input of information to inventory control systems.
The mismatch between output speeds and information processing ability
may be more serious for some commercial applications than it is for Census work.

For some commercial purposes - account billing for example - there may be a
one-to-one ratio of input to output items. Here ~igh speed, le'gible printing
is extremely important. It would be untrue and unfair to suggest that this
problem has not received the attention and interest of designers of these
equipments.
In this area, too, the Census has sought the assistance of the National
Bureau of standards. It is, I believe, correct to say that so far we have been
advised to save our money. In other words there has not yet appeared output
equipment enough better than our Uniprinters which type ten characters per
second, to justif,r the price quoted for the faster equipment.
In summary of the second point then: There is room and need for ~
provement in input-output equipment and on the input side particularly there
is need for system development and integration.

In conclusion, I want to remind you of the history of the development
of punched card equipment. We, at the Census, are proud to have fostered
Dr. Hollerith who invented the punched card method to increase the efficiency
of Census tabulations. We recognize that this method grew to be the powerful
aid to business and industry it is today as a result of the interest in it and
the demands made of it by private business. Electronic information processing
equipment which exists today was developed to meet government needs. Private
uses are just beginning to appear. As businessmen put this new equipment to
work for their purposes they will learn where it is strongest and where it is
weakest. Just as their father's influenced the course of development of
punched card equipment, today's businessmen should direct the development of
tomorrow l s electronic data processing equipment.
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PAYROLL ACCOUNTING i.'ITH ELECOM 120 CONFUTER

Robert F. Shaw
Electronic Computer Division, Underwood Corporation
Introduction
The Elecom is a magnetic drum computer of the same general type as the
Elecom 100, which was described in detail by Mr. Auerbach of this company
at the meeting of the Association for Computing Machinery in Pittsburgh
last May, and published in the Proceedings of that meeting. It differs
from the 100 in two important respects; operation is decimal throughout,
and the memory capacity has been increased from 512 to 1000 words. The
change from binary to decimal operation results in a machine which is
well adapted to commercial applications as well as purely mathematical
computations.
Payroll accounting, because of the relatively small amount of input
data involved, is an application which uses the 120 system with reasonably
high efficiency. In the example I will describe, one computer, operating
on a 7 hour a day, 5 day a week basis, can handle the ,payroll accounting
for approximately 4000 employees.
'
Preparing the

Ent~

Tape

The manual preparator,y work includes collecting time cards, totaling
for each employee the number of hours worked at regular and at overtime
rates, and typing the employee number and the hour totals on a typewriter
which simultaneously punches a paper tape. The result is the punched
tape, together with a printed record like that shown in Fig. 1.
Here the first word of each pair gives the employee number, preceded
by zeros to fill it out to the standard 8 digit length, and the second
word shows the hours worked at regular rates and at overtime rates, with
decimal point assumed to ~ie betweeB the second and third digits in each
case. The three digit number following the first entry of a group indicates the memory address into which that word is to be placed; subsequent
words go into sequential addresses automatically.
As the payroll clerk processes the cards, she also arranges them in
ascending numerical order by employee number. Since cards can ordinarily
be collected from each rack in proper order, the amount of time involved
in collating all cards processed by one clerk is relatively small, and
this is one operation which can be done more efficiently by the clerk
than by the canputer. At the end of each ten entries a stop character is
punched in the tape; this will later cause the computer to stop reading
Copyright 1953
Electronic Computer Division
Underwood Corporation
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paper tape at this point and proceed with computation.
TheAcco~nt

Tape

Information concerning each employee is recorded on a magnetic tape.
This data includes name, address, social security number, withholding exemptions, basic and overtime rates, and data concerning special 'deductions
such as union dues, hospitalization and the. like. In addition to these
figures which do not ordinarily change from week to week, cumulative earnings and tax totals for quarter and year are recorded weekly, and at any
given time the details of earnings and deductions for the previous o~
current week are included. A block of 50 words 1S assigned ·to each account.
This space, equivalent to 400 digits, is considerably more than is logically
necessary for the data stored, but two important advantages are gained.
First, each item, regardless of how feN digits it contains, can be assigned
to a separate ~ord, so that extraction and recombination are minimized,
and editing is simplified. Furthermore, mu~h of the data can be stored
in edited forn ready for printing; in fact, certain items can be recorded
in both edited and unedited form. ·Results can thus be stored in only one
section of the memory, from which they are both printed and recorded on
tape, instead of being assembled in one place for printing and in another
for recording.
Figure 2 shows a typical arrangement of data in~the block. Column A
indicates the word position in the block of 50. Column B indicates those
items which are printed during weekly payroll processing. The items in
Column C are used in the quarterly preparation of social security tax returns. Those in Column D are used in preparation of annual withholding
tax statements. The only editing required in changing from one type of
form to another is the appropriate shifting of printer stop symbols.
Finally, Column E indicates items which are used in computation and are
thus stored in unedited form. Note that many of these also appear in
edited form. Thus it is unnecessary to "de-edit" an item carried over
from one week to the next before using it in the new computation.
starting the Processing
A we~kly processing ~n is started by mounting the paper entry tape on
the tape reader of the first i~put typewriter, and the employee account'
tape on ·the magnetic tape unit. The blank journal form is started on the
first typewriter, and the combined statement and check form, together with
the individual earnin~s record form, are mounted on the second typewriter.
Fig. 3 shows the forms used. Note that the journal carries the .same data
arrangement as the order forms. It is therefore possible, by operating
the typewriters simultaneously, to type only a sin.o;le line of data for all
three forms, so that typing, the slowest of all the operations involved,
is kept to a minimum.
The only reason two typewriters are used is because the journal fonn
is advanced a line at a time, while the other forms are advanced a considerably greater distance.
t 1anually operated dual paper feeds for typewriters are now available,
and it is quite likely that
electrically operated version of this device

an
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will soon be developed.
on a single typewriter.

When this can be obtained, all forms can be handled

The journal and statement-check forms are one-time forms, of course,
but the earnings record form carries entries for thirteen weeks, with a
heading showing the employee's name, address, and other pertinent information. Its registration with respect to the statement-check form is adJusted so that each week's data will fall one line below that of the preceding week.
In addition to mounting the tapes and fonns, the date and the starting
number for the pay checks are entered manually into the computer. Computation can now be started, and from this point on the operation is entirely
automatic.
Computation
Fig. 4 shows a flow chart of the program. Ten entries are read from
the paper tape, and one account from the magnetic tape. The employee
number of the 'first entry is compared with that of the first account. If
they differ, another block is read from the magnetic tape, and the process
is continued until agreement is reached.
T4hen employee numbers match, computation starts, and as it proceeds the
magnetic tape is backed up one block. The latter operation proceeds in
parallel with computation. Computation of earnings, deductions, and net
pay is relatively simple and occupies less than 2 seconds. Editing of the
results requires about 3 seconds more. Results are stored in the memory
channel occupied by the block read from the account tape, replacing
corresponding figures read from the tape. Thus cumulative totals are
brought up to date, and the current week's figures replace those of the
previous week. Appropriate portions of the data are then printed by the
typewriters, and the block of data is recorded on the account tape, in
the same block as that from which it was read but in a different channel.
Thus the original block fs not erased, and, in case of discrepancies, is
avai lable for reference. l~!i th five channels available in each block on
the tape, data from as many as four preceding weeks can be retained before it finally becomes necessary to replace them.
In the course of computation, column totals are accumulated in the
memory, and are printed out on the journal form at the end of the day's
run. Any desired departmental or other group totals are also accumulated
and printed as desired, and journal page totals may also be printed
periodically.
.
Zero suppression
Zero suppression is the most time-consuming operation in the editing
process. It is made somewhat easier by making use of a so-called
"normalizing" instruction included in the 120' s code. This instruction,
introduced originally to simplify programming of floating decimal operations,
causes a number in the accumulator to be shifted to the left until its
first digit is non-zero. The number of shifts required to accomplish this
is automatic'ally counted and recorded in a specified address in the memory.
This number, in the present case, of course indicates how many spaces are
to be substituted for the zeros preceding a number. The zero suppression
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subroutine is a good example of the type of programming used in the 120.
Figure 5 shows the zero suppression subroutine.
Column A shows the addresses in which instructions and data for the
subroutine are placed. Column B contains the instructions themselves,
each consisting of a space symbol in the sign position, not specifically
shown; a two-digit number indicating the type of operation; and two threedigit addresses. Column C contains brief descriptions of the indicated
operations.
Before entering the subroutine, the number
in address 110 and in the accumulator and the
means of the 26 instruction, which records in
the instruction in 106 the point of return to
transfers control to address 100.

N to be processed is placed
subroutine is entered by
the right-hand address of
the main program, and then

Instruction 100 causes the number N to be shifted and the number of
zeros (p) to be counted and recorded in 109 as a single digit preceded by
seven zeros and a positive sign. Instruction 101 subtracts this quantity
from 8, and places the result in A after first clearing the shifted N,
which has no significance. The result, s, shows how many significant
figures N contains. Instruction 102 shifts this figure06 places to the
left, making it appear as the second digit of A, and then extracts it into
that position in the instruction in 104. A word containAng 9 spaces, including one in the sign position, is brought into A by the instruction 103.
Now instruction 104 shifts these spaces "s" places to the left, making the
"stl right-hand digits zero. The result, in A, is a word those first "p"
digits are spaces, and whose last "s" digits are zeros. 113 contains
irrelevant data. It is now only necessary to add the original N to this
number in A, store the result in 110, and return to the main program at
the point previously recorded in instruction 106. The entire process requires 0.2 second.
Checking
Checking operations are performed as desired, and their scope is limited
only by the amoun~ of time one wishes to devote to them. Certain ones are
worthy of mention and are almost essential.
For example, a cammon type of error is the introduction of an entry
out of sequence. Since we have assumed entries arranged in increasing
sequence, anyone having a number lower than the preceding one indicates
an error and can be detected with a simple comparison. It can then either
·be recorded on a separate line of the journal, or punched into an error
tape (since paper tape can be punched from the computer.) It may also be
advisable to list as an error any entry bearing a number appreciably higher
than the preceding one; for example, if account number 1385 were inserted
by accident between 1312 and 1313, the result, in the absence of such a
test, would be to skip over all numbers between 1312 and 1385 on the
magnetic tape and earnings records, and after computing on entry 1385, to
list as errors all subsequent entries from the paper tape up to 1386.
Another obvious check is periodic cross-footing of column totals. Reon the magnetic tape can be checked, if desired, by rereading the
recorded block. If an error, such as the missing of a pulse, was made
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during recording, automatic checks included in the 'reading operation will
have a very high probability of detecting it. This· latter check requires
several additional seconds per block, and our experience with tape reliability would appear to indicate it is quite superfluous, particularly
in view o·f the po~icy of retaining the previous week r s record on the tape
for reference.
Tax Returns
Since cumulative earnings totals have been kept from week to week in
each account, it becomes a very simple matter to run off the quarterly reoort of social security taxes on form 94la. Practically no computat~on is
involved; it is only necessary to accumulate the column tota'ls. The only
editing required is the insertion of a decimal point between dollars and
cents in the quarterly earnings total, and placement of carriage return
and printer stop symbols. Restoration of the quarterly cumulative totals
to zero in each account is accomplished by a minor modification of the
program for the'next weekly run. Thus here again the most time-consuming
part of the operation is the typing of the tonne
Annual preparation of withholding statements on form W-2 is likewise
a simple matter. Here again the only computation involved is the
accumulation of column totals, and. the only editing is insertion ·of
decimal points and placement of printer control symbols. Again the clearing of annual cumulative totals in each account is kccomplished on the
next weekly run.
Operating Times
Operating times, on a per-account basis, are approximately as follows:
For weekly payroll processing, approximately 27 seconds,
distributed as follows:
2 seconds
Reading paper t~pe
Magnetic tape operations
3.2 "
Computation, including editing
5
"
Typing, including additional line
II
feeds on second typewriter
17
These times allow for the Off-sequence checks mentioned above, and
periodic. cross-footings. They"Will be increased somewhat, of course, if
more elaborate checks are desired, or if a large number of inactive
accounts accumulate and have to be passed over on the magnetic tape and
earnings records.
The quarterly social security report requires approximately seven and
a half seconds per line, distributed as follows:
Magnetic tape operation
1.6 seconds
1
11
Computation & editing
5
II
Typing
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Preparation of W-2 forms require about 21 seconds per form, with the
following breakdown:
Magnetic tape operation
1.6 seconds
Computation & editing
2
"
Typing
17
"
Conclusion
Payroll accounting is, of course, only one example of the applications
.of the Elecom 120 system. In addition to the usual wide range of scientific
and engineering computations for which high speed computing machines can be
used, the 120 system can handle other types of commercial problems, such as
cost accounting, inventory control, and insurance premium billing. Its
chief limitation is in the slow printing speed and the slow speed with which
paper tape is read.
Two approaches to the input problem are possible; a fast paper tape reader
can be used, employing photoelectric pickup or other non~echanical sensing
means, or equipment can be designed. for preparation of magnetic tape from a
keyboard. Both of these methods are now under investigation to determine
which is more economical, and it is expected that a decision can be reached
and equipment made·available within the next year.
The problem of designing a high speed printer which c?n be produced at
a cost low enough to be commensurated with the rest of the system is considerably more difficult. We are confident that it will be solved in time,
but meanwhile the problem of producing output date in visible form at a
reasonable rate will continue to be the chief factor limiting this more
extensive use ofcqmputers in commercial applications.
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*40000125
*00003128
*40000000
*00003129
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# stop character iriserted here; does
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EntI")" Tape

ACCOUNT TAPE
Arrangement .of Data in Block
A
00
01
02
03
04

B
Employee Number
Rate: basic
Rate: overtime
Exemptions
Dues

FICA: quarter
FICA: year
Employee Number
Regula r hours
Overtime hours

15
16
17
18
19

Gross Pay
FICA
\-1i thhold~ng Tax
Dues
Hospitalization

~~00029294
~~00000OO3

*00000045
~~00000028

~~00381799

-r.-00011832
-)~00054519
-)~00OO0320

x
x

i~OOO05400

xxxxx1234
7~250xxxx

*mH~9654
*x:xx.xi~-~-~

*XXX*1430
*~-*45
-~x:xxxiB~-28

-~-xx38l799
-):-xx:i~

54519

**8032~BP~-)~12--r.-7-53
-~x54320tt

25 Social Security Number
rr
26
"
"
27-28 Name
29-30
"
31-32
"

*99~~99xx

xQUENTIN*
xA*HASTIN
xGSxxxxxx

33-34 (Printer control)
35-36 Address
37-38
"
39-40
"
41-42
"

xtxttxxxx

43-44
"
45-46
"
47-48 Amount
49 (Printer control)

xxxxxxxx.x

Space
t Tab

x
x
x
x
x

-r.-OO091523

i~4000xxxx

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x

x

x#
x
x
x
x

~~9999txxx

x

x1854~-E*7

xS Tc NEW-f·Y
xORK~~NYcx

xxxxxxxxx

·xxxxxxxxx
~H:-$80.32

xcttxxxxx

x
x
x
x

x Blank (ignored by typewriter)
# Modified during editing
Fig. 2.
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E

x
x
x
x
x

-~00019529

20 Earnings: year
21 ldi thholding Tax: year
22 Net Pay
23 Date
24 Check Number

*

D

*00001234

05 Hospitalization
06 Earnings: quarter
07 Earning s: year
08 vii thholding Tax: quarter
09 Withholding Tax: year
10
11
12
13
14

C

c Carriage Return
tt Printer Stop
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ZERO SUPPRESSION SUBIWUTINE
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B
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16 101 109

8 - p
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46 104 111
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11 112 108
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~[s]

105

10 112 110

Add N

106

20 llu [ ]

Store result; return to main program

107

00 000 008

Constant

108

*"~

109

[

]

Number of zeros (p)

110

[

]

N; later, corrected N
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Extract control
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00 000 000
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"AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING
IN LARGER NANUFACTURING PLA1ITSft

by
Ll
H. E. Salveson and R. G. Canning
University of California, Los Angeles

If you have ever tried to drafT a small child 'through a toy department,
while trying to catch a train, you will have some feeling for- the troubles
of the Production Control Manager. He is faced With a never ending stream
of unexpected troubles, all of which tend to keep him from making good his
schedule. Developnent of ingenious methods to solve this problem has helped
some, but in many cases, both the problem and ulcers remain.
The authors are engaged on a research project. at the University of
California, Los Angeles, on how to improve scheduling. The objectives are
to provide quantitative methods as a basis for manag~ent decision, instead
of the present predominantly intuitive methods. One main phase of the prQject
is developingtbe "optimum scheduleff--that schedule which makes the best use
of plant facilities and materials. A conceptual "model" of a scheduling
system has been developed b.Y one of the author;Land ~erves as a conceptual
"framework" for this study.
But, in addition to methods for developing an optimum schedule, there
is the further problem of meeting the schedule. This problem reaches its
peak of bewilderment in the large job shop--where a large variety of products
is possible, and production is to customer order rather than to inventory.
Parts are made in snaIl quantities, and there is a long time between repeat
orders, hence, the learning process is minimized. Because tooling on one
operation turns out to be uns.atisfactory, the job has to be set aside until
proper tools are obtained. Then the reworking of incorrectly made parts can
throw off tho schedule, and the rejecting of bad parts changes the quantity
and necessitates rush orders. The machinist, not clearly understanding the
print, decides to make the part his way--and sometimes this isn't the right
way.' Oc~asionally whole.operations are skipped, b,y sending the parts to the
wrong department. Or an order . is lost; it is somewhere wi thin the plant-- but
no one knows where. Sanetimes you can't detennine the cause of the trouble;
the part has been made satisfactorily 50 times before but this time it just
can't be made right. And then just when everything seems to. be going
mnoothly on the part, the customer changes his order--more earli~r, fewer
later; cancells out or other.
What is the result of all of this on the schedule and the man who is
responsible for it? A sample survey was made in a local manufacturing plant.
Table I shows what was happening to scheduling there. Out of 692 orders
in the sample, only one was on schedule, all others either were early or

A This paper was prepared while the writers were under contract to the
Logistics Branch, Office of Naval Research.

late relative to the schedule. This same plant publishes a shortage list
d~lY that is about 300 pages long. Decision-making is indeed difficult
W1 h that much data to consider.
Number of days actual differed
from scheduled completion date
21 or more
17 to
13 to
9 to
5 to
l'to

20

16
12
8

4

"on schedule"

Number of parts completed
within the interval
early
late
128
114
84
72

78
·48

40

56

21
16

28
6
1

TABLE I
Figure 1 shows the variations in the work load in one department of this
plant. a hydraulic press department. The solid line represents the jobs
arri. ving in the department. and due in the future. The upper dot ted line
represents the past due jobs, and the lower dotted line is the number of jobs
clearing the department on that day. Uneven flows and backlogs such as this
mean loss of money to the firm. since parts often must be assembled out of
the proper sequence; jobs, men. and m..achine are not avail.ab1e at the same
time. etc. In part, this is just like putting the electrical wiring in a
new house after the walls are up. This not only costs extra money. it also
usually means that deliveries are "off schedule".
The variety of solutions to the production control problem is almost as
great as the variety of problems. Probably the most common solution is some
variation of the "manual" system. In this system, the problem is broken down
into a number of snal1 canponents~ and different men are made rest>0nsib1e for
these canponents. Expediters are needed to coordinate efforts; it is not
uncommon to find 2 percent to 5 percent or more of the employees of a plant
working as expediters. . Under such a system. it is almost impossible to
predict the load on a glven production department eveJ1 a few days into the
future, especially where there is no standardized flow of parts through. the
plant.
To allow sane means of predicting future loads. use has been made in
years of punched card systems of production control. Punched card
s,ystems allow for more centralization. B,y sorting cards by expected dates
arid Qy departments. some estimate of future loads can be obtained. All
predictions are based on standard running times. and the only way to enter
the day-by-day variations into the cards is by mass key-punching new cards
and replacing the obsolete ones. The common method of meeting this problem
is to increase the standard running times until you can be sure the parts

rec~nt
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will be made within the allotted time--and consequently, up goes inventory-raw, finished, and in process, and back into the future go delivery promises.
Electronic data handling systems offer much promise for helping solve
such production control problems. Since, if properly designed, data in the
system can be changed or erased at will, the system can keep up with the dayby-day variations. Actual running times can be remembered easily, for
adjusting standards. Data can be sorted, collated, and transferred, to give
different pictures of shop loads according to different needs. In short,
an electronic system premises to provide what one of the Navy's top admirals
recently asked for--a machine which, upon throwing a switch, would project
onto his wall a "picture" of the major problems and bottlenecks confronting
his organization at that moment.
'
To obtain a more concrete picture of requirements for an electronic
production control system, our project has sponsored a detailed study at one
of the local plants. The company has about 1000 employees, which is near
the lower limit in size for cempanies who can consider an electronic system.
The.y fabricate and assemble small but complex units on a job shop basis.
The company at present has an efficient manual method of processing data; an
,idea of their efficiency is seen from the fact that only 7/10 of one percent
of their employees are expediters, as compared to,a nonnal range of I percent
to 5 percent., A total of 29 people are employed in production control, wi. th
such diverse jobs that only about half of them mifht be replaced by an
electronic, system. Amortizing this saving over 22 years, it is seen that the
electronic system should cost in the neighborhood of S175,000 to 5200,000.
Some additional cost might be allowed if the system would provide very
desirable scheduling data that are not now feasible. So let us say that
$225,000 to 5250,000 is the range we must shoot at. A company with such an
efficient manual system was picked as a yard stick against which to campare
the merits of an electronic system. ~
Time does not permit consideration of all the possible variations of an
electronic system that. were considered. For example, the idea of an all-'
electronic memory, throughout was soon discarded, at least until more
efficient systems are developed, as the volume of data was too great, and
8ince other forms of memor.y were quite feasible. Also, not all production
centers throughout the plant are tied to the machine by electrical communication circuits, since in general, information is not generated at a high
enough rate to justify this.
In the next few minutes, I will hit the highlights of a proposed s.y~tem
that we believe .can meet the requirements of this ccrnpany. At the, sarne time,
I want to emphasize that this is not a general purpose system, but is designed
tor this, one canpany specifically. For another canpany, many of the same
'building blocks might be used, but the parameters would be ditf'erent. However, later in the talk, a design philosophy will be presented, based on our
experience, which we believe will apply quite ~nerally.
Figure 2 is a flow diagram of the procedure to be used in posting
customer orders and the issuing of purchase requisitions, shop orders, and
assembly orders. A typing operation ~ppears unavoidable at the beginning,
in order to prepare a standard sales order from the customer's order. SuCh
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items as inspection procedure, renegotiation clause, customer code number, and
product code must often be added to the information supplied by the customer.
By using an electric typewriter that can punch a paper tape (such as the
Flexowriter), data are in a form suitable for direct entry into an Electronic
Data Handling Machine, designated here as the ~DHM. This machine is quite
similar to electronic digital computers of today; in fact, it is possible
that commercially available machines will meet all requirements. Bills'of
material are prepunched into punched cards; the appropriate decks are selected
by the operator and fed into the machine. Automatic access of Bill of
Material data is not essential here in this plant, since only Lo to 50
assemblies are involved each da,y. The machine combines the var.iab1e information (quanti ties, due dates, etc.) wi th the standard .data and· posts these
schedules on the Requirements magnetic tape. After all pastings are made,
the machine scans the requirements data for each part number, compares it.
with the inventory data from the adjacent magnetic tape, and pulls out those
part numbers for which an order may be necessary. The operator scans these
printed data and decides which parts to order and in what quantities and
enters this information by a keyboard. The machine is then able to prepare
the necessary papers.
More tape units, or the newer types of random access memory, probably
would be desirable if the cost were not too great, to cut down acc~ss ~ime.
Allowing only 10 seconds to hunt each part number on the tape, the 1000 to
.1.200 individual part number entries per day will require about three hours
machine time, l-lhich is almost at the maximum time, 1imi t allowable for this
operation.
Figure 3 shows how shipnent schedule cards can be prepared autanatica1ly,
without the need for manual key punching. These cards contain the pertinent
data of the customer orders, and can be sorted by delivery due date, by'
customer name, or other convenient breakdowns. ,The breakdown by de1iv~ry due
date will be used in a later figure.
Figure 4 shows the assembly order p~ocedure. Variable data such as
quantity and due date is stored in the working magnetic memory; bill ot
material data, as before, are in pre-punched cards. The electronic maChine
in conjunction with a summary punch and interpreter canbines the two, to
provide individual requisition cards. The stock clerk, when filling the
parts requisitions fran stock, separates these cards into two pi1es--parts
disbursed and parts that are short. Day-by-day changes are handled ~ a
Summary Punch with keybOard in the stOCKrocm, or a unit siinUar to the TalleY'·
Register, (made in Seattle). Disbursement cards are read by the maChine and
entered into the inventocr tape previously shown. Shortage cards are read
'"
into the Parts Shortage ~agnetic
tape.
Figure 5 shows the method of obtaining and recording shop progress data.
As new shop orders are issued, the,y are recorded on a Shop Order status
magnetic tape. This tape is kept up to date by means of reading the canpleted
move tickets (a pre-punched card), labor distribution cards (already being
prepared by the Accounting Department); filled raw material requisitions, and
inspection and reject punched cards. The machine is also able to prepare the
next move ticket for each job, as the completed one is read in. '!be method
or-calculating the due date for this new move ·ticket will be discussed
shor~ly.
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Figure 6 shows the analysis procedur~, for using all 'of the nata gathered
most effectively. The Production Controller selects shinment schedule cards
(mentioned above) by due date: he is primarily interested in past due, due,
and about due orders, and the cards have been sorted in this fashion. The
machine reads these cards and collates with this information the data from
the Parts Shortage tape. The data are graphically presented on a large
visual Control Board, and show, for example, which custam8r orders are past
due that have on'ly one part miss:inp;. It is on such orders that the Production Controller concentrates his attention.
The
on these
this use
Bills of

machine is next asked to tell specifically which parts are missing
assemblies, by part number. The Control Board might be adapted to
by using a transparent plastic overlay on which are written the
Material. Lights are lighted behind those parts which are missing.

The value of a temporary, graphical presentation should be emphasized
so that the Production Controller does not have to scan a large number of
figures. Details of the Control Board have not been completely worked out
but the problans appear to be ones of cost and engineering, rather than new,
unique problems. Several alternative approaches appear interestihg. also.
Next. the Production Controller calls for the status of the shop orders
which are making the missing parts. These data are obtained from the Shop
Order Status magnetic tape. The overlay on the Control Board in this case
gives the Route Sheets for these parts, and the lights indicate which
operations the orders are in.
To get an idea of when these orders might be completed, considering the
overall status of the shop, the Production Controller makes use of the
Scheduling Machine. This electronic machine works on a principle very
similar to the digital differential analyser. It is loaded from the Shop
Order Status tape. Then wi. th Route Sheet data at its disposal, it gradually
works its way into the future. \ihenever a machine tool becomes available.
the machine scans the waiting shop orders and picks the one with the highest
priori ty slated for that machine. By chanc;ing priori ties, the Production
Controller can "play" with the schedule, until he gets one that looks good
for the next two weeks. Appropriate operation due dates and priorities are
transferred to the Shop Order status memory, for preparing the next move
tickets. The Production Controller then lets the machine run out for a
month or two into the future to get a rou£;h picture of what is ahead. It is
estimated that the time scale is-about three hours Shop time per one minute
machine time.
When the machine allocates a shop order to a machine. it causes a -card
to be punched. with all pertinent data. These cards can be sorted to give
future department loads, possible tool conflicts, atc. After the machine
has determined the schedule, the Production Controller or an a~sistant can
play with it. testing out diffl$rent priority rules, scheduling methods, etc.
Monte Carlo methods can be used to simulate the oondi tions of machine breakdown. tooling trouble, inventory policies. and other day-b,y-day' variations,
to find a scheduling method that is le~st affected by these factors.
Also available from the Shop Order status tape is a runnino: total of
shop order cost. as opposed to standard cost. This is a first order
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approximation of how much the Production Controller can spend in expediting
an order, and still make a profit. This is a value judgment, and often
involves more than just the cost of the in.cUvidual part.
Adding up the estimated costs of the above equipnent, and including
rental of punched card equipment for
years, gives an optimistic total of
about s264,000. Installation charges are not included. So while the electronic
system probably costs in the ri~ht order of magnitude for this particular firm,
it is not a foregone conclusion that it would be desired. However, this was
a research study, and we were not trying to sell anything~
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Experience at this one plant, plus the other surveys made by the authors,
indicate a rather general purpose design philosophy for electronic production
control systems. For the next three to seven years, it is likely that most
such installations will make use of existin~ equipment and techniques (such
as punched tape, punched cards, electric typewriters) as well as newer
electronic devices such as random access memory. The system must be tailored
to meet the individual plant's requirements, as we see little hope of a
general purpose system. The human operator will still be the main source for
important judgments; the machine can only help out on the routine choices
(not of a c~plex nature). Therefore, a good integration of men and the
machine must be engineered. Recent studies on information theory in psychology should be of great assistance here. Hany results of the data processing
for Production Control need or.ly a visual display, and need not be permanently
recorded; this will reduce very materially the printed output problen.
The Production Control Center in a plant thus takes on the aspect of a
Combat Information Center aboara ship. The machine processes the data and
presents it to the humans for decision-making purposes. The plant machine
works on a different time scale than does the CIC--hours instead of minutes
or seconds. so that the plant mach:me need not be designed to aid in the
minute-by-minute decisions.
From an engineering standpoint, it is quite evident that data should be
recorded in machine language as close to the srurce of data as possible, in
order to reduce manual operation bottlenecks to a minimum. The use of
existing equipment where possible has the advantage of predictin~ the level
of reliability in advance. Also, this reliability and the accuracy of the
system can be improved by providing routine cross che.cks between Accounting
Department data and Production Control data. Finally, an all-electronic
system is not necessarily desirable, and depends upon the econemics of each
specific case. For example, the inter-department mail system may be a
completely satisfactory communications channel for some of the data.
Similarly, not all data has to be stored in electronic, random access memory.
In short, the s,ystem should be desi~ed to fit the company, rather than
squeezing the canpany to fit the system.
In this paper, we have presented some of the initial results of our
Industrial Logistics Research Project. We are anxious to place these results
before business mana~emen t, as potential users of electronic data handling
syste~s, as well as before electronic equipment manufacturers. It is hoped
that we can perform som(-'~ small sprvice toward a m~etin~ of the minds, between
users and producers of this type of equipment. Time has not allowed a detailed
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description of the topic of this paper, nor an indication of the other
affiliated areas in which we are working. For any such additional information, we extend a cordial invitation to all interested parties to visit us
at U.C.L.A.
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BEQ,UIREMENTS OF THE BUREAU OF OLD-AGE AND SURVIVORS INSURANCE
FOR ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING EQijIPMENT

Edward E. Stickell
Social Security Administration
Federal Security Agency
Baltimore, Maryland
The activities of the Division of Accounting Operations of the
Bureau of Old-Age and Survivors Insurance have been referred to, upon
occasion, as one of the biggest bookkeeping jobs in the world. Whether
this condition is true or not depends on how it is measured. Certainly,
by the yardstick of costs, it would not appear that the job is at all
near the biggest. On the basis of comparisons similar to those made in
business, the gross costs of operations represent only i'of 1 percent of
total gross income. Furthermore, the system shows no signs of becoming
the biggest in terms of cost. In a ten year period, an approximately
50 percent. increase in basic work loads has been absorbed with no
Significant or compensatory increase in personnel. It is felt, therefore,
that if the job qualifies as being one of the biggest in volume, it also
might qualify as one of the smallest in terms of proportionate costs.
How·ever, regardless of how it is measured, the job represents a real
challenge to those who administer it and to those who would furnish it
with ~itable electronic paraphernalia. For these reasons, the following
problems are presented with pleasure at the 09portunity and with confidence
in the know-how represented at this conference to solder together whatever
combinations of wires, tubes, diodes and transistors that are found to be
necessary in each case.
The largest area of meChanical operation within the whole accounting
system is in the processing each quarter of approximately 60 million entries
received in random order to approximately 107 million accounts which are
established in numerical order for ready reference. The end result of this
work must permit rapid access to anyone of the approximately 107 million
accounts at· any time except the instant at Which a particular account is
being posted. Such access is necessary in completing the approximately 755
thousand references made each quarter for such purposes as: processing
claims for benefits, issuing statements of account, and making adjustments.
The ideal situation, of course, would be one in which each of the'

60 million incoming items each quarter would be incorporated with the related
account at the tnstant the new item is presented to the system. Key
depressions by which punched cards now are produced instead would cause
pulses to flow over wires to a device which would summon forth the
designated account. This device would compare and post the entry or
separately record it for clerical investigation if absolute identification of
the entry wi th the account were not po ssi ble. Al though, we often ha.ve seen
yesterday's fantasy become today's reality when electronic principles have
been established and applied, we cannot wait for as long as might be
required to produce equipment suitable to this ideal. Hence, we must contain
ourselves with projects of less ambition while the science progresses to
this ultimate destination.
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A sorting problem of considerable magnitude, therefore, is involved
in arraying 60 million items each quarter for comparison with and entry into
107 million established accounts. Each of the 60 million items containa
a nine digit account number and 61 digits of satellite information. Six
words probably would be necessary, therefore, to express each of the 60
million items in electronic notation. We have not found, as yet, any w~
in which this .sorting work might be done with any of the existing general
purpose computers at a cost comparable to that of the rental of punched-card
sorters. One of the presently most capable general purpose computers is
reported to sort at speeds 5 to 10 times faster than that of a punched-card
sorter. However, the cost factors greatly exceed these ratios. Attempts
have been made to see how the cost of sorting by a general purpose computer
might be reduced by some combination of other operations with the sorting.
Unfortunately, it has been found that such possibilities so far have not
been sufficient to surmount the cost disadvantages involved. It appears,
therefore, that before sorting can be considered to be an efficient electronic
process, either of two developments must occur. It must become possible
to feed and extract data from ~neral purpose computers at rates many times
faster than at present or to have a low cost special-purpose computer
specifically designed for sorting.
Although such sorting facilities are highly desirable, the present
lack of them might not preclude some application of electronic equipment to
this problem of entering 60 million items each quarter into 107 million
accounts. A system which combines the advantages of punched cards and
magnetic tapes might be found to be the most suitable answer for awhile.
Under this arrangement, the data would be introduced and retained in punched
card form until it had been sorted by account number and made ready for
the actual posting to the established accounts. At this point, converters
might be used to transfer the data from punched cards to magnetic tapes.
Preliminary studies have been made of this possibility. Conclusions at
this point are by no ~eans final, and additional study is necessary based
on more recently available operational data on card-to-tape converters and
general purpose computers. However, some observations might be stated
with reasonable validity at this time.
Card-to-tape conversion is an economical procedure if the operations
performed thereafter in an electronic medium accomplish results at
significantly lower cost than the punched card medium permits. The foremost
requirement is that the cost of the card-to-tape conversion be absorbed.
This requirement involves consideration of the cost, number, extent, and
variety of the clerical and machine tasks which might be performed in one
pass through an electronic computer but which would require separate and
extensive treatment with punched card equipment, or by clerical workers. An
additional requirement, insofar as the data processing problem previously
discussed is concerned, is that the means be provided for frequent and rando.
interrogation of the tapes.
Our preliminary studies show a possibility thattwo large punched card
machine operations might be wholly combined and two clerical operations
partially combined into one electronic computer operation after a card-to-tape
conversion. The mechanics.l opa- B.tions involve the collation and posting of
the 60 million items to the 107 million accounts. The clerical operation.
involve the reconciliation of minor discrepancies in the spelling of names and
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certain transpositions in the account numbers, and the notation and
reconciliation of cases wherein females have changed their surnames by
marriage or divorce after their accounts were esta.blished. Whether or not
it is desirable to convert from cards to tepe to accompliSh these combinations
of operations will depend on the results of further cost studies and on the
finding of sui table means of obta.ining high speed re.ndom access to data
stored on electronic media.
The reason a means of high speed rs.ndom access is so important to a
substantial conversion to the electronic medium is that approximately 755
thousand random references are necessary each quarter to the deta contained
in the 107 million established accounts. Approximately 400 thousand of
these references are made in connection with claims for benefits and 230
thousand for the issuance of statements to per·sons who request information
concerning the amounts recorded in their accounts. It is necessary that
this type of work proceed rapidly in order that the public might be served
properly. Consequently, work cannot be scheduled and arrayed for reference
to the fil~ of accounts in blocks large enough to provide a considerable
density of reference. Contacts with the file at widely scattered intervals
are necessa·ry. The time limi ts on the "\ccumulation of work for reference
purposes cannot be extended for much mOl \ than one hour per block. In
addition to this situation, the references which are me4e involve the removel
from file of a set of media, at present in the form of punched cards, for
the mechanical preparati"on of abstracts of accounts and benefit computations
for claims, and for the mechanical preparation of statements of account. The
file to which these references are necessary contains, at present,
approximately 20 billion alphabetical and numerical characters of information
in punched card form. It appears that the present inability to obtain the
discrete use of data when it is stored on reels of tape would seriously
handicap the type of reference work just described. It would be necessary
to move many thousands of reels in and out of the tape file daily. In
numerous cases. the same reel might be required upon more than one occasion
during the same day.
With a large number of inputs to a computer, it might be possible to
work under such conditions provided the time required to load and unload the
tape feeding devices could be subste.ntially reduced. One company reports
that a skilled opere.tor can load or unload its machine in one minute. and
that it is attempting to reduce this time to ten seconds. The success of
this effort might make it possible to conduct these reference operations by
manually carrying reels to and from a computer instea.d of relatively small
quantities of punched cards to a printing tabulator as at present. However,
it also would be necessary to he.ve qui te durable feeding mechani sms to
withstand such constant use. There also would be a need for definite assurance
that the frequent daily handling of the reels would not create serious
problems of tears or kinks. or of dust and dirt becoming imbedded in the tape.
For these reasons, the prospects of being able to conduct large scale
random reference operRtions without equipment specifically designed for that
purpose a·re not viewed with substantial optimism at this time.
A high-speed random access external memory of capacious design also
might provide the means of applying electronic data processing equipment
to another important area of reference work. The Division of Accounting
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Operations maintains a file containing, at present, approximately 138
million flexoline strips showing the identities of holders of account number
cards. Each strip contains a 9 digit account number, 25 digits for the
name, a J digit Russell soundex code number, and 6 digits for the date of
birth. Approximately J6 thousand references are made daily to this file
of flexoline strips, principB.lly to identify applicants for duplicate
account number cards and wage earners who were reported under incorrect
account JlWDbers. Thi s type of file was adopted and has been retained
because it offered, and still offers to the present time, the highest speed
of access to such information. For example, over 15,000 of the daily
references are made to ret ermine the account numbers of individuals so tha.t
duplicate account number cards can be issued. If the applicant for the
duplicate card has given the same identifying info·rmation as he furni shed
originally, ~t usually is possible to locate the correct number in a matter
of seconds.
Clerks who make the references to this file are required to do
considerable walking, standing, reaching, and bending, notwithstanding the
fact that the work is blocked to obtain the maximum density of reference.
The conversion of the data in this file to a hieh-speed random access
external memory appears attractive, not only from the standpoint of economy,
but as a prospect for the elimination of a laborious type of work. For
these reasons, we should like to see more attention given to this type of
development. At the moment, we know of but two efforts which bave been mad.e
in this direction. The one is the Notched-Disk Memory invented by
Dr. Jacob Babinow of the National Bureau of Standards; the other is the
R.A.M. of the Potter Instrument Company. Both of these devices now are
being studied to determine their possibilities. If other equipment of this
nature exists, or is being planned, we should like to have whatever
information is available.
Two areas have been found in which applications of electronic data
processing equipment do not depend on the availability of equipment for
high-speed random access to data stored externally. The one involves the
calculation of the primary insurance amount of each cls,im that is processed;
the other involves the development of the sts.tistics Which are necessary
in certain operational, program planning, and other activities of the Bureau
of Old-Age and Survivors Insurance. In the processing of claims, the
computation of the benefit payments are based upon the claimants"work
histories. The Social Se~rity Act, as amended, requires the consideration
of different base periods, the inclusion of credit for military service,
and the use of a number of different formulae in the computation process. .
There are ten possible methods of computa,tion; the one which gives the higbest
benefit must be 8elected. In this work, a computation card is punched for
each of the pertinent possible methods of computation for each case. These
cards s·re processed in an IBM Type 604 Electronic Calculating Punch Machine
at the rate of 100 per minute.
A considerable amount of thought and attention has been given to the
possibili ty of using electronic data processing equipment in the sts.tistical
operations of the Bureau. These statistics are used in analyses of the
old-age and survivors insurance program and in administrative planning, and
are used also by certain other governmental and private organizations for
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general economic and demographic studIes. The statistical operations
involve the quarterly and annual processing of millions of punChed cards
obte.ined as a by-product of the regular accounting o-perations. In spi te
of the fact that a great deal of the basic source material is obtained as
a by-product of the accounting opera.tions, a substantial expenditure
bo th in manpower and standard punched card machine is required to convert
the basic cards received to final statistical data. Because the Bureau
has not been able to obtain all the potentially available and required
data, due to limitations of present equipment and time schedules, the
Bureau is investigating the possibility of using electronic equipment to
overcome these problems in the statistical program.
The investigation was started in cooperation with the National
Bureau of Standards as part of a survey which also covered the investigation
of possibilities in the accounting field~ A number of test runs
indicated some possibilities of money and time savings in the statistical
operations of the Bureau of Old-Age and Survivors Insurance. However,
these tests were run with but a few thousand accounts. Consequently, the
results were not deemed conclusive enough to estimate savings which might
be realized under actual conditions, when the number of accounts to be
processed is substantially greater than in the test runs. Hence,a
decision was made to conduct additional studies involving severs.l hundred
thousand punched cards. The Bureau of Old-Age and Survivors Insurance is
arranging to have the Bureau of the Census perform two of the former's
largest statistical tabulations on the Census UNIVAC machine. This machine
will not be available for these tests until the Spring of 1953. In the
meantime, staff members of the Bureau of OldJ-Age and Survivors Insurance
are progre.ming their statistical operations and will attempt to have the
programs tested, so that the Bureau will be ready to proceed with the
actual statistical operations as soon as the computer time becomes
available.
In one of the two tests mentioned, approximately )00 thousand
punched cards would have to be processed by conventional methods to obtain
information on the economic and personal Characteristics of about 100
thousand individuals with social security account numbers. In this
operation, data are summarized for each individual. In addition,
approximately fifty statistical tables are produced. This particular
operation is similar to another annual statistical tabulation of the Burean
which involves ten times the number of cards B·nd individuals and over 100
ste,tistical t abIes. This latter operation comprises more than half of the
total expenditure by the Bureau for compiling statistics. The Bureau is
going ahead with the smaller statistical operations test on the assumption
that the results can be used in making comparable estimates for the larger
statistical operation.
In the second statistical test, approximately 25 thousand punched
cards conta.ining information on selected employers reporting under the
old-ege and survivors insurance program would be processed to produce
approximately ten statistical tables by conventional methods. This operation
is performed annually in this Bureau for approximately 3 million punched
cards and is financed jointly by the Census Bureau and this Bureau. The
results are a publication "County Business Patterns," which you might have
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seen. Again, it would be necessary to draw inferences about the timing
and cost for completing the latter operation on the basis of results
obtained in the test.
This Bureau also has found that high speed printing equipment would
be necessary to any large scale conversion to electronic data processing
equipment. However, it appears that such requirements have become rather
widely recognized and need not be argued for in this paper. In view of
the comprehensive treatment given to this topic at the computer conference
in Hew York this last December, it appears that satisfaction of thi's need
lies at hand or at least is within reach in some form which might not _
require large reconciliations of expectations with the facilities which
are offered.
Electronic scanning devices which could read pages of information
and activate mechanisms to form characters and numbers in the form of holes
in punched cards or magnetic patterns on electronic media also could be used
somewhat extensively in the operations of the Division of Accounting
Operations. A considerable number of the 60 million items received for
credit to the accounts each quarter originate from returns of employers who
use punch card equipment, typewriters, or addressograph machines. Theprinting on many of these returns is quite legible throughout. In addition,
the information is spaced and aligned in a manner which probably would not
require shifting beyond the range of the scanner. In view of the large
turnover of personnel in key punch operations and the expense of key punch
operations both in punchp.d card and electronic data processing, a development of this kind would be most favorably received. For this reason, we
are watching with considerable interest and anticipation a few developments
which appear to have substantial prospects of application in this field.
In conclusion, it is felt that the requirements which have been
stated in this paper are not altogether unique. Comprehensive market
surveys by interested manufacturers probably-would uncover quite similar
needs in numerous other governmental agencies and in commerce and industry.
For these reasons, this paper is presented with the hope that it might
prompt such inquiry and possibly cause other potential users to come forward
with descriptions of their requirements. Such information, when gathered,
might .form a basis for coo~dinated effort leading to the earlier
satisfaction of a wide area of common needs.
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THE PROCESSING OF INFORMATION-CONTAINING DOCUMENTS
George W. Brown and Louis N. Ridenour
Internat.ional Telemeter Corporation
Los Angeles, California
The Problem
General Remarks
Much recent attention has been paid to the promise that digital computer techniques will simplify, speed up, and cheapen various sorts of large-scale
information processing in business and industry. Only a few actual applications
of this sort have so far been attempted, probably for two main reasons. First,
punched-card machines are already so highly developed that, despite the potentially greater speed of the newer electronic techniques, it is difficult to
introduce novel ways of accomplishing what can now be done by standard business
machines. Second, and probably more important, appropriate input and output
equipment to couple the world of the digital computer to the world of men often
does not exist. To use a computer for scientific or engineering calculations, it
is sufficient to provide it with input in the form of a device for reading punched
cards or tape, and an output in the form of an electric typewriter or a card
punch. Most existing computers have terminal equipment no more sophisticated
than this. To use such a machine for accounting purposes, however, requires a
far. more imaginative solution of the input-output problem; a satisfactory solution can be achieved only on the basis of a deep understanding of the nature of
the accounting activity that is being mechanized.
'Thus, before the automatic processing of information can be fully
successful, means must be provided for imParting the pertinent information to the
machine in a form suitable for automatic handling, and for extracting the processed
information in useful form. In many practical situations, the problem is made
still more difficult by the fact that t~e original documents containing the information to be processed themselves have a significance, and must be phYSically
handled, routed, o~ sorted on the basis of the information that they contain.
It is an application of this sort that we wish to disGuss.
While documents are often used only as vehicles for information, and
can be replaced by other documents carrying the same information, there are many
other instances in which the original dccument itself possesses a logical or
legal significance, so that it must be preserved throughout an operation which
may be rather complicated. In the case of a bank check, for example, the original bit of paper constitutes at all times the legal evidence of an obligation
which is fully discharged only when the check is cancelled and returned to the
man who drew it. Bank checks must be physically conveyed fran hand to hand
until they are deposited in a bank; thereafter they must be taken through a
series of sortings and concurrent proof and bookkeeping operations, until the
bank on which each check is drawn returns each check to its originator.
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For an example of another kind, consider the postal service. The
U. S. Post Office undertakes to transmit from sender to addressee each letter
properly posted, without transforming or even inspecting the contents. Indeed,
the inviolability of first-class mail is jealously guarded by the postal authorities, except in such special situations as that which required the censorship
of overseas mail in wartime. Except in the case of V-mail, which had as its
object condensation of the bulk of letters going abroad, no large-scale attempt
has ever been made to impose on the letter-writing public a scheme of transforming and transmitting t~e information contained in a letter, in lieu of the
straightforward transmission of the letter itself. Even when the art of electrical communication is more highly developed than it is today, a tear-stained
note on scented paper will probably have more emotional significance to its
recipient than would a transformed message transmitted with the speed of lightl
Not only bank checks and letters, but also any original papers evidencing indebtedness or obligation, must be processed in ~ similar fashion.
Thus department-store or oil-company charge slips, chits at hotels and clubs,
and similar papers characteristic of the increasing public use of credit, must
themselves be handled while the information they contain is concurrently being
processed.
A Specific Application
Let us consider more closely a problem of the sort mentioned above:
the handling of che~ks by a bank. We shall suppose that the bank has several
or many branches, and that the volume of check clearings is sufficient to make
it desirable for the bank to perform a head-office clearing-house operation within
its own organization; the generalization to other situations will be easy.
At a given branch bank, checks accompanied by deposit slips are
handed or mailed in by depositors. A first proof and sorting operation is
performed at the branch, in which the deposit-slip total is verified against
the independently run··up total of the individual checks belonging to that
deposit slip. The proof-machine operator at the same time sorts the checks
into a few gross categories; for each category a printed tape listing each
item in the category is prepared.
Periodically, checks drawn on other banks or branches are bundled
up, in the gross categories mentioned, and forwarded to the head office. With
each such bundle goes a printed tape listing the items contained in it; this
tape plays for the head office the role that the deposit slip played at the
branch. In the head office there is performed a proof and sorting operation
precisely similar to that previously done at the branch; the tape total is compared with the individually run total of the separate checks in a batch, and
the batch is further sorted according to the bank of origin of each check.
The proof machines which are sometimes used for this head-office
operation may have either 24 or 32 compartments, depending upon which of two
models is used; for each compartment a tape is printed listing the items it
contains. Since checks may require sorting to many more than 32 destinations,
it is clear that the average check must be run through the head-office proofmachine operation more than once.
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Every step in the clearing process is dependent on the information
contained in the check. This information is of two principal sorts: the amount
entered on the face of the check controls the proof calculation, while the
sorting process is governed by the information regaraing bank of destination, which
is conventionally printed at the top of the check and is also presented as a
bank number assigned to the bank under a nation-wide standard scheme. The
operators who run the proof machines perform a function which is logically
indistinguishable from translation; they read the entries on the face of the
check and inform the machine (by punching its keys) as to what those entries
say. That is, they are performing a translation from the printed and written
language used by human beings to the language understood by the proof machine.
In default of a machine for reading· print and handwriting, which we
do not yet have, one such act of translation must be performed by a human being.
Once the translation has been done, however, the preservation of its results in
a form that a machine can read will eliminate the need for further human agency
in the later stages of the proof and sorting operation. There are several ways
in which this preservation can be attempted; let us examine them.
Proposed Solutions
Punched-Card Checks
The most obvious suggestion is that the information-bearing document
be itself a standard punched card, so that conventional business machines can
per~orm the processing of the document and of the information it contains.
Bank
checks of this sort are indeed available, and are in fairly wide use. The fact
that the punched-card check is not universal suggests that it may not be an
ideal solution to the problem; if this conclusion is correct there are at least
two principal shortcomings of the system which suggest themselves as reasons'
for it.
First is the rigidity of the system with .respect to the physical
form of checks. Present custom permits the depositor ~f a bank to choose his
own style of check, within fairly wide limits of size, shape, and paper stock.
Further, it permits him, when no blank check form is available to him, to write
a counter check, to alter a check printed as belonging to a bank other than his
own, or even to write a check on any piece of blank paper that may come to his
hand. While it might be possible to re-educate the public not to expect this
latitude of service from the banks, it appears that few banks are willing to
take steps which limit the service they give the customer, so long as other
banks are putting heavy emphasis on greater customer service.
A second and more fundamental difficulty with the punched-card check
system stems from the fact that the checks spend a substantial time in passing
from hand to hand, out of control of the bank, before they are finally deposited
and must be cleared. Maltreatment or accidental damage occurring prior to deposit
cannot be controlled by the bank, and, if it is serious enough to prevent even a
small percentage of punched-card checks from feeding properly through the machines,
such damage can very quickly eliminate the savings realized by installing a
punched-card check system. The damaged punched-card check cannot be replaced by
a good card carrying the same information (as a damaged card used in an accounting
system would be), because it is a check -- unique evidence of a legal obligation.
Instead, the damaged card must be carried by hand. through all the operations
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necessary to clear itj this is sufficiently troublesome so that even a tiny
fraction of damaged cards will make a card-check system impractical for general
use.
Parallel Control by Punched Cards
It has been suggested that a punched card might be prepared to
accompany a check through the clearing operation. This card, into which would
be punched all the pertinent information contained on the check"could be prepared at the time of the first proof operation. Corresponding stacks of these
cards and of the documents that they represent would then be handled individually
and simultaneously, through common control by card readers. Thus two sorters
would operate side by side, the one sorting cards and the other, controlled by
the first, sorting checks.
So far as the authors are aware, this scheme has never been used,
which may indicate that its manifest drawbacks are so serious· that· it is not
practical. Among these drawbacks are the following:
1. Automatic feeding and sorting equipment capable of handling documents
of a wide range of size, shape, stiffness, and degree of preservation is assumed
by the scheme. The 'required eqUipment poses a variety of difficult mechanical
problems.
2. Two corresponding processes must be kept in synchronism, without any
check on proper operation or control over the individual identities of the documents being sorted.

3. Any accidental disordering of either stack -- documents or cards -- can
be repaired only by an item-by-item inspection of the disordered stack, a costly
and time-consuming process.

4. The cost of the punched cards required by this scheme -- between one and
two mills per card -- may be a non-trivial part of the total cost of the system.
An efficient internal clearing operation can be run manually for less than five
mills per item handled.
Coding Information into an Ordinary Check
It has occasionally been suggested that the necessary information
carried by a check be coded directly into the check itself, in a form suitable
for machine reading. While this idea does not have the rigidity of the punchedcard check scheme, it has the damaged-item difficulty in an exaggerated form.
Punched cards are standardized and carefully controlled precisely because their
uniformity makes the design of reliable handling equipment less difficult than
it would otherwise be. Machinery to handle automatically a heterogeneous mixture
of documents of various shapes, sizes, and degree of preservation would be very
difficult to make; and the usual check form, being of flimsier stock than that
used for punched cards, would be far more susceptible to damage which would
.'prevent it going through the machines at all.
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The Information-Bearing Attachment
The foregoing discussion makes it almost self-evident that the
problem can be solved by preparing and affixing to the check, at the time of
the first proof operation, an information-bearing attachment which contains in
machine language the pertinent information written and printed on the face of
the check. This has the advantages of the punched-card check system -- standardization of the size, form, and style of the thing to be fed and read by the
machine, in this case, the attachment -- without the disadvantages. For the
attachment, being prepared after the check is deposited, remains under the
control of the bank throughout the clearing operation, and it can be preserved
from damage if the bank simply takes adequate pains to protect it. Further, no
restriction is put on the customer's preparation of checks; the attachment can
be affixed to any sort of paper whatever.
Once the attachment is prepared and affixed to the check or other
document, all further human reading or handling is unnecessary. Since the
attachment is prepared at the time the document enters the mechanized system,
a fresh and reliable medium is available for carrying the information in
machine language, which can take the form of perforations, marks, signals in
magnetic recording media, etc. The size, weight, and information code of the
attachment are standard, so that positioning, feeding, and handling operations
can all be performed on the attachment, without reference to the size, shape,
degree of preservation, or nature of the original document which is carried
along when the attachment is handled. To simplify the-problems of mechanical
design, the attachment can be provided with special marks, slots, or holes to
assist in indexing it as it is handled.
It is also of importance to observe that the information-bearing
attachment is not the important document. It contains information, and that
is all. If that information is incorrectly entered on the attachment, or if the
attachment becomes damaged so that it will not feed properly through the machines,
the old attachment can be replaced by a fresh new one, simply at the cost of the
effort required to make a new attachment. There is no necessity to carry checks
by hand through the clearing operation, as is required in the case of damaged
punched-card checks.
The International Telemeter Corporation is currently developing
equipment for mechanizing the clearance of checks on the basis of the attachment
concept. The attachment is prepared in the bank or branch of deposit, at the
time the deposit items and deposit slips undergo the first proof operation •.
According to present practice, the amount of each check is entered on a keyboard,
and the bank of origin is noted, though not necessarily entered •. At the expense
of entering the bank identification number from the face of the check during the
first proof operation, all further human handling can be eliminated from the
check-clearing process.
According to our preliminary designs for the actual machines which
prepare and affix the attachments, and do the later sorting and proof operations
automatically, the attachment will be a short length of seven-hole punched tape,
affixed to the check by a heat-sensitive adhesive. The reading of the attacbment
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will be done by a photoelectric reader, in the automatic stages of the clearing
operation which follow the step of preparing the attachment.
The upper limit on the operating speed of the automatic proof and
sorting machines is set by the necessity for physical transport of the checks.
It is a design objective to handle them at ten items per second. This speed
is so low that the concurrent logical processing of information, required by
the proof operations which must accompany sorting, can go much faster. It is
accordingly our intention to let one magnetic drum and its associated logical
circuits serve a number of sorting stations, perhaps four or five.
The machines now being designed and constructed are primarily
intended for use in the automatic clearance of bank checks, but it is our aim
to keep the mechanical design sufficiently general so that the same machines
will handle other types of documents. Only the logic will need to be altered
to use these machines in another application.
The attachment concept clearly lends itself not only to the proof
and sorting of checks for their clearance to the bank of destination, but also
to the bookkeeping, posting, and sorting operation that the bank of d~sti~tion
must perform before returning cancelled checks to the depositors who have drawn
them. At present, we are not including this operation in our considerations and
designs, though it seems that this would be a straightforward extension of the
technique.
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AIBPIABE LAlDDG GEAR
PERFORMANCE SOLUTIOllS WITH
A1( ELECTROBIC AlIALOG COMPUTER

D. W. Drake and H. W. Foster
Research Group Engineers
Lockheed Aircraft Corporation
Burbank, california
Introduction
The typical airplane landing sear is basicaJ.l.y a rather s:f.lllple shock absorbing device whose characteristic8 can nonal.l.y' be described with considerable

accuracy by a system of three or four s1Jmltaneous differential equations. However, due to the fact that the system includes a number of non-l1Dear and
discontinuous elements, it has been :lmpractical to obtain ~ical solutions ot
the equations without making s1mpli~ assumptions which severely' l1lll1ted the
value ot the results. For this reason the shock strut energy absorbing cbaracteristics have general.ly been developed exper:lmen~ by laboratory drop tests of
an actual landing sear, and the landing gear evaluation has been accClllplished by
extensive laboratory and flight tests. This design method is obvi0u8~ tar traa
ideal, since all structure ef'f'ected by landing loads must origiDal~ be desisned
to assumed landing gear cbaracteristics, and the landing gear test results do
not becane available in t1me to allow design cbanges to be made econamicaJ.l.y.
The developaent ot cheap and reliable electronic differential a.na.ly'zers
suggested that practical ~ical solutions of landing gear characteristics
might now be possible. To investigate this possibility a stuely' was initiated ot
a landing gear for which relatively ccaplete drop test data were available. This
paper reports the results of the study and ccape.res the drop test results with
. ana~ical solutions obtained on Boeing Electronic ADalogue Caaputers. The work
was done at Lockheed Aircraft Corp. by the Structures Research and MatheE.tical
Analysis Departments.
Description of Landing Gear
A typical main landing gear system consists essentialq of a large Jll88S
(usually' considered to be one-half the mass of the airplane), coupled throqh a
shock absorber (oleo strut) to a wheel and tire assembly. 'l'h.e shock absorber
itself' normally consists of a cylinder and piston assembly' so a.rranp4 that
closure is resisted by (a) the flow of oil through a fixed or variable orifice to
provide a force which is a tunction of the velocity of closure, and (b) by a gas
pressure prOviding a force which is a function of the closure displacement. The
shock strut cylinder is rigidly attached and braced to the airplane structure,
but the shock strut piston carries fore and aft (drag) and side loads in cantilever
bending; closure of the strut is therefore also resisted by a friction load ot
significant magnitude.
The most critical function ot the landing gear, the function that cantrole
the design ot the shock strut, is to stop the vertical motion ot the airplane
during landing at a controlled deceleration rate which limits the forces aDd
accelerations on the airplane structure to values within the design strength
envelope. It is normal to design for airplane sinking speeds ot the order of
10 ttf sec and to require the landing gear to limit accelerations to values not
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to exceed 1-1/2 to 3 times gravity. During the impact period the airplane is
still tlying, that is, all or a large percentage of the weight of the airplane
is still carried by the wings, so the landing gear is required to absorb little
it a.u:y more than the kinetic energy stored in vertical velocity.
The most 1DIportant degrees of freedom tor defining the landing gear characteristics are:

1.

Vertical motion of the airplane mass with respect to the landing surface.

2. Vertical motion of the "unsprlmg" mass (wheel, tire and piston) with
respect to the landing surface.
,. Fore c:md aft horizontal motion of the unsprung mass with respect to an
airplane reference axis.

4. Rotation ot the wheel and tire assembly about its axJ.e.
'!'he first two of these are, of course, first order motions with respect to the
prilBry function of the landing gear. The third and fourth, while not strictly

first order motions with respect to the shock absorbing characteristics of the
landing gear, are responsible tor S.aIle of the critical landing gear design
cOJl41tions, and may, in addition, have 1DIportant effects on the shock strut
characteristics through their effect on friction forces.
Landing Gear Equations
i'he laMing gear system was idealized as shown in Figure 1. This figure
also aefiDes the symbols used in the following discussion. The effect of drag
deflection on geClDetry is neglected. The airplane mass, Mll is assumed to be
canstra1Ded to move vertic~ without rotation. The mass, ~, is constrained
to lIOVe relative to lower portion of the gear in the "Z" direction only.
The equations of motion for the idealized gear are:

S I<z cos 8 + Mz h - Po + J<.~ n 0
{<,v + MzV +SKI.5;n 8 - ~cojB =0
M, X + r: C05 8 - (J - L ) W : 0

t= 5in

8

+

2

and the displacements are def'ined as

h· y.sin B +zCOj8
" • V - $

5in 8 + !:J CO.5 e

CD

o

CD
0
®

!be torce resisting compression of' the oleo is the sum of' an orif'ice torce,

a gas pressure torce, and a r.riction force,

®
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HYdraulic Orifice Force

The orifice force was assumed to be

wherei is the velocity of strut closure and B is proportional to net orifice
area. B is constant in a strut with a plain orifice but variable with strut
position when a metering pin is used. The direction o't this force is always such
that it resists piston motion, i.e., it bas the same sign as i.
Gas Pressure Force
The gas pressure force is a function of shock strut stroke, y, and is
defined by the following equation:

®
where E is the ~ extended shock strut volume divided by the strut area, A, and
n defines the type of caupres s ion • Reference 1 suggests that n = 1.1 is a gOod
approximation for most gears, and that value was used in this investigation. In
the canputer, Eq. 8 was approximated by three straight lines using limiters as
shown in Figure 2. This force always acts to extend tHe piston and hence is
always positive.
Shock Strut Friction Force
The drag force applied to the shock strut piston produees a shear force and
a maaent in the piston, and in addition, the vertical forces produce a acaent in
the piston. These forces are reacted by the upper and lover bear1Dgs in the oleo.
The bearing loads will, of course, vary with strut stroke since the reactiDs
manen.t arms change. The friction force reSisting closure ot the oleo is the result
of these bearing :toads, and may be defined as

®
See Figure 3. A value of' .05 was~ed for the coefficient of friction, ).12' on the.
basis o't scme ,limited data collected on other struts. The friction.torce always
acts to resist motion of the piston and ~ce has the same sign as

r.

Fore and Aft Drag Force
In an 'airplane landing during the traction ot a second after CClDtact, the
landing gear wheel assembq is accelerated in rotation trom zero to a peripheral
speed equal to the airplane forward velocity. In drop tests in the laboratory
this phenomenon is s:1mulated by rotating the wheel assembly backwards before
dropping, and this procedure vas assumed in the caaputer. In this tashion the
same wheel speed change and hence ener&y exchange is obtained as in a landing.
The gear drag forces are caused by this wheel acceleration, which in turn, is
caused by the friction force between the tire and the landing surface. The

coefficient of friction is assumed to be constant for design purposes but varies
considerably in practice. See Reference 2.
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The triction force is defined as

KlV being the normal force between the tire and landing surface. Since the torque
produced by this force is r~cted by the wheel assembly inertia, the gear feels
this force as being applied at the axle as indicated in Figure 1. The Eq. of
rotational motion of the wheel assemblY is

Po (R-v) • Iw
and

®

w =fwdt
When the wheel speed change is canpleted, the tire no longer slides relative to
the surface and Pn becanes zero. In the canputer setup this was accanplished by
using Eq. 10 for Pn until W changed sign and then making PD equal zero.
After spin-up, as the gear oscillates fore and aft, the wheel rolls or slides,
and this motion, plus any damping in the gear, absorbs energy fran the drag
oscillation. These effects were lumped as the K3h• term of' Eq.l.
Fore and Aft Oscillation Frequency
The natural :rrequency of the gear in the drag direction varies with the
position of the piston in the shock strut, the system being much stiffer ~hen the
piston is bottcmed than when it is tully extended. Some available test data
suggest tbat a gear will be approxmately three times as stiff ful~ compressed as
when tully extended and that a linear variation with strut stroke is a reasonable
a~t1on of the variation.
Lacking better information, the fore and aft spring
constant, 12, is de~ined tor these tests as

~% ~ /{FE (1 + ~;,,,)

@

DdaconttDuities in Shock Strut Action
A landing gear has several discontinuities in its action, mathematically
speaking. InitiallY the air force and the friction force hold the shock strut
tully extended asatnst mechanical stops until applied force exceeds the preload,
i.e., the shock strut bas one less degree of freedom during this period. This
tact permits the use of Eq. 2 for defining the strut force, Fl, during the initial
period. In the computer, the strut force, F, used in the differential equations
(Eq. 1, 2 and 3) was Fl tram Eq. 2 until Fl - F2 changed sign; then, by means ot
a relay, F was taken as F2, the force resisting closure of the strut.
Another discontinuity occurs when the shock strut bottoms •

'!'his discontin-

uity was s:lmulated by the very steep line in the limiter generation ot the air
torce which had the effect of making the strut very stiff and forcing any downward

motion ot Ml into tire deflection.
A discontinuity in the fore and aft motion occurs because in an actual landing
gear there is SaDe looseness or slop in the system which appears as deflection
without load change as load direction is reversed. Such slop will generally
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increase the ~c cauponent of the drag load. This cbaracteristic was
simul.ated with a limiter by relating the motion of ~ relative to the piston, Z,
to the drag spring deflection, S, as shown in Figure 4.
Ccmputer Set-Yp
Following normal differential analyzer practice, the basic system equations
were solved for the highest derivative of each variable. The circuit used for
generating and relating the variables is shown in FigUl"e 5. The ..computer work
was done in the Mathematical Analysis Group using tour of their Boeing electronic
analogue canputers, a Miller phototormer, and Gooayear servo multipliers. Data
were collected as a £'unction of time on a two-channel Brush recorder and load vs.
strut stroke curves were plotted on a Dumont 304H oscilloscope and photographed
with a Land camera.
Test Landing Gear
The test landing gear is shown in Figure 6, installed tor drop testing.
The shock strut is metered by a fixed orifice. The axle centerline passes

through the strut axis but the center of the tire is 16.1 inches to the side of
the strut axis. This value was used for L3. 'file system constants used in the
canputer simul.ation are tabulated in Table I.
The system was set up on the canputer and the constant, B, in the orifice
equation was adjusted for best. agreement with the drop test vertical load VB.
strut stroke curve for a 29,500 lb. drop weight, 10 -rt/sec drop in the nose down
attitude. The drag spring constant, KFE, was then adjusted to match the fore and
aft natural frequency indicated by the drop test data for this same drop. A slop
of ±1/8 in. was found to produce about the same discont1nuity in passing through
zero drag load, as indicated by the drop test data. The constant, K3, in Eq. 1
was adjusted to match the drag load decay rate after spin-up for the reterence
drop. The drop tests of this gear were made on a concrete reaction surface. As
the coefficient of friction developed by this surface varied during each drop,
an R-C circuit was adjusted to provide a variation in the applied drag load, 11>,
more close~ simul.atiDg the drop tests. See drag force comparisons 1n
Figures 16 and 17.
With the system adjusted to match this one drop test, data were obtained for
a range of contact velocities at a 29,500 lb. drop weight, Dose up and Dose down,
and at 33,750 and 38,500 lb. drop weights in the nose down attitude. Plots
caaparing the canputer and the drop test data are presented in Figures 7 through

17.

In these figures, it is seen that the s1llulation of vertical load characteristics is rather good, although the further the test condition gets frQl the drop
for which system was adjusted, the larger the differences between the caaputer
and drop test data. This is particularly noticeable at the' high drop weight where the
strut force climbs well up the air pressure curve near strut bottaa1ng. Part of
the error in this region may be explained as poor silllulation of the air curve in
the computer. See Figure 2. The drag load aata caaparisons show that the character of the spin-up and springback phencaenon was fairly well silllulated but that
the magnitudes of the drag loads in the cCIIIpUter are consistently lower than in
the drop tests.
.
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The detail reasons for these differences are ·not known but are probably of
two types: (1), it was necessary for lack of better intormation to make same
unsubstantiated estimates of SaDe of the system constants, and (2), there is very
little detail information on the various phenomena present in a gear d\U'"ing landing
so tbat SaDe of the equations describing the system are at best only rough approx:tma.tions. In addition, it bas been shown (Ref. A) that variations as high as l5~
may be expected in conducting so called identical drop tests, so SaDe scatter of
results would be expected in any case.
In view of these factors, it is felt that, in the present state of the art,
the simulation of the test landing gear is quite good.

Discussion of Results
The significant result of this investigation is the successtul practical
solution of landing gear mathematics describing landing gear action in detail.
Any lack of accuracy in the simulations was due to lack ot knowledge ot the gears
and not due to limitations of the cauputer. In other words, g1yen an accurate
functional knowledge ot landing gears, accurate simulations of a given gear can
be expected on the computer.
Most exper1mental work with landing gears in the past has been directed
toward determining the overall characteristics ot a given gear under specif'ied
test conditions. Very little work bas been done investigating the detaIl operation of J and 1ng gears because little practical use cowl.d be made of the 1nf'ormation if it were available. ~is investigation suggests that the differential
analyzer provides a means ot overcamiDg the problem of handling landing gear
mathematics and hence emphaSizes the need for more basic information on landing
gears.
In setting up the gear simulations, it was apparent that more knowledge was
needed of the follov1ng gear phenaaena:
1.

The relation between the orifice torce and fluid velocity through the

orifice.
2.

The exponent to be used with the air caupression equation.

:5. The source of' strut friction and the
coef'ticients ot friction.
4.

of variation ot strut beariDs

Correspondence between e:f.'f'ect1ve and calculated tire mcaent o't inertia.

5. Variation ot
6.

raDge

drag rigidity with strut stroke.

The amount of' slop'to be expected with different gear configurations.

7 • The magnitude of' damping ot f'ore and af't oscillations when the tire i8 on
the ground.
Most ot these items can be rather simply evaluated during drop testa. After
such information has been obtained in specitication drop testing ot a nUlliber ot
gears, it seems probable that landing gear installations may be rather accurately
evaluated during the early stages of design, and it w1ll probably be possible to
confine testing of specific gears to the determination of accurate gear constants,

after which broad range survey tests -can be done in the computer where it will be
pOssible to include other airplane structure beyond the landing gear.
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- Landing Gear Schematic Diagram
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THE EQUrlALSHr CIRCUITS OF SHELIS
USED III AIRFRAHE COHSTRUCTION

R. H. HacNeal
Celifornia Institute of Technology
Pasadena, California
Introduction

In discussing elastic shells one must be careful to state clearly the type
of shell being dis~lsse0. Although a complete description together with restrictive assllmptions will be given later, it is well to state at the outset
thnt the type of shell discussed in this paper is the type to be found in aircraft fusele.ge construction. Such a shell has an elongated shape and consists
of a thin skin supported by rings and longitudinal members. In analyzing such
shells it is the universal practice to replace the elastic supporting rings by
rigid bulkheads in order to simplify the analysis. This assumption 'Will not be
made in this paper.
The means of annlysis to be used in this peper is an electric analog computer of the "direct. analogy" type. Any complicated system, if it is to be
annlyzed. on such a computer, must have its equations 'formulated in a very special
way. Essentially one seeks for laws of equivalence between the system being
analyzed and a lurlped constant electrical network. The basic laws of equivalence
bet~Teen the equations of elasticity and the equations of an electrical circuit
are well known. In fact there are two alternative sets of laws depending on
whether force is made analogous to current or to voltage. If the former alternative is chosen the laws of equivalence are: foroe is analogous to current;
displacement is analogous to voltage; Hooke's Law is analogous to Ohm's Law;
equations of ec:uillbriun are analogous to Kirchhoff's Law for the sum of
currents entering a node; and the equations conoerning the compatibility of
strains are analogous to Kirchhoff's Law for the voltages around a loop.
HmJever much comfort these basic laws of equivalence may give they are
usually insufficient to detennine the form of a lumped constant electrical
network that is analogous ~o a given structure. For one thing elastic structures
are continuous rather than "lumped", and sQme means must be found for replacing
the r-;iven continuous elastic structure by an idealized lumped one before an
electrical analogy can be found. This "l~ing" consists either of replacing
the differential equations governing the structure by finite-difference equations,
or of employil1g other devices such as conoentra.ting nomal stress carrying area .
into equivalent f:anges and shear carrying area into equivalent panels. In the
an~lysis of stiffened structures this latter approach is reinforced by the fact
that much of the structure is in fact so concentrated. In this paper both of
the methods mentioned will be used.
In deriving an electrical analogy for an elastic structure an effort should
be made to preserve a one-to-one correspondence between the properties of the
electrical circuit find the properties of the idealized structure. This correspondence me[ins, for exeJIlple, tha.t the current in resistor A is equal to the
force in.f1~nge A' multiplied by a scale factor, or that the voltage at node B
is equal to the vertical displacement at panel point B' multiplied by a scale
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factor. If such correspondences are preserved, the analog computer can be made
a usef'ul tool for desi{;nigg as well as for annlyzing structures. If 8. chance
in the cross-sectional area of a single flange corresponds to changinG the value
of a single resistor and if currents can be easily and directly converted into
internal forces, then design changes can be made ver"J rHpidly and their effects
instantly determined while the problem is set up on tDe analog computer. In
all of the work done with the Caltech analog compute~, such one-to-one correspondences have been closely preserved. In the present paper they are preserved
to the last detail.
Another advantage of tile close one-to-one correspondence of the electrioal
analogy and the idenlized structure is that is enables the structural engineer,
who is usually uninstructed in electric circuit theory, to understand the operation
of the analog computer, and to use it himself after a period of indoctrination.
It has even been found that structural 9neineers may be a.ided in their understanding of structures by using same of the concepts of electric circuit theory.
This naturally ap~lies, a fortiori, to the electrical engineer.
It is the hope of the starf of the Caltech analog computer (The Analysis
Laboratory) to develop a method that is generally applicable to the solution
of aircraft structures. This paper is but one step toward this goal. At present,
analogies exist in the technical literature for beams, frameworks, flat sheets,
the bending of plates, and the bending of plate-like multicell shells. The
present paper adds to this list the analysis of rings bending in their own planes
and certain types of shells. Structures combining components of the above types
can be analyzed by combining their electrical alllllogies. Consequently it is at
present possible to analyze a great many practical aircraf't structures.
The size or an analog computer that is capable of adequately analyzing
these practioal aircraft structures is rather large. It is estimated that such
a oomputer should contain at least one or two hundred transformers and two or
three hundred resistors. The Caltech 'analog oomputervhich has sixty transformers
and about ninety resistors is adequate on~ for problems of moderate complexity.
Sane of the previous papers that have a direct bearing on the subject' or
the present paper should be lOOntioned.

In
general
tor the
Carter,

1944 G. Kron published a paper2 containing electrical analogies for the
three jimensional elastio field problem, and as sub-cases,- analogies
plane-stress and plane-strain problems. In a companion peperJ, G. K.
worked the plane-stress problem for a deep cantilever beam.

MOre recently analogies have been developed for thin multicel+ shells having
a horizontal plane of s,y,mmetr,y by using an equivalent plate theor.y4.
In 1951 Goran published a paperS containing an electrical analogy ror
stiffened elastic shells. The shells were ass'Ul'Md to be conical and to be
supported by rigid bulkheads. Although the stringers were not assumed to be
parallel, the panels were asswned to be nearly rectangular in shape. Goran used
the minimum energy principle in deriving the equations from which he developed
the electrical analogy, in contrast to the methcxl of difference equations used
in this paper. For this reason he was unable to attach a physical significance
to some of the terms in his equations.
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Derivation of an Analogy for a Circular Non-Cyllndrical
Stiffened Shell

A sketch of a circular non-cylindrical shell is shown in Figure la. This
shell consists of circular elastic rings to which stringers and a thin skin
covering are attached. The rings are spaced a finite distance apart in planes
perpendicular to the axis of the shell, which is assumed to be straight. The
stringers lie in planes perpendicular to the rings and are assumed to carr,y
axial forces only. The skin is divided into panels by the intersection of the
stringers nnd rings; these panels are assumed to carry shearing forces on~.
the effective normal stress carr.ying area of the skin having been included in
the cross-sectional area of the stringers. The radius of the shell may var,r
in any manner along the axis of the shell, but the radius of curvature of the
stringers is assumed to be large compared to the radius af the shell. The
angle between the axis of the stringers and the axis of the shell need not be
sma1l provided that the rings and stringers are spaced close "enough together
so that the shear panels are approximately rectangular in shape.
The stringers and skin will be treated separ~"tely £'rom the rings. For the
analysis of the stringers and skin it will be shown that the rings can be repre~ented b,y tangential external forces applied to the skin along the lines
of intersection of the skin and the rings.
The equilibrium and force-displacement equations will be derived tor the
skin and stringers and an electrical circuit satisfying these equations will be
constructed. Then in the next section the equations tor an elastic ring will
be written and a circuit satiSfYing these equations will be constructed. As a
tinal step the two circuits will be connected together to give the electrical
analogy for the whole shell. Orthogonal coordinates in the surface of the
shell parallel and perpendicular to the stringers as shown in Figure la will
be employed in the analysis of the skin and stringers. An enlarged portion
of the shell is s.lIo'Wn in Figure lb. This figure shows the points where displacements parallel to the axis of the stringers, Us, and displacements parallel
to the axis of the rings, ut, are defined.
Figure 2 shows a portion of the skin between two adjacent
midpoint on a stringer. Fs and Fs' are the total axial forces
stringer at points where the stringer passes over tWQ adjacent
Fts I are the total tangential forces acting in the s direction
passing through the centers of two adjacent shear panels.

rings with its
carried by the
rings. Pta and
on sections

The force in the stringer is continuous at the point where it passes over
a ring because of the following assumptions:
a. The ring can only exert forces which lie in its own plane.
b. The stringer cannot support bending loads.
c. The change in direction of the stringer at the point were it
passes over a ring is negligibly small com~red to the curvature
of the ring.
Consequently the ring can only exert forces in the t direction, and these
forces can be treated as applied forces in the ana~sis of the skin and
stringers.
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In Figure 2, a/2 is the angle between the stringer and the line of action
of the shear force, Fts'. This angle is approximately equal to 1/2'1' ~ where 'f
is the angle between the axis of the shell and the axis of the stringer, and ~
is ~~ual to the angle subtended by a segnent of ring between two adjacent
stringers. The cosfne of the product of these angles will be assumed to be
equal to one. Hence the equilibrium equation for forces in the s direction is:
Fs' - Fs

+ Fts' -

Fta

=0

(1)

Using difference equation notation, equation 1 can be written

This notation ,.nIl be used in the remainder of this paper.
Figure 3 shows a portion of the skin between two stringers with its midpoint on a ring. Fst and Fst' are the total tangential forces acting in the t
direction on sections passing through the centers of two adjacent shear panels.
ft is the tangential force exerted by the ring on the skin per radian of~.
The lines of action of the forces Fts and Fts' intersect the axis of the shell,
so that the equation of equilibrium for moments about this axis is

As (r

• Fst)

-

~ • f't = 0

Fte and Fst are defined as the total forces acting on perpendicular planes
passing through the center of a shear panel. From equation 2 it is seen that
the shear stress cannot be uniform in the s direction across the surface of a
panel if r is not constant.
It will be assumed that the variation of shear stress is linear across the
surface of the panel, so that the value at the center of the panel is equal to
. the average along a line in either the s or t direction. Then a relationship
between Fts and Fst may be obtained from the 'equilibrium equation of a small
element at the center of the panel. (See Figure 4.)

• 6s • ~t - F • 6t • ~s
F.ts~V-stAtv
(5)
The equilibrium of the portion of the shell shown in Figure :3 for forces
in a direction parallel to t at the center of the section may be demonstrated,

if deSired, by means of equations 3 and 5.
The force displacement equation for the stringers is quite easily written.
The axial displacement of the stringer, us, is defined at the midpoints between
adjacent rings as shown in Figure Ib while the axial force (positive for tension)
is defined at points where the stringer passes ove~ the rings as shown in
Figure 2. Assuming the variation in axial force to be linear between adjacent
points where Us is defined, we have, from Hooke's Law:
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(6)

where As is the cross-sectional area of the stringer.
The relationship between shear stress and shear strain for the shear panels
is less easil~~ written because the relationship between shear strain and the
displacoments is complicated. The displacements in the sand t directions are'
defined at the midpoints of the sides of the shear panel as shawn in Figure lb.
The shear strain of the panel is defined as the distortion of the angle between
two lines passing throuGh the midpoints of the sides. In computing this angle
care must be tcken to eliminate apparent distortion due to rigid body rotation
about the axis, of the shell. From Figure 5, the shear strain,

i

=

where
""(1 =

Y2 =

Y1 + Y2

(7)

At,Us

(S)

At
6 U
s t

(9)

- B

6s

~ is the angle by which the direction of the s axis, drawn through the center
of the panel, has been changed due to translation parallel to the t axis. For
small displacements this angle is

B =

~. sin 'f'
r

where '/lis the angle between axis of the shell and the s axis.
can be seen that

a
as
Combining equations 9,

la,

=

(10)
From Figure 2 it
(11)

sin w
T

and 11 we find

-

~r

r

dB

(12)

Assume that the first term on the right can be replaced by the equivalent
partial derivative evaluated at the center of the panel

(13)
Replace this equation by its finite difference equivalent and obtain from
equation 7
(14)
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The shearine strain is related to the total tangential force acting on a
line parallel to t by the following equation

't =.1.
• ~
Gh
tls
where h is the thickness of the skin.
the panel is

(15)

Hence the force displacement equation for

(16)
The equations that are essential for the construction of an electrical analogy
are summarized below.
Equilibrium Equations
(17a)
(17b)
(17c)
Force-Displacement Equations
Fs

Fts

= Gh

=

~

~.

[At, (us)

[AaUs]
+

rt·

As

(17d)

(~)J

(17e)

These equations have been derived by asstuning the normal-stress carrying
area of the shell to be concentr8ted in stringers. They c~ also be derived
rro~ the Y~own equptions for a membrane shell of revolution ~ replacing
differential operators by finite difference operators.
In the electrical analogy forces are analogous t,.) currents and displacements are analogous to voltages. The complete circuit is shown in Figure 6.
This circuit consists of two separate parts. In one part the voltages to
ground are the displacements, us, while in the other part the voltages to ground
are the displacements, Ute The two clrauits are coupled together by means of
ideal transformers. Transformer coils which are coupled together are indicated
by circled numbers. Points at \-Thlch each one of the above e<1uations are
SAtisfied are indicated by letters in the circui~Equation 17a 1s satisf~ed
by the currents entering a node of the Us circuit. Equation l7b is satisfied
by the currents entering a node of the ut circuit. Equation 17c is satisfied
by the currents flowing in the '"indings of a transformer whose turns ratio is
~t/~. Equation 17d is satisfied by a resistor whose value in ohms is ~jEAs.
III equation 17e the incra~ent in Us in the t direction is added to a fraction o~
the increment in UtJr in the s direction. This addition is accomplished by the
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same transformer which satisfies equation i?c.The sum of these terms is the
voltage across a resistor whose value is ~/~ and through which a current
equal to Ft. flCMs.
Two observations can be made concerning equations 17 and the resulting
oircuit. If r does not depend on s the equations are those of a cylindrical
shell, and r may be removed from inside the difference operators. Hence the
equations of a non-cylindrical shell have the same form as the equations of a
cylindrical shell if rotation about the axis, UtJr, (rather than tangential displacement) and torque about the axis, rFst, (rather than tangential force) are
used as variables. The rotation and torque about the axis are the natural
variables to use in deriving the equations of a circular non-cylindrical shell.
Equations 17 also applY with slight modification to the skin and stringers
of a non-circular cylindrical shell. In this case r depends on t rather than on
s, but this dependency on t will not enter into the derivation of the equations
for the skin and stringers. Hence for a non-circular cylindrical shell, r can
be eliminated from equation 17e; and can be divided out of equation 17b to give

(18)
Since ft is the external tangential force per radian of ~,
external tangential force per bay in the t direction.

"41 • ft

is the total

In Figure 6 parts of the ut circuit corresponding to different values of ;
are not shown connected. The interconnection is accomplished by means of the
currents ~rt which are the reactions of the rings. The voltages at the points
where these currents are inserted are constrained to be equal to the corresponding values of utlr for the rings. A complGte cirauit for a shell, including
the circuits for elastic rings will be shown later. If the rings are assumed to
be rigid, the circuits for the rings become quite Simple as ¥ill be shown.

Derivation of an Analogy "for an Elastic Ring
An electrical analogy for the bending of a ring in its own plane viII be

derived
usually
planes.
its own
sidered

in this section. In the discussion of shells supported by riDgs it is
assumed that the rings are perfectly free to warp out of their own
An electrical analogy for a circular ring deforming perpendicular to
plane has been derived by Russel17 , but this effect viII not be conhere.

It viII also be assumed that the effects of shearing stiffness and axiai
stiffness of the ring are small so that these effects can be ignored. This
assumption is made 1n order to simplif,y the discussion; these effects can be
included in the electrical analogy if desired.
An element of ring is shovn in Figure 7. The displacement quantities to
be used in the analysis of the ring are the normal and tangential displacement
of the center line and the rotation of the normal to the center line. nle
independent position variable, ;, is the anele bet,"reen a horizontai line and
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the normal to the center line of the unloaded ring. it and fn are external
tangential and normal loads per radian of ~ applied along the center line or
the ring. Distriblted moment loads will not be considered. It will be noted
in Figure 7 that the radius of curvature is not constant.
The loads, internal forces and displacements of the above described ring
aat1St,y the rollowing six first-order differential equations:
Equilibrium
dFn

d;

= Ft - fn

(19)

(20)

.sI:! = -

Pn • r

ell!

(21)

Stress-strain and strain-displacement
(22)

d'U.t __
d~

-

'b

These &qua tions .will be replaced by the corresponding first order difference
equations. In so doing central difrerence equations will be used so that the
quantities appearing behind the derivative symbols in the above equations are
defined at values of ~ midway between the values of ~ at which the undifferential
quantities are defined. For example equation 19 may be approximated b.1 the
following equation
(25)

The same difference equation notation can be used for this equation as
was used in the previOUS section
(26)

10,5

.

Position subscripts are not required in this equation. Un, Ft and Mere
defined at the Sf'..me points and these points are midway between the points mere
e, l1t and Fn are defined.
Equations 20 to 24 could be replaced by simple difference equa tiona in the
same manner that equation 19 was replaced by eqU8.tion 26. However it can be
demonstrated that the follo~ng difference equations are more accurate. They
give exactly correct results for a segment of ring which is rigid, has constant
radius of curvature, and which is uniformly loaded. In other words for any ring.
with constant radius of curvature, they give correct results for rigid body displacements and the statical~ determinant pa~s of the internal forces. These
stetements require lengthy proofs and instead they will be partially demonstrated
later by means of an example
Equilibrium:
(27)

(28)

~

= - Fn (2r sin

£! )

(29)

Stress-strain and strain-displacement

b.Je=~.M

-,;

~

EI

t1n = (ut + r 8) • 2 sin ~
2

~ ut

= - Un • 2 sin

r.

t~l)

(32)

For t:¢ small, 2 sin /::¢/2 1s approximately ~ual to 41 and the above equations
approach the corresponding simple central-difference equations.

An el~ctricnl circuit Yhich identically satisfies the above equations 1s
shown in E·i:'''Ure 8. In this circuit displacement quantities are voltages to
ground and the loads and internal forces are currents. Eq~ation 29 is satisfied
by the currents entering a junction in the upper circuit of Figure 8. Equations
27 and 2B are similarly satisfied by the currents in the middle and lower clrcuits of FiGUre S. Ideal trt:l.nsformers are used to produce currents flawing into
the junctions of one circuit thB. t are proportional to the currents flowing in
the "main l:tne" of another cireuit.
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Equation 30 expresses Ohms law for the dro!1 in vol t .fl ge between successive
nodes of the upper ~ircuit. Equation 31 is satisfied in the "main" line of
the middle circuit. by means of idea.l tra.nsformer coila wich insert volte.ges
in the line proportional to the voltages to grotu1d in the other two circruits e
Equation 32 is similarly satisfied in the lower circuit. Each transformer is
instrumental in the satisfaction of two equations, an equilibrium equation and
a strain-displacement equation. The circuit of Fie-ure g employs three t~ns
formers per cell. If the rEdius of curvature of the ring is constant, or i f
the ring can be divided into segments conte.ining several cells for each ot
which the radius of curv~ture is constant, a oircuit requiring only two tr2nsfo~ers per cell oan be used.
Since r is now assumed to be constant, equations
27 to 32 cnn be rewritten as follows, (where 2 sin D¢/2 has been B.bbreviated
by l':J1').
-

~ Fn

= (Ft' r) •

~ (Ft • r)

~e

= :!i.
EI

[~

e

r) l:!¢t

(2&)

(30a)

- (- 9)}
t:¢'

0

(Z7a)

(29a)

11

= - Un

t¢1

+ (ft

- Fn (~t)

=

~ (~)

- fn •

- Fn (~t)

=

~M

L)fUn =

~

(7)

~t

(3Ia)

(32a)

In this form of the equations Ut/r and Fter replaoe Ut and Ft as vF:riables
as in the case of the skin and stringers for a non-cylindrical shell. The purpose of this manipulation has been to get equation 3la into the form shown,
vhere the increment in un is proportional to the difference of the other two
displaoement quantities. This equation oan be sntisfied by a single transformer
vhereas eouation 31 required tvo transformers. A circuit satis~ing equations
27a to 32a is shown in Figure 9b. In this figure the tr8nsformer coils connecting the upper ~nd middle cirouits are coupled to the transforner coils in
the main line of the lower circuit. This remote coupling is indioated by
circled numbers. The currents corresponding to the loads are not shown in this
circuit.
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Circuits for Rigid Rings
It is fre~uently possible to assume that some or all of the rings supporting
a shell are rigid in their own planes without serious error in the analysis of the
shell. This assumption greatly simplifies analytical solutions of shell problems
and sometimes elirr~tes a great deal of the equipment required in an analog
computer solution. Since only the tnngential displacement of the ring is important in the analysis of shells, only this coordinate need be represented at points
around the periphery of a rigid ring.
The position of a rigid bulkhead is determined by the displacement of one
of its points in two perpendicular direct·ions and by the rotation a~'X)ut an axis
perpendicula.r to its pInne (as sho"Tn in Figure lOa). The tangential displacement
at points on the periphery can be computed from these three quantities.

ut, = Y sin ~ + Z cos

¢ - e r sin a

In an analyticnl solution Y, Z and e are unknown quantities. They are usually
regarded as Lagrangian multipliers and equation (33) is regarded as an equation
of constraint. In an electrical analogy this equation of constraint can be
satisfied by a network of transformers, a general form of Which is shown in
Figure lOb. This network also satisfies the equilibrium equations of the l'igid
ring. Applied loads in the y and z directions and applied torque are inserted
as currents into the net"Tork as shown. Since, in general, this circuit requires
three transformers for each tangential displacement it has, in general, no advantage over an elastic ring circuit in which the resistors corresponding to the
bending stiffness of the ring are set equal to zero. However in practice, one
or more of the terms in equation (33) may be equal to zero because either the
unknown or the coefficient may vanish. In such cases the transformer netyork
my be quite simple
For example, in a shell with a vertical plane of symmetry, loaded symmetrically with· respect to this plane;

ut

= Zcos~

This ~uation requires one transformer for each value of ute It is possible to
introduce further simplification by replacing ut by a variable which depends on
if. Let

ut = ut

cos

if

then

ut =

(35)

()6)

Z

If this change of variable is now introduced into the equations of the skin and
stringers (equntion 17), it will be found. that the fom of the equations "'ill
remain unchanged and that the only effect will be a change in the turns ratio
of the transformers coupling the Us and ut circuits. Fquation (36) is then
satisfied by connecting together all the tangential displacement nodes in any
one ring.
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As another example consider n riGid ring (or bulkhead) which is v8ry thin

in

one direction (see Figure lOa). In this case it may be assumed tlw.t the angle

between the y axis and the top and bottom surfaces of the shell is small everywhere except at the ends, where there are closing vertical segments. Furthermore
it is usual to assume th8.t Y, the displacement parallel to the long direction, is
zero. In this case

ut

= -

e •r
e•

utI = Z -

ut2 = - Z -

sin a

top and bottom surfaces

c/2

at the left end

e•

(37)

at the right end

c/2

"

Here again scale factors can be introduced to siI'lplify the equations

Ut;

=- r

ut'
sin a

ut1 = utI =

Z -

=

top and bottom surfaces

9

at left end

e • c/2

ut2 =-ut2 =z+e· c/2

at right end

These equations are satisfied by the simple network of Figure lOb.
With this circuit for a rigid bulkhead and the circuit for the strinrrers
and spars (Figure 6), two spar box wings with unsymmetrical top or bottom surfaces can be analyzed. The extension to nm1tis~r wings is simple and direct.

Solution of Problems
The Caltech e,nalog computer was used for the solution of tt.ro prohlems in
conneotion with the preparation of this paper. This computer consists esr.entially
of a storehouse of eleetrical parts whiCh contains, among other thipgs, the
resistors and high quality transformers required in the solution of stress ~nalysis
problems.
The first problem vas the analysis of the simple circular rine shm·ln in
Figure 9a subjected to two opposing concentrated vertical loads. Because of the
symmetry of the ring and its loads a quadrant of the ring cnn be substituted for
th~ whole if proper boundary conditions ere applied at the ends of the quadrant.
At 'I 0 the proper boundary conditions are that e, ut nnd Fn equal zero. At
t = "'/2 the proper boundary conditions ere that e end ut equal zero and that Fn
equals' P, one-half of the applied load.

=

In Figure 9b, the quadrant of ring has been represented by a circuit con-

ta1ning four cellS. The boundary conditions have been satisfied by
corresponding eleotrica1 quantities equal to zero at the two ends.
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s~tting

the

The results of the analysis are presented in Table I in dimensionless form.
An exact analysis of the problem using differential equations is compared with the
analog computer solution. In addition an exact solution of the difference
equations governing the electric circuit is shown. It will be seen that the differential e~uation solution and the exact solution of the difference equations give
identical results for the internal shear and internal axial force. This was to be
expected since these quantities are statically determinate in the problem investigated. The other quantities show errors due to finite difference approximation.
A comparison of the difference equation solution and the analog computer solution
shows errors in the computer solution of the order of one or two percent, vhich
is fairly typical of the results customarilY obtained with the Caltech analog·
computer.
The second problem was the analysis of a conical shell supported by circular
elastic rings. As such it provides an example illustrating the manner in which
the shell and ring circuits are interconnected. The structure, which has three
elastic rings and fourteen stringers, is shown in Figure l2a, and specifications
for the structure are given in Table n. This structure is supposed to resemble
the aft portion of an aircraft fuselage. The relative size of the stringers and
rings and the thickness of the skin have been chosen to give maximum stresses of
the same order of magnitude in the stringers, skin and rings. The $tructural
weight is d1vided approximately equally mnOllg these three components. The nu.mber
of stringers and the number of rings in the structure are much fewer than the
number that ",ould be employed in an aircraft fu.selage, so that each stringer of
the structure represents several stringers in the fuselage, and the stiffness of
intermediate fUselE.ge rings is inclu1ed in the stiffness of the three main rings
shown. It viII seldan i f e~er be possible to represent in detail on an analog
computer all of the members in a large elastic structure.
The shell is subjected to symmetrical concentrated vertical loads applied
to the ring at the small end of the shell and these loads are reacted at the
large end, \olhich is blilt into a rigid vall. Because of the symmetry of the
structure and the applied loads, only a quarter of the shell need be considered
if appropriate boundary conditions are applied. This part of the shell has been
given a two coordinate numbering system for the identi.rication of points in the
structure. For example, point 42 refers to a point at the intersection of ring
number 4 and stringer number 2.
The electrical analogy for the structure is also shO'W'Il in Figure 12. This
circuit consists of threp. !Erts, the Us and ut circuits discussed in section n
and the ring circuits discussed in section III. In Figure 12b only one ring
circuit is sho'W'Jl since the other two have an identical appearance. The connection
between the ring circuit shown and the ut circuit are indicated by the circled
letters a, b, and c. Currents corresponding to the interaction forces between
the skin and the rings fiow through these connections. In Figure l2a a cutout
is L~dicated in the middle bay. Electrical parts corresponding to the cutout,
(shown dotted in Figur€S 12c and 12d) are removed when the cut Plnel is removed.
The boundary oonditions at the vertical plane of synuootry are that the
shear stresses in shear pnnels'intersected by this plane are zero. and that in
the ring circuits Q, Ut and Fn are all zero except wen vertical loads are
applied to the ring in the plane of symmetr,r, in which case Fn is equal to P,
one-half of the a.pplied load. The boundary conditions at the horizontal plane of
s~~et~r are that the displacement in the s direction, Us, is zero; and that in
the rine circuits, un, H and Ft are zero except when vertical loads are applied
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to the ring in the horizontal plane of symmetry, in \.fuich case Ft is equal to
The boundary conditions at the large end of the shell are that both Us and Ut are
equal to zero. At the small end the boundary conditions are conveniently expressed
as the absence of applied loads except as indicated ... All of the above boundary
conditions have been satisfied in the electrical circuit by means of short and
open circuits. Short ciroQtts are used to set displacements equal to zero while
open circuits are used to set internal forces eaual to zero.
The eleotrical cir~ts shown in Figure 12 use 27 resistors and 27 transformers
which is approximately /JJlo of the present capacity of the CaJ.tech analog computer.
In calaulating the values of the transformer turns ratios and resistors to be used
in the circuit it 18 necessary to make use of scale factors. This aspect of the
problem has been omitted in the present discussion in order that the electrical
quantities shown in the circuit diagram may have' a direct significance in terms
of mechanical quantities. A brief discussion of the scale factor methods employed
nth the Caltech analog computer is given in the aprendix of reference S.
The struotural and loading conditions thnt were investigated in this probl~
are tabulated in Table II. It was desired to investigate the effect of the
following things on the distribution of internal forces, the effeot of the
stiffness of the rings; the effect of the location of the vertical load on the
end rings I and the effect of a cutout in the middle bay. .
The results of these investigation are given in Tables III and IV. The
quantities recorded according to the numbering system previously discussed are~
the stringer forces, Fa. the p:lnel shears, Fts; the ring bending moments, M;
and the vertical displacements. The vertical displacements have been obtained
b.1 vectorially combining the tangential and normal displacements of the rings.
The tabulated results are subject to experimental errors and when four significant figures are given, the fourth figure is entirely unreliable.
The main conclusion to be drawn from these results is thnt the stiffness' of
the rings has a rather small effect on the distribution or internal forces. The
only change made between conditions (1) and (2) was that in condition (2) the
rings were made five times as stiff as in condition (1). It will be seen that
the stiffness of the rings has very little effect on the intemal forces except
between the second and third rings. However the distortion of the third ring in
condition (1), as given ~ the vertical displacements, is quite large. In another
condition, the results of whioh are not tabulated, the first and second rings
were stiffened by a factor of ten while the third ring retained its normal stiffness. The difference in the results between this oondition and condition (1) were
negligible.
The results of condition (3) indicate that the effect of ring stif:fless is
considerably less when the applied vertical loads are in a horizontal plane,
than when they are in a vertical plane. The results of comitions t) and (5)
indicate that even moderately small symmetrioal cutouts produce a severe
redistribution of the internal forces and that, in this case, the effect of
ring stiffness is important if accurate results are desired.
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S'YlIDOLS

ft

cross-sectional area of stringer
Young's modulus
external load normal to ring per rRdian of ~
external load tangential to ring (or skin) per radian of ~

Fn

shear force in ring

Fs

force in stringer
te.ngential force in panel parallel to t
axie.l force in ring
tangential force in panel parallel to s
shear modulus
thickness of skin
moment of inertia of ring cross-section
bending moment in ring
applied vertical load
radius of circular shell; radius of curvature of ring; distance
to point in rigid ring
coordinate parallel to stringer'
coordinate perpendicular to stringer and parallel to ring
displacement normal to axis of ring
displ&cement parallel to s
displacement parallel to t
coordinate related to Ut by transformation
horizontal displacement of rigid bulkhead
verticcl displacement of rigid bulkhead
angle bet'Heen t'. 10 e.djacent stringers; angle bet\-reen te.ngential
displacement and line to a point in a rigid bulkhead.

As
E

in

Fst
Ft
Fts
G
h
I

M
P
r

s
t

'Un
Us

ut
ut

y

Z

a

shear strain of panel

angle by which direction of s axis is changed due to trRnslation
in t direction
difference operators in s, t and ~ directions

increments in s, t and ~

2 sin /::¢/2
angle between horizontal line and normal to center line of
undisplaced ring
angle bet't"een stringer and axis of shell
rotetion about axis of shell, usually in ring
ll2
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TABIE I

SOLUTION OF CIRCULAR

RI~;G

PROBLEH

\-lITH FOUR FINITE DIFFE1B!lCE CELIS PE!l QUADRAl1r

Quantity

;(0)

Difference Eqns.

Differential Eqns.

Ane10G COJ'llputer

45.0
f:J7.5

+.3827
+.7(171
+.9239

+.3827
+.7(171
+.9239

+.387
+.702
+.922

11.25
33.75
56.25
78.75

+.9808
+.8)15
+.5556
+.1951

. +.9808
+.8)15
+.5556
+.1951

+.932
+.824+.566
+.210

+.341.2
+.1948
-.0810
-.41.l5

+.3401
+.19(17
-.0851
-.41.56

+.340
+.192

pr

11.25
3).75
56.25
78.75

~

22.5
45.0
67.5

+.1327
+.2071
+.17)9

+.1))5
+.2084
+.1750

+.1)33
+.2064
+.17(,))

22.5
45.0
67.5

+.0487
+.0706
+.0515

+.0514
+.0543

+.0515
+.(Y'756
+.0559

. -.1271
-.0573
+.0493
+.1349

-.1318
-.0596
+.0509
+.lJ.£)5

-.1310
-.0586
+.05)5
+.1435

Fn

22.5

p

Ft
p

M

Er

lIt

-p;r
n
Un

~
EI

11.25
)3.75
56.25
73.75

+.r!147
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-.(8)

-.447

TABIE II
SF£CIFICATIONS FOR COmCAL SHEU, PROBIEM

!fuober

0

f stringers

=

14

=

Cross-section area of stringers, As

0.60 in.2

Thickness of skin, h = .030 in.

= 5.:33

Boment of inertia of rings, I

in.4

Young's modulus, E = 10.4 x l~ p.s.i.
6
Shear modulus, G = 4.0 x 10 p.s.i.
CONDITIONS

IlWESTIGATED

(1)

Vertical loads applied to points A and A' of end ring (see
Fi~e l2a). Ho cutouts.
Properties of shell as given above.

(2)

Saoe as (1) except moment of inertia of rinGS increased by a factor of 5.

0)

Srune as (1) except vertical loads applied to points Band B I

(see Figure l2a).

(4)

Same as (1) except with symmetrical cutouts in center bay

(see Figure 12 a).

(5)

Same as (4) except moment of inertia of rings increased by a
factor of 5.

TABIE In
RESULTS FROB STUDY OF CONICAL SHELL

p = 1 kip

Panel
Point

Condition

(

1

2

3

S

4

,

stringer forces, Fs (kips)
02

04

06

22
24
26
42
44

4h

- .945
-1.708
-2.118
- .688
-1.282
-1.612
- .308
- .676
-1.002

- .945
-1.708
-2.050
.- .711
-1.282
-1.594
- .380
- .714
- .935

- .942
-1.708

-2.124
- .722
-1.291
-1.587
- .452
- .745
- .882

- .330
-1.550
-2.475
+ .767
-1• .t.D9

-2.124
-1.783
- .536

- .445

- .S7'1

-1.632
-2.300
+ .688
-1.321
-2.1.80
-1.789
- .650
- .326

panel shears, Fts (kips)

11

13

15

31
.33
35
51
53
55

+1.206
+ .954
+ .513
+1.596
+1.217
+ .618
+1.985
+1.685
+1.013

+1.195
+ .956
+ .531
+1.550
+1.231
+ .661
+2.046
+1.662
+ .937

+1.191
+ .963
+ .536
+1.522
+1.254

+1.593
+ .509
+ .372
0
+2.537
+1.687

+2.080
+1.632
+ .880

+2.71J)

+ .7rJ1
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+ .994
+ .449

+1.726

+ JJFJ
+ .155
0

+2.45'7
+1.838
+2.789
+1.0)2
+ .334

TABIE IV
RESULTS FRGI STUDY OF CONICAL SHELL

p = lldp

Panel

(

Point

1

,

Condition

2

)

4

5

Ring bending manents, M (in-kips)

22

-o.rn

62

-0.0)
+0.06
+0.20
+0.10
-0.18
+4.45

66

-5.25

24
26
42
44

J.h

64

-".84

-0.0)
-0.02
+0.02
-to.05·
+0.01

-o.rn

+4.)6
",.52
-5.65

+0.02

~.Ol.

-0.02
-0.08
-0.02
+0.06
-2.28
-0.56
+1.44

+3.58
+0.96
-2.40
-).72
-1.08
+2.48
+5.5)
+4.12
-5.93

+4.08
+1.28
-2.84
-).88
-1.28
+2.64
+5.45
+).88

-6.45

Vertical displacements (inabes)
22

.0288

24-

.0290

.02S6

.0282
.0288

.028)
.0l115

.(28)

.(28)

.0l111

.08'76
.08'70

26
42
.44

J.h

62
64
66

.0880

.0895

.lS77
.l.66o

.1926

.(28)

.08'72
.0885
.1670
.1701
.1770

.08S0

.1'7)5
.1702
.16Z1

.0]3)
.0262
.0592
.21SO
.2105
.1912
.2595

•266<5

.)005

.0247
.0282

.0))6

.188'7
.1870
.18)0

.2515
.25)0

u. •

.26oS

(b)

Fig. 1

Circular non-cylindrical stiffened shell.

Fig. 2
Equilibrium of portion of shell between

two adjacent rings with center on a
stJ"inger.

/'

IF,.
•

~~~~

6.

~

~'Ct.
~

Fig. 3

Equilibrium of portion of shell between two

.adj~ent stringers with center on a ring.

,

"'.

./

/'

I

I

I

Fig. 4
Equilibrium of shearing forces 1n a panel.

Figure 5

Shear strain of a panel.
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Fig.6
Electrical analogy for the stringers and skin
of a ~1rcular non-?ylindrical shell.
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Fig. 7
Segment of a ring showing applied loads,
internal forces and displacements.

N

Fig. 8
Electrical analogy for a ring with
vdl'iable radius of curvature.
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Fig. 9
Electrical analogy for a circular
ring subjected to concentrated loads.
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c.ircuit

Fig. 10
Electrical analogy for a rigid bulkhead.
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(a.) Flo.t ... igid bulkh.a.d

(\.)

Ana. loC}

el.c.tric Circ.u.i t

Fi~e 11 Electrical analogy for a flat rigid bulkhead.

1

o
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(1)>) T ~pica.1 ... in, circuit.
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o

CUTOUT
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circuit.

Figure 12 Eleotrio~ analogy for the oonical shell problem.
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ANALOG-DIGITAL TECHNIQUES IN AUTOPILOT DESIGN

w.

T. Hunter and R. L. Johnson
Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc.

Abstract
The analytical and computer techniques employed in the design of aircraft and missile autopilot systems at Douglas Aircraft Company are presented.
Roles assigned to digital and analog cOMpUtation are discussed with the associated reasons for such assignment. The mutual support provided by both types
of computation is stressed. Typical examples are used for illustration.
Introduction
One frequently hears discussed, with various degrees of conviction, the
relative merits of digital and analog computation. In same fields of endeavor
such discussion may be warranted; however, in the design of autopiiots at
Douglas Aircraft Company, Santa Monica Division, both types have been fitted
into design techniques l • The mutual support of the design problem by both
yields results which use of only one type could not do. It is believed that
this mutual support has enough application to other design problems that its
description as applied to autopilot design may help others in their problems.
Illustration of the points involved is best accaaplished through discussion of a specific design problem. The problem selected here is that of
automatically controlling a guided missile so that it will respond accurately
to lateral acceleration commands fram a guidance computer. Target interception may be made under a wide variety of altitude and speed conditions so it
is required that the controlled missile operate satisfactorily over a rather
wide band of flight conditions. The problem considered here is not that of
hardware design but rather the system design leading to hardware specifications.
Preliminary Analytical Preparation
Preltainary analytical york prepares the way tor eventual solution of
the autopilot design problem. This usually consists of preparation ot the
system block diagram, description of the component elements by their respective
equations relating input and output, derivation of the complete systea equations relating missile response to input signals or disturbances and a listins
of the systea pecularities or conditions not well described by the preceding

1

Douglas Aircraft Company has used digital International Business Machine
equipaent for the last six years, and Reeves Electronic Analog equipaent
for the last two years, and the Cal. Tech Electrical Analog Computer tor
four years.
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equations. This latter is important in that most of the preliminary analytical
work is based upon linear theory and it is important to know the limits involved in order that the effects may be considered in later machine computation.
System Description
Autopilot systems are based upon the use of closed loop or feedback intelligence. In such a system the desired behavior is compared with the actual
behavior and any difference, i.e., error, used to drive the system into more
exact correspondence. In the sample at hand, this is accomplished by the outer
loop of the block diagram shawn in Figure 1. The achieved acceleration is compared with the commanded acceleration in the electrical network and, neglecting
the other tvo., inputs to the network for the m.oment, any error taken to the power servo. This servo functions to m.ove the fin in the direction necessary to
reduce the measured error. The resulting fin motion imposes forces and moments
on the ~ssile causing an incremental change in the lateral (translational)
acceleration, the resulting acceleration being measured by the accelerometer
for comparison with the commanded acceleration.
The internal rate loop and fin loop feedbacks to the network are required
to provide system damping, preventing excessive transient overshoots and oecilla tions while responding to input commands. The rate loop feedback is accomplished by measuring misaile angular rate (about the center of graVity) with a single
degree of freedom, spring restrained gyroscope. The fin loop feedback is accam.plished by measuring fin actuator travel with a linear potentiometer. All three
feedback signals, as well as the input signal, are shaped and summed in the
desired manner by the electrical network. The resulting signal which is actually ted to the power servo not only moves the fin in the direction of reducing
an acceleration error but provides for moving it in a manner leading to well
damped mis8ile motions. The missile s~ructure block in Figure 1 represents
mea8uring instrument pickup caused by structural resonances. Although this
pickup contributes nothing to the satisfactory operation of the system, it
must be included in the design analysis.
In order to prOY'ide a sUllllll8ry of the nomenclature used in the example, the
symbols used to represent each individual block are indicated on Figure 1.
Specification of each component element by a symbol of the form, Foi' has the

.

_an~:

Output

=

(F oi ) (Input)

In general, the function F ~ is nothing more than the differential equation
speci1'ying the ccBponent' s °Dehavior. When this differential equation is linear,
the tunction becomes the cammon transfer function of the component.
Preliminary Des ign Phase

This phase of the design is carried out by direct analytical syntheses
and by s~plitied analysis procedures that require no more complex equipment
than desk calculators. The system indicated by the block diagram is simplified
to the barest essentials. For example, the effects of the missile structure
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are neglected completely. The measuring instruments and the power servo are
assumed to be ideal components. The frequency characteristics of the electrical network are neglected. In fact, the only dynamics considered are those
resulting fram forces and moments caused by .aissile wing deflection and angle
of attack.
The important design information obtained in this phase consists of the
following:
1.

Approximate component gains

2.

Measuring instrument ranges

3. Torque and speed requirements of the power servo

4. Desirable aerodynamic characteristics
5. Approximate system perforaance characteristics
The above information, coupled with engineering experience, is usually
sufficient to permit the procurement of hardware, at least for the initial
test vehicles.
Frequency Analysis Phase
After the preliminary work has been completed, it is desirable to perform
an extensive frequency analysis of the system considering as many of the system characteristics as possible.
The frequency analysis phase is considered to be an extremely important
part of any control system design. It furnishes a very clear insight into the
manner in which the various components affect the stability and basic response
of the syste.. Virtually all of the design of the electrical shaping network
is accomplished through the frequency analysiS process. In addition, it is
very valuable in tracing down troubles that may be encountered in the flight
testing of the design.
This phase of the analysis lends itself well to the use of digital CaBputing equipment because of the large nuaber of routine calculations involved.
For the sample problem, the fUnctional operation of each component is represented by a transfer function. If same of the component differential equations
are nonlinear, these equations are linearized around certain operating pOints
to permit the derivation of their transfer functions.
The eighteen component transfer functions are represented by expre8sioDS
of the following form:

AO + AlP + A2P2 + A3p3 + A4 P4 •••
=

BO + B1P + B2P2 + B3p3 + B4P4 •••

~1

where operator notation has been employed by replacing

d

~t

with P.

The order

of the polynomials required to represent the component transfer functions varies fram zero for the fin potentiometer (that is Fda is independent of p) to
as high as ten or more for some of the electrical network transfer functions.
The coefficients of the polynomial terms are determined by the differential
equation representing the components.
The system equations which are derived from the block diagram yield six
transfer functions of the following type:

=

In order to begin the frequency analysis, a trial electrical network is
devised (the first trial network is usually one containing only resistors),
and the polynomial term coefficients of all of the transfer functions determined fram the basic data. Examples of this basic data are wind tunnel test
results, resistor and condenser values, instrument natural frequencies and
damping ratios, data obtained by experimental measurements on system components, etc. Then each of the component transfer functions are evaluated as
complex number functions of frequency2. These complex numbers representing
the component transfer function are then combined to obtain the products and
sums indicated by the system transfer function shown above. The results are
then plotted in the for.m of Nyquist diagrams and system transfer functions.
The Nyquist diagram, which indicates the stability of the system, and the
system transfer function, which indicates the basic transient response of the
system, are then examined for inadequacies. As a result of the knowledge gained in the previous trial, the electrical network or one or more of the component transfer functions are modified and the cycle repeated. An autopilot system that operates over a wide range of aerodynamic conditions (i.e. a number
of sets of aerodynamic transfer functions must be considered) may require that
the above cycle be repeated several hUndred times before a sufficiently optimum design is achieved.
OUr digital equipment has been programmed to perform the above transfer
function calculations. This bas proved very econaaical when it is considered
that the equipment can perform one complete cycle of the above calculation in
about 2.5 machine hours as compared to about 100 man hours required for a
manually computed solution. Selective storage of parts of the computation
reduces the average ttBe per cycle to about 1.25 machine hours. In addition,
the machine results are much more dependable than the manually computed results
when the problem is this complex.

The ability to perform a complete frequency analysis of a complex system
in such a sbort time becomes a tremendous asset if, as sometimes happens, the
test program shows that a design cbange is required. The change can be completed in a matter of bours instead of weeks, thus greatly expediting flight
test schedules.
2

This is accomplished by the well known substitution, P
and f is frequency in cps.
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=

j2nf, where j

={:l,

Every attempt is made to eliminate the necessity of processing the datu
that goes into the machine or the results computed by the machine because it
is felt that the machine itself is the most efficient processor. The program
for the digital equipment is arranged to use the basic data in the form in
which it is most easily available; the results are printed out in the form
most easily plotted.
For one caaplete cycle in the sample proble., the input to the machine
consists of approximately 200 numbers. The machine performs same 20,000
operations 3 with these numbers, aDd then prints out slightly more than 1500
numbers for plotting. A survey is presently being made to determine the
feasibility of using an automatic plotter for these results. A sampl~ Nyquist diagram and overall transfer function as obtained from digital equipment is shown in Figures 2 and 3.
Analog equipment does not appear to be as well suited as the digital
equipment to perform trequency analyses of this type from the standpoint of
setup time, running time or accuracy of results. In fact, it is "estimated
that an analog solution would be more time consumial than the hand solution,
because of the difficulty in obtaining the large number of amplitude ratio
and phase measurements.
An additional insight into the stability of a system is achieved if the
roots of the characteristic 4 equation can be found. This equation, being ot
about the 20th order, is difficult to obtain as a polynomial in P and, once
obtained, considerable difficulty is encountered in solving for its roots. A
digital program to compute, from the same basic data required for the transfer
function process, the characteristic equation and its roots has been devised.
Setup is not quite complete at this time, but it is estimated that the running
time will average 3 hours per solution.

Transient Analysis
Throughout'the frequency analysis phase of the design, the transient response of the system must be considered. The transfer function gives a qualitative view of the transient, but at times it is advisable to actually compute
the transient response of the lineari~'~ system. This can be done conveniently
by the fo~lowing Fourier series process. First, the input function is represented by a Fourier series 5• This series ~s then modified by the values ·of the
system transfer function to obtain the series that represents the transient
response. This resulting series is summed up to obtain the transient response.
A sample transient is shawn in Figure 4.

3 These computations are performed on a "floating decimal" scheme which permits
eight significant figures to be carried on all numbers, within the magnitude
range from 10- 50 to 10+50 •
4 The characteristic equation is obtained by setting the denaainator of the
n

transfer function -2 equal to zero.
n

i

5 A digital process has been programmed to compute the first 40 harmonic terms
of a general periodic input in an average time of 3 machine hours. This process has proved very valuable in the reduction of flight test data.

This process has also been programmed for computation on the digital equipment. For example, to obtain the transient response to a step function in~ut,
the values of the transfer function at 40 to 200 discrete frequencies are used
as inputs to the machine. (This data is the same data that was caaputed by the
machine in the transfer function process described previously.) When 40 frequencies are used, the machine performs same 40,000 operations to obtain 50 pOints
on the transient response in 2 machine hours. It is estimated that this operation performed by manual calculation would require approximately 60 man hours.
The transient analysis performed by the above process is very restricted
for two reasons. First, the theory of the transfer function approach requires
that the system be represented by linearized differential equations whose
coefficients do not vary with t~e; second, the required digital machine time
becomes prohibitive if large numbers of 'transients are desired, (1,000 to 5,000
l18y sometimes be required).
It is in the performance of an exhaustive transient analysis of the system that analog cClRputer equi];lllent has proved so useful. Employment of analog
equipment permits a very complete study of nonlinear phenomenon and 3-axia
coupling problems, and it also permits realistic evaluation of transients when
component characteristics change appreciably during the time of the transient.
For example, the aerodynamic parameters change throughout the flight of a ~.
sile because the velocity and/or altitude is continually changing. These CaD.plicated analyses can be conducted by solving the set of siJllultaneous differential equations (nonlinear orttme varying) digitally, but this is very tille
consuming. It should be mentioned, hOYevgr, tb8t a digital solution of this
sort is often required as a check problem for an analog setup.
One iaportant system nonlinearity is that associated with the aerodynamic
restoring moment as the missile rotates away fram zero angle of attack, i.e.,
the aerodynamic spring. A typical variation is shown in Figure 5. The dashed
lines on the figure show the linear approximations made tor use in the digital
frequency analysis. Analog equipment permits the inclusion of the actual
characteristic., A similar nonlinearity is associated with most paver servos
and is analyzed in the same manner.
Another important nonlinearity is associated with measuring instrument
pickoff granularity. This problem is illustrated in Figure 6 for a wire wound
potentiometer pickoff. Again, the dashed line represents the linear app~oxi
mation used in the digital frequency analysis. The true characteristic is
almost impossible to include in a digital analysis, but it may be included
readily in an analog analysis by driving wire wound potentiaaeters with a computer servo. A sample transient showing the effect of too coarse pickoff
granularity is shown in Figure 7.
Aerodynamic cross coupling phenomenon, because of their nonlinear nature,
are also very difficult to study by digital techniques, but they may be studied
readily by means of analog equipment.

6 The ratio of digital to analog .achine running time may be of the order of
1000. to 1 for these check problems.
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Another important advantage of using analog equipment can be realized if
a real time scale can be employed in the analog (i.e., the analog works at the
same speed as the actual system). The aerodynamics and measuring instruments
can be represented by analog equipment. The output voltage of these analogs
can be fedback through the actual electrical network to drive the power servo.
The power servo in turn drives the analogs, thus obtaining a very realistic
simulation. Transients may be run very quickly on such a piece of equipmp-nt,
but it is not as flexible as a more general setup. It does have a distinct
advantage in that hardware which is difficult to represent by differential
equations can be used in its exact role in the system. However, same analyses
performed with analog equipment require that the system be analoged on an
extended t~e scale so that the dynamics of the computer servos do not distort
the results. This extended ttme scale prevents the use of actual components
in the analog~
Conclusions
The use of both digital and analog equipment permits a much more opttmum
design than could possibly be achieved in the absence of such equipment. Digital equipment has some advantage in the accuracy of solutions, but the accuracy
of analog equipment is sufficient for most autopilot engineering. purposes.
Digital equiplllent has a distinct advantage in that it permits the use of familiar analysis techniques which have been developed in communication engineering;
the digital equipment simply performs the labor involved in applying these
techniques to complicated autopilot systems. The frequency analysis perfor.med
on the digital equipment seems to give a better qualitative understanding of
how the various parameters effect the system stability and basic response characteristics and provides a firm general design foundation; the transient analysis performed on analog equipaent seeJU to be the only practical 'way of studyiDa certain nonlinear phenomenon. However, digital equipment is usually required to solve check problems for the analog equipment.
It must be recognized that the computer tools available to the system
designer have a .ajor influence upon the nature of the completed design (i.e.,
hardware specifications). Access to digital computers with the consequent
thorough system frequency analysis permits a more opt~ selection of component dynamic characteristics. However, a design that is completed on digital
equipment only, tends to be as linear as possible; the use of analog equipment
may perait the designer to exploit sane of the advantages of nonlinear syst~JI8.
The design that is completed on the basis of linear theory tends to be over
conservative in regard to allowable tolerances, whereas the use of analog equip.ent generally permits a more realistic evaluation of the tolerances, and may
greatly alleviate some production problems. In addition, the use of analog
equipment gives the designer the distinct advantage of using actual ca.panents
in the solution of problems.
The use of digital and analog equipment tends to result in a much more
complete design then would have been obtained without this equipment, but the
cost or the design is usually increased because £~ many more cases ~d conditions are investigated. The real saving is made in the flight test program
which tends to be shorter, aore successful, and to require fewer test vehicles.
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APPLICATIONS OF COMPUTERS TO AIRCRAFT DYNAMIC PROBLEM)

B. Hall
R. Ruthrautt
D. Dill
Douglas Aircraft Company, Inc.
Santa MOnica, California

Aircraft dynamic problems present a maJor tie~d tor the application ot
JIIOdern digital and analog computers. While it is true that airplanes were designed be~ore the advent ot these computers, the design requirements of aircr~t have advanced simultaneously with the computer development programs.
Today the eUic ient des ign ot high speed aircraft depends to a large extent on
the rapidity with which a large volume ot calculations on dynamic problems can
be completed.
!he applications of coaputers may best be illustrated by considering four
general categories ot dynamic problems:
1.

The problems dealing with long period control of aircraft and missiles
during'part ot or the entire flight time;

2.

Rigid body dynamic problems;

3.

Problems of the elastic aircraft at zero frequency; and

4.

The elastic

aircr~t

with finite inertia, the flutter problem.

Betore discussing each category, it is necessary to point out that the
classifications are extremely dependent on each other. It is only because
ot stapl1t,ying assumptions that one is able to consider them separately.
~our

In the first category a missile or ,airplane is considered to be at rest or
in ~light. ~ the cr~ is at rest, some propulsive torce is applied and the
resultins aotion is to be computed. If' the craft is in flight some natural or
induced disturbance is applied to the craft and again the resulting motion is
to be computed. As an example ot problems typical to this group, consider a
missile traJectory problem. Assume, for the purpose ot simplification, that
the misaile is constrained to move in only two directions: range and altitude.
At 8D7 instant of time the geometrical conventions in Figure 1 are used to describe its motion and position in its flight path.

The traJectory of the missile' is determined by the following equations:
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In these equations the parameters are defined as follows: T, the thrust
which is directed along the axis ot the missile; C, the chord force opposite
to T along the same axis; -flo ,the climb angle; and oc ,the angle of attack.
N is the normal force on the missile and W its weight. The angle oc may vary
between 0 and 30 degrees While 19- may lie between plus or minus 90 degrees, a
range which indicates the high degree of non-linearity of the system. As is indicated in Figure 2, some of these quantities are discontinuous functions of time.
The missile is launched with the booster motor burning. At the end of a
specified time the booster is dropped and the missile glides prior to motor
burning. It is at this point that the calculation of the traJectory begins.
On the graphs in Figure 2, time ~~ is actually the beginning of the glide phase.
tea, denotes the time ot missile motor burning and is accompanied by a corresponding 10s8 ~n weight due to fuel consumption. At the t~e of motor burnout,
~~ , the thrust returns to zero and the weight following the jettisoning of
excess tuel remains constant.
In the actual integration of the equations of motion a step by step method
At time ti the values of II" 1"
i J , if i, are available.

i

ot solution is employed..

!he corresponding values of these quantities for
b.1 the tollowing tormulas:
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An identical procedure is used

to

This integration process has proved to be quite accurate as ia eVidenced by
the traJectory in Figure 3. The graph records the time history of an actual
missile tlight together with the traJectory obtained by the procedure outlined
above. The actual path ot motion is indicated by the solid line, while the .
digital reproduction of this run, which had tor its initial conditions experimental
values obtained trom the end of boost conditions, is the solid line with circles.
. In the second group, problems involving the rigid airplane are studied. The
craft is allowed to have 6 degrees of freedom, (Figure 4), with aerodynamic and
inertia torces acting upon it. For stability calculations the degrees ot freedom
aay frequently be considered in groups. For instance, the pitching and vertical
aotion are considered separately trom rolling, yawing and sideslip for small
amplitudes ot motion. The tormer are the longitudinal degrees of freedom and the
latter are the lateral degrees of freedom. Providing linear aerodynamic forces are
employed, the solution of the stability problem is relatively staple. The
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following equations are typical of the lateral stability problem.
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The Army and Navy specifications require th~t lateral directional oscillation be damped within a certain time, depending on the period of OSCillation,
Figure 5. The motion of particular concern here is one in which the plane yawa
and rolls to the right, followed by a recovery toward the equilibrium position
and an overshoot consisting of a yaw and roll to the lett. It this motion is
not sufficiently damped, it may become very bothersome.
The moments ot inertia in the equations may be rougnly computed by slide
rule using standard formulas, or for more accurate determination computing
equipment is frequently employed. The coordinates employed in the above equations
are the same as those defined in Figure 4• .I )( , Ix z , etc. are the moments and
products of inertia. The Cts are the aerodynamic coefficients. Wherever possible
the aerodynamic terms of the stability problem are derived trom wind tunnel scale
models. If these data are not available, the derivatives are estimated by ratio
with other airplanes of stmilar but known aerodynamic characteristics.
Having determined the coefficients of the equations, an Eigenvalue problem
remains to be solved. The real part of the root will yield the damping and trom
the imaginary part the period is determined. With this information the degree of
lateral stability may be located on the specifications chart Pigure 5.
Because of the relative sizes ot the coefficients in the equations of motion,
it is difficult to solve for the roots. This probiem is presently being solved
by first finding the characteristic equation by direct expanSion, and then solving
the equations by anyone of numerous methods. The expansion and solution is
programmed for one continuous operation on the IBM card programaed calculator (CPC).
One particularly valuable method of solution known as the Lin and Barstow method,
extracts quadratic factors from the equation. The quadratics are solved by the
quadratic formula, and the remaining polynomial is treated in a similar fashion.
Frequently linear factors are taken from the polynomial as an alternative method.
As a second example dealing vith the rigid airp'lane, a rolling pullout
maneuver will be considered. In this problem the airplane pulls out of a dive at
constant acceleration. When the airplane becomes horiZontal, the ailerons are deflected initiating a roll, and the aerodynamic forces on the vertical surface may
exceed the structural ltmit during the maneuver. Tbe problem is to calculate these
loads for different initial accelerations and tor different magnitudes of aileron
deflection. The equations used to solve this problem are shown belove
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This problem has gained a great deal of complexity from the previous example, since aerodynaaic forces are now considered to be non-linear. A complete discussion of the terms in these equations is not consistent with the
purpose ot this paper. It is sufficient to note that the inertia terms are included in the coefficients Kill Kilo, /(/3, K/~/ /(I'or and the remaining coefficients
define the aerodynaaic torces. These coefficients are also obtained from wind
tunnel data wherever possible. Since the t~e history of the velocity of the
vertical surface is required, the roots associated with an Eigenvalue problem
would not ~ediately yield the desired information. To solve this problem the
BEAC was tound to yield tast, accurate solutions for various inputs. The REAC
diagram tor this problem is shown in Figure 6. Blocks A through E integrate the
. 5 ditterential equations. In some cases it is necessary to use an isolating
ampl1tier to distribute the output of the integrators to the different parts of
the circuit. Blocks." G and H are used to satisfy the equations determining
the graVitational vector. Blocks I, K, L, M, N, P, H, are the servo units prod.ucing the non-linear terms. The term denoted by K3~ t- determines the rolling
moment due to aileron deflection. This term is represented on the REAC by the
rel~ circuit in the lower left hand corner.
The input deflection is a square
wave ot arbitrary magnitude.
!he results are obtained by recording the time history of the sideslip
angle @
"or' large values of,s the aerodynamic force on the vertical
tail surface exceeds the structural l1mit and failure occurs.
In the problems of the tirst two categories it is assumed that the aircraft is responding as a rigid body to the imposed forces. In the present section
the problems under consideration will contain the actual deformations of the wing
under aerodynamic forces. These studies will be carried out with the omission
ot the inertia terms present in the previous categories. The example problem of
this category is that of finding the span loading of a flexible swept wing. It
is generally convenient to divide the wing into sections as shown in Figure 7.
Each section will be coupled to the adJacent section by springs computed from
the stiffness properties ot the wing. The springs are arranged to allow the wing
to bend in a vertical plane and to twist about its spanwise axis. In addition
to the spring restraints, aerodynamic lift and moment act upon each section.
Asawae that the aerodynamic constants of each section, the design load on tile
rigid wing, and the built in angle ot attack distribution are known. from these
conditions the strength engineer can compute the stiffness the wing re~uires to
support the load. As soon as this finite stiff'ness is introduced, the wing is
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free to deform, and this deformation will in turn redistribute the load on the
wing. The rollowing iterative procedure is successfully employed to compute
the final load and deformation of the wing. The iteration procedure is carried
out as one continuous operation on the epc. With the aerodynamic and assumed
elastic parameters and the operating conditions stored in the memory register of
the card program calculator, the machine computes a new angle of attack distribution trom the rigid body loads by the following formula:
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is added to the new angle of attack distribution, thus keeping the total load
on the wing constant. With this normalized angle of attack distribution, new
loads are compute~ for each section by the following formulas:
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With the new wing loading the process may be repeated until convergence is
reached. If the loads or angle of attack distribution differ radically trom the
original loads, the wing stiffness may have to be modified to obtain the desired
load and deformation characteristics.
In dealing with the dynamiC stability ot the airplane in the higher frequency
ranges of the fourth category, it is necessary to include not only the aerodynamic
forces and elastic deflections, but also the local mass and inertia effects. This
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gives rise to very complicated sets of equations, the solution of which leads
to a serious computing problem. However, the danger involved in high frequency
dynamic instability, generally called flutter, is such that these calculations
must be performed, and a great deal of effort has been expended by engineers
and mathematician~ in trying to find ~s of employing computing machines in
the solution of this problem.
Two quite different approaches have been used successfully in the Douglas
Aircraft Company, and will be described here. The tirst and older technique
is digital in character and uses IBM computing eqUipment. ~e second method
employs the California Institute ot Technology analog computer which sets up
electric circuits having the same dynamic characteristias as the a1r~raft syste~

When digital methods are used the work is done almost entirely by matrix
manipulation. Although the equations of motion are linear, the aerodynamic forces
contain time lags which in the usual formulation lead to complex coefficients in
the equations of motion. When the number ot degrees ot freedom is high (say
greater than seven) considerable difficulty is experienced in obtaining accurate
values of the frequencies and stability (damping) of all of the possible flutter
modes. As a consequence every effort is made to minimise the number of degrees
of freedom. The method usually tollowed uses the natural modes of vibration as
degrees of freedom. In other words it is assumed that the deflection configuration ot the airplane structure when flutter occurs can be made up of a linear
combination of the natural ground vibration modes. These ground vibration modes
may be either calculated or measured during ground Tibration tests.
Given these data the detailed procedure is as follows:
The wing or tail surfaces are divided into sections as shown in Figure 7
and the mass, center of gravity, and pitching inertias are computed for each
section. Aerodynamic force and moment coeffiCients must be calculated tor each
section for a range of ratios of velocity to frequency. When this is done, the
final equations may be formed by a process based on the principle of virtual work.
This process leads to the formation ot generalised torce coefficients tor
the inertia, aerodynamic, and elastic terms from the sectional values of theBe
quanti ties. Thus i f Wi represents a mass II!.trix for the ;, ~ se~tion an,:. Ni is
the corresponding aerOdynamic matrix, then 1'1 - .a,
w, fl'i. and I. c: %, iii. H';-,,;'
will represent generalize~ force coefficient matrices. The transformation
matrix
represents the rela~ive deflections at section "1" due to th~ variou~
modes ot :vibration employed, and fI
is the transpose of the _:trix ;,: • The
generalized elastic constant matrix Z is usually computed :trom R
and a knowledge
ot the ground natural frequencies.

*, . .

;i

"If

It ~ is a column matrix ot the magnitudes of the various ground modes present in flutter, the final equations become {A-~ I},. : 0 where,if = C -, {JY., LJ
and ~ - -;f;r ( / ~ J ~ , tV
is the frequency ot flutter, and ?
is an index
ot the system stability.

="

The matrix equation (A - z .L ) J
will have non-trivial solutions only i t
the determinant I A - ~ ~ J;: IJ
which yields an algebraic equation in i!'
called the characteristic equation. A number ot methods tor obtaining the complex characteristic equation have been used. However, in general, a direct expansion-ot the determinant is used tor tour degrees ot freedom or less. This work
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including the computation of the roots ot the complex fourth order equation is
programmed tor one continuous operation on the CPC. For higher orders than
the tourth, Leverrier's method is used. This involves computing powers of the
matrix A - ~ -/{Z .,J'/ ) and applying the :tolloving formulas:
81

· L

Diagonal Terms in Matrix A

82

• L:

Diagonal Terms in Matrix A2

8

• L:
· C

Diagonal Terms in Matrix A3

3

814-

•

8N

L

Diagonal Terms in Matrix A4
Terms in MatriX AN

D~agonal

The characteristic equation is:
ZN + bZN- 1 + cZN- 2

+ dZN-3

+ eZN- 4

••• t

•

0

where

c

•

-1/2

(8 2 + b 6 1 )

d

•

-1/3

(8

e

•

-1/4

(8 4 + b 8

:t •

-liN

3

+ b 8

2

+ c 8 )
1

3

+ c .S2 + d 8 1 )

...

(BN + b 8 _1 + c 8 _ + d 8 - + e 8 _
N
N3
N4
N2
)
In aame instances it i8 tound that Leverrier's Method tor calculation ot
the characteristic equation requires that a large number o:t figures be carried.
I:t su:t:ticient :tigures are not retained, the last few coe:t:ticients ot the
characteristic equation become inaccurate.
An alternate method tor calculation of the last coefficients by determinants
i. as follows:

Coefficients o:t a siX-degree characteristic equationa
e
:t
g

• 1/2(D+l + D-1)

..

..

- 1 - c - D0

1/2(D+l - D..:1 ) - b - d
Do

Coe:tticients o:t a seven-degree characteristic equation:
t

• -1/2(D+ l + D_1 ) - b - d + Do

g

•

h

• -D0

1/2(D -1 - D+l ) - 1 - c - e
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In the above equations
b )

c )

Coef~icients

A

of the characteristic equation previously determined

• by Leverrier's Method

d )
e )

Normalized matriX tor which characteristic equation is being determined.

•

•

A

•

A- I

•

A+ I

Having obtained the complex characteristic equatio~ the roots are found
by an iterative process, employing synthetic division and Newton's method.
It is hoped that the foregoing example will sufficiently illustrate the
complexity of the tlutter problem, and make clear the need tor automatic computing machinery in this field.
The other method successfully used in attacking the flutter problem employs
the analog computer developed at the California Institute of Technology. In
using this machine the wing is also broken into sections, and the same physical
properties as betore must be computed. An electric circuit is tor.med which
matches each of these sections and their elastic connections. In the electric
circuit analogy voltage corresponds to velOCity, current to force, capacity to
mass and so forth. The aerodynamic forces must be simulated by means of
amplifiers. The circuit for a typical section is given in Figures9A, 88 and ac.
When the analogical system has been set up, its behavior under various
electrical impulses may be observed on an oscilloscope and photographed i t desired. The excitation may correspond to the airplane entering a sudden gust,
or it might simulate a Vibrator placed in a wing. In any case the dynamic
stability and frequency of the system ~ be observed. Examples are given in
Figure 9.
One great advantage of the analog method ot solution is the ease with which
physical parameters of the airplane can be changed. It the digital technique
first described is employed and it is deSired, for example, to change the wing
rigidity, new natural modes ot vibration must be calculated before the process
described can even begin. On the analog machine only the values of a few inductors need be altered.
In conclusion it may be stated that the Douglas Aircraft Company has successtully made use of a number of different computing machines of both the digital
and analog varieties. No comparison of the relative merits ot these various
types will be made, since experience has shown that each type has advantages
depending on the nature of the problem. In any event the use ot computing ma. chinery has become practically essential to modern aircraft engineering, and
this trend will undoubtedly continue as further developments in this field take
place.
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THE SNAPPING DIPOLES OF FERROELEc-rRICS AS A MEMORY ELEMENl' FOR DIGITAL COMPUTERS

The

Charles F. Pulvari
Catholic University of America
Washington, D. C.

-5UMMARY-

A brief review is given of the memory properties of non-linear ferroelectric
materials in terms of the direction of polarization.
A sensitive pulse method has been developed for obtaining static remanent
polarization data of ferroelectric materials. This method has been applied
to study the effect of pulse duration and amplitude and decay of polarization
on terroelectric ceramic materials with fairly high crystalline orientation.
These studies indicate that ferroelectric memory devices can be operated
in the megacycle ranges.

Attempts have been made to develop electrostatically induced memory
devices using ferroelectric substances as a medium for storing information.
As an illustration, .a ferroelectric memory using a new type of switching
matrix is presented having a selection ratio 50 or more.

:ilia

Introduction
High speed computing is, at the present, in a state of fermentation, and
an intensive search continues for new computer and memory elements which are
smaller and more reliable than those in present use.
All phenomena possessing two stable states are possible candidates for
computer elements. The desirable characteristics of a computer or memory
element may be summarized as follows:

1.
2.
J.

4.
5.
6.
7.

High speed flip-flop (two stable states)·.
Small size per flip-flop or unit of information.
Low cost per unit of information.
Good memory properties without need for recycling.
Simple and reliable structure.
Convenient pulse operation.
Proper non-linearity of the fli~-flop element such that very
simple switching devices m~ be used.

The search for new computer and memory elements presents a two-fold problem if the elements are to be used in a switching matrix. First there is
need for a material whieh meets the requirements listed in the second paragraph under Items 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6; i.e. there is the problem of economical storage of information. Sec.ond, but of equal importance, is the
switching problem. New computer and memory elements should have characteristics such that a random selection of the storage element could be easily
performed. For this purpose Item 7 must be satisfied by providing the storage
element with the "proper" non-linearity. It will be shown in this paper that
the non-linearity of certain computer elements may be artif1ciallf increased
by the use of proper circuit configurations.
Solid state physics presents many basic research opportunities in the
growing field of high speed computing. !his investigation was begun in 1940,
when the "snapping dipoles" of ferroelectrics were proposed for memory devices in large scale digital calculators. It seemed clear however that a
preliminary basic study of the significant properties of ferroelectric ~
terials vas necessary to confirm the practicability of this proposition. Proceeding along these lines, it was soon found (a) that the memory properties
of ferroelectric materials in general, and B~iOJ in particular, had very
promising features and (b) that there may be different approaches to the
development of the use of these materials as memory elements. (1). More importantly, it was recognized early in the investigation that the production
of proper single crystals and a thorough understanding of the flip-flop actton
of snapping dipoles would be necessary prerequisites to the successful use
of ferroelectrie&in digital calculators.

·Numbers in parentheses refer to Bibliography at end of paper.

Snapping Dipoles of a Ferroelectric Material
A crystalline structure
and parallel interpenetrating
cell. An electrostatic field
lattice centers from previous
of equal dipoles are induced.
electric field depends on the
lattice. (2)

can be regarded as formed by as many unifor~
space lattices as there are ions in the unit
causes a displacement of oppositely charged
equilibrium positions. ~hus different lattices
~he response of ionic point lattices to an
constitution and microstructure of the

The present investigation is concerned only with dipoles occuring in
solids; three main types may be distinguished depending on nature of the displacement imposed on a particular atomic or molecular structure.
1.

Dipoles may be induced by ela.stic displacement'of an electronic or
an ionic structure. In each case they exist only in equilibrium with
an applied field. This type of dipole m~ be called simply. elastic
dipole.

2.

Dipoles which arise from binding forces between atoms in a molecule
are permanent dipoles. and are inherent or firmly bound in equilibrium with the states of the material. Although material containing such dipoles may go through thermodynamic first-order transitions. they are not recognized as ferroelectric.

3. Recently a new type of permanent dipole was observed which ariees
from the very special intramolecular distance ratios of ionic
spheres. which allow minute relative motion of ionic space lattices.
Oonditions for proper intramolecular spacing based on various con- .
siderations have been reported by many workers, as for example
Mason and Matthias. (3)
Minute displacement of space lattices is accompanied by coupling of induced dipoles such that feed-back action may be visualized. Interaction of
coupling and feed-back creates an intramolecular field which produces conditions such that two equilibrium etates may occur in the structure. This type
of dipole behaves like a free dipole in a solid; it ~ be called a "snapping"
dipole, because. under the action of an external field, a network of dipole.
jumps from one equilibrium position to another acros~ the non-linear potential
well. It has been recognized that if these snapping dipoles are in a single
crystal structure a very fast "flip-flop" element would be possible with
necessary properties for high speed operation needed in digital calculators.
Few materials possess snapping dipoles which
electric; barium titanate is one of these.

~

be identified as ferro-

Signals Produced by Change in Polarization
For computer applications, a signal may be obtained from a condenser containing a ferroelectric dielectric. ~his signal is produced by change in
polarization when a ferroelectric material is switched between its two e\uilibrium states. A physical picture of this action m~ be visualized as
follows.

According to simple statistical considerations. when ferroelectric
material is placed in an electric field Ni cells assume one equilibrium condition and N2 cells assume an opposite equilibrium condition. Knowing the
dipole moment of one unit cell and the number of cells in particular equilibrium states, the remanent polarization may be computed, in the case of
a single crystal, by:

-

(N,-Nz)r-

where Pr is the remanent polarization, and ~the dipole moment" If the
!!:erial under consideration is a polycrystalline ceramic,~is replaced by
~., the average dipole moment taken over all orientations of the polycrystalline material. Thus, if charges are applied to a condenser containing
a ferroelectric dieleetric in order to produce a polarizing field, a certain
quantity of these charges are bound, i.e~, the surface dipoles of the dielectric are. in equilibrium with the bound charges.
As long as the ratio of Hl to N2 does not change, i.e., the polarization is in a stable remanent state as in the case of a ferroelectric dielectric, the bound charges cannot be removed. When change in polarization
occurs, the quantity of bound charges is altered in such a way that during
an increase in polarization the dielectric seems to absorb charges, and
during a reduction in polarization the dielectric appears to liberate charges.
Thus, a ferroelectric dielectriC material resembles a storage battery.
Charges (electric energy) can be stored by polarizing the dielectric remanentlye The stored charge ~ be released by two methods: (a) by randomizing the
elined dipoles, that is, by destroying the remanent polarization, (b) by
changing the sign of the remanent polarization.
Figure I shows a family of hysteresis curves taken for different maximum values of electric field. Let it be assumed that the ferroelectric dielectric is originally in a random state (origin of coordinates). After the
application and removal of each polarizing field a certain remanent polarization Pr ,P'r ,pl r
, ••• is obtained. These remanent polarizations bind
on the condenser electrodes, certain quantities of charge Q, ,Q'., Q," , •••
If now, it is assumed that the total remanent polarization is completely
randomized the charge ~, corresponding to Pr ' is released and may be used
to obtain a signal. Since the charge equals the product of remanent polar-.
ization and area and since it also equals the product of capacity and voltage, these equations m~ be combined with the simple equation for capaaity
with the following simple relation between field E, and remanent polarization
P~

•

--bv

=

wbel'e £ is the dielectric constant of the ferroelectric dielectric, and S
the thickness of the dielectric material. iquation [2J shows that, if a

remanent polarization Pr becomes randomized, a field can be obtained across
the condenser. If a "flip-flop" action occurs the sign of the remanent
polarization is reversed and the change in polarization is given by ZPr ;
thus twice the field is obtained.
If a signal is developed across a capacitive load, the charge relea8ed
by randomizing is distributed on all capacities involved. Figure 2 is the
equivalent circuit of a signal measuring apparatu8 developed for these investigations. Total capacity in the equivalent circuit is given.by

Q

--V
Since the voltage is distributed in inverse ratio to the capacities,

4c·~
L
C,c
I,

where Vx is the voltage on 0 x ' the actual storage element (See Fig.
remanent polarization is, therefore:

D _ .

'r -

2:

C· ~M' E

I.'.

5). The

[5]

-4~7T-~:t::r-C--1<-

where Vm is the voltage measured on all distributed condensers and v./ b - 'E,
the field p~oduced by Q,-P r (units of charge per unit area), when Pr 18
randomized. Baving obtained Pr • the free charge after randomizing will be
Q,'w:PrA; when the sign of Pr 1s reversed the charge is given by Q,= ZPrA. Tlm.8,
the free electric charge does ~ot depend on the thickness of the material
but only on the 'area of the condenser.
Barium Titanate Storage Ilements
It has been recognized. for··~ 80me time, that single crystal. plate8 of
Ba!103 are most desirable for anT type of memory application, since in Bingle
crystals hTBteresis loops ~ be nearly rectangular and stability of remanent
polarization is ~perior to that of polycrystalline ceramics. Accordingly it
was decided to attempt to produce single crystals. However, the work
necessary for establishing crystal growth is taking a longer time than antiCipated because several auxili.r-7. devices for the high temperature oven had
to be constructed in the laboratory.
Consequently, one of the present aims of the research is to produce
pradtical memory devices with existing ferroelectric ceramic materials. It
appears that the production of a highly oriented ferroelectriC ceramic plate
for this purpose is very promising, and successive improvements in obtaining
highlY,o~iented ferroelectric ceramics will increase the practicabilit7 of
such ceramiCS for memory devices. If such a BaTi03 ceramic is made sufficiently thin (about 0.15 to 0.25 millimeters) and is 8ubjected to crystallization

conditiona, eome minute
of the material.

cr7~tals

tend to grow through the thickness dimension

~igure J is a photomicrograph of a thin sheet of Glenco ceramic, type
118 placed in front of a strong light source.. The thickness of the material
i_ 11 m1ls. The small bright spots are crystal grains, some of which are
preeumably, single crystals. The abundance and scattered distribution of
theee crystal grains is clearly shown in the photograph... The average dielectric constant of this material was found to be about 2500 at room temperature. Storage elements were formed by preparing condensers using silver
pa8te electrodes placed on opposite aldee of the ceramic plate. Capcity of
epecimen condensere varied from 50 to 180 micromicrofarads. Condenser
areae varied between 1 and 4 square millimeters; a rather large surfaca was
selected in the expectation that local effects of the irregularly distributed crystal grains would be obscured in an average integration of remanent
polarization. To prevent voltage breakdown in the air surrounding the dielectric each condenser wae enca.ed by a protective plastic coating.

J'igure 4 is a photograph ahowing the teet condensers and several thin
_heete of Ba!iOJ ceramics on which silver paste electrQdes are fired.
Considerations in the Method of Measuring Remanent Polarization
Since no information was available on remanent polarization of ferroas function. of amplitUde and duration of applied field, it was
decided to develop a standard method for comparative remanent polarization
measurements. The time historY,1:\-= t(:m,t), (how the new steady state will
be attained if B is a function of time) is a complicated statistical problem,
particularly 1f a third parameter, decay of remanent polarization as a function of time, is also considered.
el~ctric8

It has been found that while st~ongly polariz~d commercial polycrystalline barium titanate ceramic elements retain their remanent polarization for
years, weakly polarized condensers lose polarization gradually; from this it
would seem that ~polTcrY8talline ceramic will not retain polarization for a
long period of time. In Single crTstals, pol~zization occurs almost instantaneouslT in a group of cells (domains) and coupling and feed-back associated with the dipoles i8 sufficient to stabilize polarization. Although
this research was designed to answer certain questions connected with decay
of remanent polarization, it was believed that dec~ time is a function of
overall crT8tal orientation •••• !his indicated that, for memory purposes, development of highly oriented ferroelectric ceramics will be essential. It
was hoped that if the orientation of a ceramic exceeds a certain critical value,
practical .table signal storage would be possible.

•
••
•••

!his material was manufactured by the Gulton Manufacturing Company.
Courtesy of Dr. Dale C. Braungart, Department of Biology, Catholic
Universit1.
the overall crystal orientation may be defined as the ratio of the
measured remanent polarization of a ceramic near breakdown to tne
maximum polarization obtainable in a si~e crystal (approx. 45POO c.g.s.).
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The desired information concerning remanent polarization includes:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Shortest pulse duration prodUcing a desired amount of remanent
polarization.
Rate of decay of remanent polarization as a function of pulse
duration.
Rate of decay of remanent polarization as a function of applied
field.
Information on breakdown voltage as a function of applied field
and pulse duration.

The method of obtaining this information is indicated in Figure 5. ~he
barium titanate condenser UDder inspection is acted upon by a d-c pulse, the
sign of which Dl81' be reversed in order that a complete I'flip-flop' can be obtained. The magnitude of remanent polarization of memory cell Ox ~der inspection ~ be determined b.f measuring the voltage developed by the memor,y
cell as it is heated through the Curie temperature. The liberated charge is
distributed o~ all capacities connected to Ox. Total load is then represented
by eLf the SWil of
C.' and Co. For the measurement. taken, load capacity
varied from 4,000 m1cromicrofarads to 120,000 micromicrofarads depending-on
the sensitivity desired. The insulation of each memory element including all
connections was better than 500 megohms. USing this method, the randomizing
action of heat, high frequency, etc., can readily be studied and remanent
polarization can be meaaured without difficulty. This method was chosen for
its simplicity and high sensitivity and because no circuit complication need
be taken into account. Furthermore, remanent polarization caused by snapping
dipoles could be studied in itself without elastic displacement disturbances.
By thia thermal randoaizing method remanent polarizations of approximately
15 ega" unite (an ext~emely low value) to 25000 egs units and higher can be
obtained with good reproducibility.

e;,.t

Instrumentation
Figure 6 shows a block diagram of the experimental arrangement for
measuring remanent polarization. The units are described as follows:
1.

2.

3.

4.

S.

~igger unit.
This unit simultaneously initiated the sweep of a
cathode r~ oscilloscope and a pulse generator. It can either deliver Single O.Os microsecond pulses or be driven at a repetition
rate of 10 to 20,000 cpe.
Pul •• generator. The pulse generator delivers d-c pulses, variable
in amplitude and in duration. The output impedance is of the order
of a few hundred ohm.. When short duration pulses of approximately
2 to "3 microseconds are needed, a blocking oscillator is connected
to the 3129 input of the d-c pulser; the blocking oscillator is
fired by the trigger unit.
»locking oscillator. fhis unit delivers a 0.01 microsecond trigger
pulse at lOOOvolts.
CRO. An oscilloscope enables the operator to view the waveform of
the pulse applied to the barium titanate condenser and gives a
m~sure of duration and amplitude.
Blectrometer. The Lindemann-Ryerson electrometer measures the
voltage developed by the memory cell as it is heated through the
Curie temperature. From the voltage indicated on the electrometer
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the remanent polarization may be calculated by iquation [5]. The
sensitivity of this instrument- is an important factor if small values
of polarization are to be measured. Thus the capacity of the input
of the electrometer <ax/c load) should be kept small when small
values of polarization are to be measured.
6. Oven. The heat developed by the oven randomizes the polarized memory
element. A l-inch diameter alundum-tube oven is used for the heat
bath. One end of the tube is sealed with a tefflon stop; the other
end is open to receive the sample condenser. During randomizing,
temperature is maintained constant at 140 degrees Centigrade. Provision is made in the stop for a thermometer to measure the te~
perature of the tube interior.
7. SpeCimen cOndensers. ~he condensers are permanently mounted on individual holders conSisting of two wire arms ~ one fastened to each
end ot an insulating mounting block by machine screws. Condenser
leads are soldered to the supporting arms. The insulating block
is held temporarily in a socket while electrical contact with the
BaTi03 specimen condenser is effected by snap-spring terminal.. (See
Figure 4).
8. Switch. 81 is a single-pole switch. If the electrometer is used
to measure the polarization, 81 is open in order to prevent the impedance of the pulser from being placed across the specimen condenser •
.Grouping of Specimen Condensers
For the purpose of investigating remanent polarization of BatiO) material
as function of amplitude and duration of applied field. aa well aa for obtaining data on decay of polarization with time, fifty-three (53) condensers
were prepared from the same sheet of Type 118 ceramic. During the pre11minar.r
measurements it was observed that the condensers varied wide17 in aensitivity
although they were made from the same ceramic sheet. ~his indicated a need
for determining some type of relative sensitivity measurement which would permit the selection of specimens with approximately equal ability to retain
polarization. A "standard test", deSigned to give reliable reproducibility,
was therefore devised. In the standard test the condenser was subjected to a
500 volt--SOO microsecond d-c pulse, after which it was immediatelY randomized
in the heat bath and measured for remanent polarization. !he units assumed
for this standard method of comparison are completel7 arbitrar.r: the method
was intended to provide, as a first approximation, means for selecting condensers with approximatelT equal relative sensitivitiea.
Three groups of condensers were chosen for investigation. Capacities
and "standard" sensitivities for the three groups are given in !able I.
Remanent Polarization Curves
Figure 8 shows representative curves of remanent polarization aa a
function of applied pulse voltage for several values of pulse duration. Data
for these curves were obtained experimentally using condensers from Sensitivity Group J. !he remanent polarization coordinate of each plotted point

~7

in Figure 8 was obtained by averaging four measurements in which applied pulse
polarity was alternately reversed. Thus, average remanent polarization of
two complete "flip~flop~n was taken to be the remanent polarization corresponding to the voltage of the applied pulse. Since the thickness of the condenser dielectric was known (11 mils) the field could be computed. Breakdown voltages are indicated by the change of solid lines to dashed lines, at
about 950 volts or 37.000 volts per centimeter. This breakdown voltage is
high compared to straight d-c breakdown voltage; this may be attributed to
the fact that short pulses were used in the measurements.
These investigations established the fact that strong remanent polarizations in highly oriented barium titanate can be produced by single pulses
in the microsecond range. The limiting factor in the time domain was not
the response of the material but rather that of the instrumentation in use.
DecaY Curves
Figures 9 and 10 show decay of remanent polarization with time for
various pulse durations. Each curve represents measurements made on.cond,nsers
from the three sensitivity groups for given values of pulse duration. Coordinate data for the curves were experimentallY determined as follows:
1.
2.

All condensers of th~ three groups were subjected to 50o-volt
pulses for a given pulse duration.
Measurement of remanent polarization was made on one condenser
from each group for each time lapse shown.

Thus three condensers, one from each group, were measured for remanent
polarization at only one coordinate value of elapsed time.
Figure 11 shows decay Qf remanent polarization with time as a function
of applied field, and indicates that even very low values of remanent polarization are stable for long periods of time.
It may be observed that these curves of loss of polarization with time
are collectively and systematically associated in trend. The irre.gularit7
is thought to be due to random.distributton of crystal grain orientation
(Figure 3); the crystal grains "are also clamped in different· w~s by the surrounding BaTi03 ceramic, with the result that the corresponding wall energies
modify the total energy obtained when the dielectric is randomized.
However, the dec~ curves show conclusively that the polarization. following an initial loss during a short period immediately after pulsing. remains relatively constant for a very long period of time. Some of the test
condensers were observed to have approximately 5,000 cga units of remanent
polarization even after three months.
Further work in progress will include:
1.
2.

Continuation of a studT of decay of polarization in the 0 to 100volt range with pulse durations ranging from 0.1 to 10 microseconds.
Construction of new instrumentat~on for measurement purposes.

~8

Ferroelectric Bistable Circuit Elements
Results of this research have shown that ferroelectric materials may
be used in small, inexpensive bistable circuit elements which possess good
memory properties and high speed operation.
The dielectric hysteresis curve for BaTiO; shows that remanent polarization has two opposite limiting values. Switching of polarization from
one limiting value to the opposite limiting value by an external field may
be described as a molecular snap action and corresponds to the "flip-flop"
operation desired in computing circuits. Because of' this property the
possibility of designing different computer circuit elements using ferroelectric material baa been investigated.
Figures 12 and 13 show the basic circuit of a memory flip-flop element
employing ferroelectric condensers. Figure 12 illustrates the use of an inductance and a resistance for load impedance. Figure 13 shows resistancecapacitance load impedances. Any type of series impedance may be used, selection being governed by type of circuit with which the basiC element is to
be used.
Assume that remanent polarization of the ferroelectric condenser in
the basic memory circuit is minus Pr - If a positive pulse of sufficient
amplitude is applied to the input terminals. the remanent polarization of
the· dielectric will be switched from minus Pr to plus Pr , causing a large
displacement current to flow through the series load impedance. If a
negative pulse is applied to the input terminals, the displacement current
will be small, since the remanent polarization has the same sign as the
applied pulse and no SWitching occurs. Thus the basic circuit element is
capable of responding to pulses of predetermined polarity or of remembering
the polarity of the pulse previously received. Such is the basic requirement of a counter or memory element.
For purposes of illustration simple types of indicating circuits are
shown in Figures 12 and 13. A gas discharge tube, biased close to its
ignition potential, 1.8 placed across the series load impedance. If an
applied pulse causes 8witching of remanent polarization, the voltage drop
across the series load impedance, caused by the displaceme~t current. ignites
or extinguishes the gas discharge tube depending upon polarity of the bias.
direction of the displacement current. and initial condition of the gas discharge tube. Figure 1; is given to illustrate how a bistable transistor
indicator circuit can be used to indicate the state of the ferroelectric
"flip-flop. II
These basic circuits have been tested and one microsecond operation
obtained.
Ferr~~~ectric

Nemorz

Mat~~

In general it is assUDled that memory properties must be inherently connected with sufficient nonlinearity to obtain Simple switching of storage
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elements in a matrix type of memory device. This was the case when magnetic
materials with rectangular hysteresis loops were proposed for digital information storage (4, 5, 6).
This s~me idea prevailed when BaTiO) single crystals, with rectangular
hysteresis loops, were first suggested for use in a simple electrostatic
memory matrix (7, 8). Figure 14 represents such an (n x n) ferroelectric
memory matrix proposed at the beginning of this work. Without going into detailed discussion, it may be seen from the reduced matrix diagram of Figure
14 that the selected condenser, of capacitance eXT' will be acted upon by
the applied voltage V, while the groups of condensers connected to the leads
x and y, of capacitance (n - 1)0, will be acted upon by a voltage somewhat
less than V/2. aonde~ers located in the remaining part of the memory plane,
of capacitance (n - 1) 0, also produce a voltage drop; however this voltage
drop is practically negligible. Thus the familiar 1:2 voltage ratio is obtained in the matrix. This ratio may be improved to about 1:) by app~ing an
electrostatic compensating potential to the unused rows and columns of the
matrix.
Although it seemed that a memory matrix using single crystals would
be a more simple arrangement, the favorable memory properties found for
highly oriented ceramics suggested their use in a memory matrix even though
this would present a. more complex problem. The only disadvantage of ceramic
material is the la.ck of Itproper" non-linearity; that Is, the lack of sharp
breaks in the polarization characteristic curve.
However, it should be noted that a nonlinearity ~ufficient" for the
switching of the storage elements can be obtained by USing a switching matrix
with a high selection ratio. Remanent polarization curves shown in Figure 8'
indicate that the relation between remanent polarization and applied field
is approximately exponential as should be expected; this particularly so in
the low voltage region. ~his exponential relation was also found by transient measurements (9). After recognizing this fact, it was decided to deve~9.P
a switching matrix having a selection ratio of 50 or more. Since ferroelectric
memory cells are voltage devices, the switching matrix should also be a voltage
device. In such a matrix the switching and memorizing action would essentially be separated.
For illustration purposes assume a selection ratio of 50 and a simple
square law relating remanent polarization and applie'd field. Further, assume
a pulse which established a remanent polarization of about 1250 cgs units.
It can now be seen that the disturbing polarization on the unselected matrix
cross-points would be only 0.5 cgs units, a value well below the threshold of
any remanent action in a highly oriented ceramic. Such a low level threshold
should exist although no reliable measurements are yet available.
Principle of the High Selection Switching Matrix
The selection ratio in a switChing matrix m~ be defined by the ratio
of ::the potential acting on a selected cross-point to the highest potential
appearing on any of the unselected cross-points. The basic problem was to
find a method for compensating practically all disturbing potentials which

1$0

appear on the unaelected matrix cross-points. Many possible matrix combinations vere systematical~ studied until a switcPing matrix using diodes
a8 nonlinear elements was found which was capable of a high selection ratio.
Figures 15 and 16 illustrate schematically the principle of this new
type of switching matrix. Figure 15 shows one cross-point; i and y represent
one row and one column respectively and are connected through the resistors
RM to diodes D:t and D2. The diodes D:t and 1>2 are alternately connected
through the corresponding switches to ground depending on whether writing
or reading is desired. ~hese switches, which may also be diodes, are common
to all DJ. and D2 diodes respectively. l'or a simple presentation, the usual
switch symbols have been used in both Figures is and 16. The active diode
in the cross-point is biased through the resistor Be with a positive or
negative potential, polarity depending on whether writing or reading is desired. OJ represents the ferroelectric memory cell. It should be noted that
any other bistable element may also be used as a memory element such as a
bistable transistor circuit, etc. R is the load impedance common to all
memor.y cells; it may be a pulse transformer, integrating condenser, etc. A
diode ~ be connected across the load impedance to act as a low resistance
path during the writing period (Figure 16). The writing and reading steps
are simi1~ except for the polarity of the bias and the polarity of the
applied pULses.
Operation of the selection matrix ~ be described as follows. For the
writing cycle, diode D2 at each matrix cross-point i8 biased in the forward
direction (conduction) while diode D1 is inoperative. If now a Single
negative pulse arrives at an unselected cross-point and the pulse amplitude
appearing across the diode is slightly less than the bias voltage Vc' the
diodes remain in a high conducting state. The potential drop across OJ is
practical~ negligible due to low forWard resistance of diode D2 (about
70 ohms). On a selected cross-point two pulses coincide and drive diode D2
into a low conducting state; a major part of the input pulse is now applied
across the .memor7 cell and switching action takes place. Thus the disturbances due to noncoincident pulses
amplitudes 'below the bias voltage
are practicall7 eliminated.

of

The selection ratio

~

may be computed from the expression:

[6]

.>\ is

a function of the operating pOint and characteristic curve of the diode
and is defined as the ratio of the dynamiC resistance of the diode in the
low conducting state (high resistance) to the dynamic resistance in the high
conducting state (low resistance). The term OC contains the circuit parameters and is a function of the number of coordinates (coincidences) used.
Due to the inherent symmetric conditions of the matrix all resistances are
assumed to be eqU4l; the pulse amplitude and bias voltage are also chosen to
be nearly equal. USing these asSumptions and the additional assumption that,
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oC for a double coincidence matrix is given
IX I

l'

+

:5 Xj'
R

by

+

~lrl.
R~

where
is the dynamic resistance of the diod.e in the high conducting state
(low resistance), and R is the value of the resistance connected to the
matrix cross-point.
From this description it can be seen that triple, or higher order,
coincidence memory matrices may be bUilt, employing similar compensation.
The dashed line in Figure 15 shows a three-dimensional matrix cross-point;
perpendicular to the rows and columns a third switching conductor z bas been
added and connected through a resistor EM to the cross-point. Triple coincidence on a cross-point is now needed for switching, enabling a random
selection in three dimensions. Reading an'd writing operations are accomplished in the.same manner as for the two-dimensional matrix.
The scanning devices are not shown since such circuits have alrea~
been described (10, 11); multicoincidence scanning switches may also be
built on the principle described here.
Figure 16 illustra.tes schematically a two-dimensional me.trix. The
selection rows and columns are drawn with thick lines. The bias source for
compensating the matrix is common to all memory cells and m~ be supplied in
form of a long duration pulse; likewise the output is also common for all
memory cells. Diod.e DJ. may be omitted and on each cross-point only one diode
~ be used.
In this case in order to obtain a binary yes from the unswitched
cross-points and a bi~ no from the switched cross-points, the reading step
~ be as follows:
1.
2.

3.

The output comprises an anti-coincidence circuit, which combines
in a bridge circuit a reading and signal pulse.
The same polarity pulses may be used for reading as for writing.
The stand-by condition may be reset by applying a reverse polarity
bia.s pulse.

!he equivalent circuit for the matrix in Figure 17 shows clearly tr~t the
impedance of all unselected cross-points connected to the selection rows or
coltmms can be regarded as grounded. Thus the input resistance of a selected
row or column will.be primarily a parallel combination of the resistances of
the unselected cross-points.
Figure 18 is a photograph of a working model of a 4 x 4 matrix of the
type described. The diodes are type lN56 and the resistances are 10,000 ohms.
Figure 19 shows the selection ratios obtained with operating conditions;
however these curves do not represent optimum conditions but show merely preliminary results. It is clear from these curves that for each value o.f the
compensating bias there exists an optimum applied pulse voltage corresponding
to the highes.t selection ratio. The solid lines indicate the useful pulse
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amplitude on a selecte~cross-point as a function of applied bias and
selection ratio.
The switching and memory matrix presented is only one of many possible
applications of ferroelectrics in the computer field but it shows the potentiality of this new material.
Work extended.on a three-dimensional memory matrix and other computer
applications of ferroelectrics will be reported later.
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Condenser groups and their "standard" sensitivities.

Table 1
GToup No.

Capaci tor No.

Capacity,

Sensitivity:Pr in c8s.

1

4

154

4200

1

5

169

4280

1

8

161

4510

1

9

167

4480

1

11

166

3990

1

27

124

4370

2

2

191

8520

2

19

107

8900

2

20

212

9300

2

24

174

8920

2

60

116

7650

2

65

126

10,580

3

22

134

21,900

3

33

238

22,000

3

41

250

22,200

3

44

171

22,000

3

48

208

21,900

:3

55

152

21,900

154
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Fig. 1
Hysteresis curv~s obtained by different maxilI'lum
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Equivalent circuit of remanent polarization
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Photomiorograph of a thin
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Fig. 11
Decay of remanent polarization in
function of apnl.ied field.
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MAGNETIC RFPRODtX;ER AND PRINTER
by John C. Sims, Jr.
Remington Rand Inc.,
Eckert-Mauchly Division.
The rapid development of business systems durin,g the past few years has at
the same time called attention to some rather serious limitations in mechanical
and photographic methods for the production of printed copy. Modern electronic
computing machines can process data and produce results in tremendous quantity.
Moreover, the operation of laTge business organizations creates a problem in the
dissemination of information within themselves that is not always economically
solved by existing equipment.
There has accordingly been much interest in new methods of producing printed
copy, both for the recording of original data created by computing processes and
for multicopy reproduction of existing data for distribution. The technical
literature (1) reveals that considerable development work has been done on equipment of this type in the last few years. Devices have been designed for rapidly
recording tbe results produced by electronic computers. These devices have, for
the most part, been improvements and extensions of well known mechanical principles. The inherent speed limitations of mechanisms have generally been overcome
by utilizing a high degree of parallelism. For example,printing tabulators
may employ upwards of one hundred independent printing units, each capable of
printing the entire font of symbols it is desired to record (2). These parallel
or "gang" printers have utilized relief type mounted on reciprocating bars or
rotating wheels. Means are then provided to bring the paper and the type into
engagement when the desired cbaracter is in position in each column. The large
amount of equipment involved, not only in one hundred or more printing stations,
but in the devices required for storing information and feeding it to them, reresults in a bulky and expensive piece of gear.
The subject 'of this paper is a printing process and equipment which is
inherently fast enough so that serial printing methods can be used and still permit reasonable speeds to be attained. The process depends on the attraction of
a magnetic ink to selectively magnetized areas on a printing plate. Setup of
the printing plate is rapidly accomplished by magnetic recording techniques
while development and transfer of the recorded image to paper is effected at
printing press speeds. This process we have generically named "Ferrography,"
a title which has also been used by more independent investigators of the
art (3).
The Ferrographic process, like the older printing methods, is fundamentally
one baving three steps: first, the recording of a magnetic printing plate by
one of several methods; second, the inking of the plate to develop the latent
magnetic image; and third, transfer of the developed image to paper or other receiving surface. The process is thus fundamentally similar not only to the
Xerographic electrostatic process (4) but to all commonly used printing methods.
The differences lie in the type of materials employed for the printing plates,
the methods used for registering images on them and techniques for inking or
developing the images. Processes generally transfer the image to paper by
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pressure contact, but some require preprocessing or .postprocessing' of the
paper.
The first step in the Ferrographic process is the recording of a latent
magnetic image on a magnetizable drum or plate. A number of materials have
been used successfully for Ferrographic plates. These include iron oxide dispersions, electrodeposited films of cobalt-nickel alloys and sheets of magnetic
alloys such as Cunico and Cunife. It is important that the material chosen
has as high an energy content as is consistent with the definition desired and
practical recording head design. Strong magnetic im~ges can be readily inked
while weak ones produce "noisy" prints.
There are a number of ways in which magnets can be impressed on a magnetizable surface. Perhaps the most commonly used method of recording is called
longitudinal, in which the magnets are oriented parallel to the motion of the
recording head. This method is used on sound recorders and on most pulse recording equipment. For recording on Ferrographic plates, however, the magnet
orientation produced by longitudinal recording is the least suitable. The
magnets produced on the surface of the plate by a longitudinal head tend to
produce only outlines of desired images. It will be recalled that the flux
path or magnetic "ghost" of a bar magnet can be revealed by laying a piece of
paper over the magnet and then sprinkling iron powder on it as shown in Figure
1. It will also be remembered that the flux pattern so developed consists of
heavy agglomerations of powder at the poles of the magnet and progressively
lighter powder deposits at more remote distances, even along the magnet itself.
The same phenomenon occur~ on a developed Ferrographic plate. The magnetic
ink is attracted only to magnetic poles on the plate and not to intermediate
points as shown in Figure 2a, even though the material at these points is
magnetized. This means that if a video signal is applied to a longitudinal
magnetic head which is scanning a plate, then the ink will develop only the
outline or flux changes of the recorded image. A true picture will be developed only if the head records a modulated carrier which will apply a series of
poles to surfaces which must attract ink. The result of recording such a series
of poles is shown in Figure 2b.
Two other recording methods exist which do not require such a carrier.
These methods are commonly called perpendicular and transverse recording. In
the first method, shown in Figure 3, magnets are recorded which are oriented
normal to the surface of the plate. In the second, the magnets are in the
plane of the plate but at right angles to the motion of the recording head.
The simplest type of perpendicular recording head, as shown in Figure 4a,
consists only of a pencil shaped bar of soft magnetic material having a coil
wound on it for the reception of video signals. If the point of such a recording element is brought in pontact with, or slightly spaced away from, a
Ferrographic plate, then the high flux concentration at the point as a result of
current flowing in the coil, will mark the plate magnetically. The flux returns through the air to the far end of the bar. This is, of course, an inefficient magnetic structure and can be improved by providing an itron return
path for the flux. The area of the return bar should be large compared to
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that of the pencil point of the marking bar or the plate will also be marked
at the flux return point. Such an arrangement is shown in Figure 4b.
Of course, "a recording head which impresses purely perpendicular magnets,
or for that matter longitudinal, or transverse, is a theoretical possibility
only. The magnetic flux lines emanating from a point or developed across a
gap always fringe out in broad curves which result in magnetic components in
all three axis. Thus, for example,'perpendicular heads produce some recording
both transverse and longitudinal. The transverse component becomes larger if
a return bar is brought down to the surface of the Ferrographic plate and becomes
the primary component if the return bar is brought to a point and located close
to the marking bar point.
Now the important criteria in recording on a Ferrographic plate is t~e
creation of poles. It will be recalled that longitudinal recording of a video
signal was unsuitable because of the small number of poles produced. The
deficiency could only be corrected by modulating a carrier so that enough
poles would be produced to effectively attract ink to dark areas. Perpendicular recording overcomes this objection by rendering such a surface a large
pole as a result of the orientation of the magnets produced. Noticeable washout in the center of large areas will still be encountered, however, due not
only to self demagnetization over the surface of a large pole but also to the
lack of magnetic gradients on the surface.
It has been found that transverse recording has none of these shortcomings.
The magnetic pattern produced in an area which" is recorded to print dark will
resemble a ploughed field where the head has scanned across it as shown in
Figure 5. Strong flux lines fringe out from the plate to join the crests and
valleys of each furrow. The magnetic gradients are sharp and the magnetic return paths in air are short to give strong external fields. Ink powder is
attracted strongly to such a surface. No modulated carrier is required for the
driving signal and thus the circuits required are simpler.
Several problems exist in the formulation of inks suitable for Ferrographic
printing. In the first place, the ink must be strongly attracted to the magnetized areas of the plate. They must, therefore, have a high initial magnetic
permeability. The attraction and adherence of the ink depends on its providing
a better o~ lower energy flux path than air. Almost any magnetic powder satisfies this criteria but soft magnetic materials are superior to hard ones from
the point of view of permeability.
The ink may be either a liquid or a powder. Successful printing has been
done with each type. Liquid inks usually consist of unstable colloidal dis~
persions of iron powder or_iron oxide powder in a low viscosity fluid. Such
an ink is a dispersion of 'Fe304 in alcoholor carbon tetraChloride. A Ferrographic plate immersed in such an ink draws the magnetic material from solution
to adhere to the magnetized portions of the plate. Similar liquid inks can be
made with soft iron powder of Fe203. In each case the vehicle should be colorless and have a very low viscosity. High viscosity vehicles do not permit
sufficient mobility of the magnetic particles and, of course, colored vehicles
stain the plate.
The image so developed can be transferred at once while still wet or can be
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dried before transfer. In the latter case, of course, the vehicle should be
highly volatile. When wet transfer is made, smearing of the image and loss
of definition result unless an offset technique is used.
Dry inks can be made from mixtures of magnetic powders with pigments, dyes
and fixing resins. These inks can be applied to a spinning Ferrographic cylinder
to develop an image. One feature which distinguishes Ferrography from other
printing processes is that, al though inks are attra.cted to selected areas, there
is no magnetic mechanism to repel them from unselected portions of the plate.
In Xerography, for example, there is some repulsion as well as attraction of
charged ink particles. Relief printing plates effectively deny adherence of
ink in low areas, while Lighography is essentially a negative process, depending
for its operation entirely on inhibition of ink adherence on wet portions of
the plate.
One mechanism which has been used successfully in Ferrography to deny adherence in unselected portions is centrifugal force. This technique works
satisfactorily with dry powder inks. Cylindrical plates are used and rotated
rapidly during inking. The ink is poured on the top of the spinning cylinder
and centrifuges off the unmagnetized portions. In this manner, plates can be
. inked so that unselected areas are extremely clean.
After the image has been developed by i!king, it can be transferred to
paper by pressure contact. If liquid inks are allowed to dry partially, then
they will transfer to paper on contact without smearing. Similarly, dried
liquids inks and dry powder inks can be contact transferred to a dampened sheet
of paper. If this is. done, almost complete transfer of the developed image will
be accomplished. A pressure sensitive adhesive on the surface of the paper will
also effectively strip the image. It also serves the function of holding or
fixing the ink particles to the paper surface.
Three other methods of fixing the image have been used. The first is to
include in the ink formula a soluable adhesive resin. The paper is then dampened with its solvent as a stripping agent which also softens the adhesive to
fix the image. The second method incorporates a thermo-setting resin or wax
in the ink formula. Application of heat from an infrared lamp after transfer
then fuses the image to the paper surface. In addition, dyes can be included
in the ink formulation which are soluable in the solvent and which will mark
the paper surface to increase the intensity of the print or produce some desired
color. The iron powder can then be magnetically removed from the paper surface
so that only the dye pattern remains.
.
The third fixing method is'to spray the paper surface with a fixer such as
is used on charcoal or pastel drawings. These fixers are usually thin shellacs
or lacquers. The fixer also imparts to the paper a superior finish or gloss
and also tends to prevent ink dyes from fading.
The Ferrographic process has been employed in the design of a duplicating
machine. This equipment produces Ferrographic duplicates of copy up to ~
by 13 inches. The material to be duplicated is facsimile scanned by a photocell while a magnetic head receiving the signals sets up a Ferrographic plate.
This plate is cylindrical and, after development by a dry powder ink, the
image is transferred to paper and fixed.
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The process has also been studied for use in a high-speed-data printer.
Here two methods of application have merit. One method employs a multichannel head to receive and record parallel facsimile signals to create images
of character shapes on a Ferrographic drum. The other employs direct magnetic
transfer from. a type face.
Multichannel heads for use in the first process have been produced having
upward of one hundred channels per inch. Such a head structure is shown in
Figure 6 and 7. These heads can be fed from a letter 'forming function table
or switching circuit through an electronic distributor to record character images
in response to an input in code. Preliminary tests show recording speeds in
excess of 10,000 characters per second with such a head. Since a single recording element can set up printing plates at these speeds, serial equipment
becomes practical. This simplifies the design from a logical standpoint and
reduces the amount of equipment required. The transfer to paper, of course,
can proceed at printing speeds until the desired number of copies have been
produced. The plate is then erased and new copy set up on it.
Direct magnetic transfer from soft iron type faces can also be done serially.
The type faces can be mounted on one or more rotating wheels which are mounted
on an axle parallel to the Ferrographic drum axle. A magnetic circuit is
pulsed when the desired character is '''In position next to the drum to effect
magnetic image transfer. The use of a plurality of such type wheels has been
considered, both by the writer and by Berry (3), providing one wheel for each
column of the copy to be produced. A single type wheel can be operated rapidly
enough, however, to scan a drum surface at acceptable speeds with simpler circuitry.
The Ferrographic process has an economic advantage over many existing printing processes. This advantage is the use of ordinary sheet paper. Special
stock is not required in most cases and carbon paper is eliminated. The high
cost of pin-fed multipart forms represents a major part of the cost of operating tabulating equipment. Such a high speed printer can consume its own cost
in paper in a year's time. This high cost is the result not of using very high
grade paper but rather of the high cost of carbon paper, of interleaving it between the sheets of the form, punching .the tractor holes along the side of the
form and stapling the sheets together. Since such specially prepared papers are
not required for Ferrography, a tremendous reduction in the operating cost of
the equipment can be expected. High speed printing processes employing "teledeltos" or other electrosensitive papers are uneconomical for the same reason.
These papers are very high in area cost and are not generally available..
The Ferrographic printing process appears to be superior to Xerography on
several counts. First, the magnetic plate constitutes a memory for the information which is to be printed. The electrostatic charges which govern the
operat.ing of Xerographic printing a~e destroyed by each printing signal. They
must, therefore, be restored by re-recording or recharging between printing
operation. Secondly, the fact that a single recording suffices to produce a
large number of copies is important from a legal point of view. The legal
status of the carbon copy is well established. Microscopic examination of an
~riginal and a carbon copy can confirm' that they were produced simultaneously
in a printer or typewriter. The same relationship can be established for
Ferrographic prints produced from the same recording. Supposedly identical
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recordings of the same subject matter will differ in a mi.croscopic sense due
to magnetic noise on the plate and to minor defects in the operation of the
recording process, which only such microscopic examination would reveal. Continuity of recording reflected in a family of copies can be obtained only by
commercial printing processes, carbon copies and Ferrographic prints. They
cannot be obtained by processes which require re-setup of the copy between
printing operations such as is required in Xerography and facsimile.
In summary, the new process provides means for rapidly setting up copy on
a printing plate. The information may be new data received in pulse code from
a computer or facsimile signals generated by a photo scanner. The resulting
printing plate can be devel0p.ed and printed rapidly. As many copies as may be
desired can be produced from a single setup. The plate can then be erased and
new information recorded. It is believed that the process will be useful for
tabulators and data printers as well as facsimile duplicators. The process is
also expected to find application in commercial printing especially where setup
time is an important economic factor.
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An Improved Cathode Ray Tube storage System*
by

R. Thorensen
National Bureau of Standards, Los Angeles
Introduction
Several years have passed since Williams and Kilburn (1) first described
their method of storing digital information as charge patterns on the phosphor
screens of canmon cathode ray tubes.
Since then many canputers have been built using this fom,of storage.
Considerable reseC}.rcb.. has been carried out to further the understanding of the
storage phenomena~ 2,3) and to improve the storage tubes themselves. Yet this
type of memory is still faced with two rather severe limitations. The first
one is spot interaction or spillover. Thus it a single spot on the cathode ray
tube screen is referre,d to repeatedly, the information in adjacent spots may be
altered. A measure of the storage systems susceptibility to this type of failure
is the "read-around ratio", or the number of times a single spot may be consulted
before the adjacent spots have to be regenerated to avoid loss of information.
Needless to say a low read-around ratio limits considerably the usefulness of a
storage system.
The second type or dirficulty encountered is caused by the presence of flaws
or imperfectiOns on the ,c athode rgy tube screen, of such char acteristics that
they will not stare information. These imperfections are usually very small even
when compared with a beam diameter and it is relatively easy to position the
charge pattern so that none Qf the flaws interacts with any of the storage spots.
It is however quite difficult to maintain a high enough long t erm stability to
insure that the raster of storage spots does not drift onto one of these flaws
with a resultant loss of information.
The ability of the electrostatic memor.r tube to retain its information in
the presence of flaws on the phosphor screen is somewhat dependent on the mode
of operation of the tube.
Thus the various systems presently in use (dot~dash, double dot, defocusfocus, etc.) all show different susceptibility to flaws. As a rule, however,
those systems which shaw a high resistance to flaws have a low read-around ratio
and vice versa. Because of this, efforts to improve cathode ray tube storage
systems have largely been centered on producing improved storage tubes with
better tocua and deflection characteristics and with storage screens·· free of
flaws (4) •
A parallel effort has been carried out at the Institute for Nwnerical
Analysis to devise a modification of the Williams' principle of storage which
has .resulted in improv_ents not only in spillover, but also in resistanco to
flaws. Before describing this new system, however, it is well to review briefly
the principle of charge storage in the conventional dot-dash system both under
normal operating conditions and as affected by spillover.
*The preparation of this paper was sponsored (in part) by the Office or
Scientific Rese arch, USAF.
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The Dot-Dash storage System
Normal operation
The major components of a cathode ray storage system include the storage
tube itself with a pick-up electrode in the form of a wire screen added to the
face of the tube, an amplifier far the restoration of signal levels, and beam
control am deflection circuits. The pick-up electrode is capacitively coupled
to the phosphor screen inside the cathode ray tube so that sudden changes in
charge dist.ribution on, or in the vicinity of, the phosphor result in a transient voltage signal at the input to the amplifier.
Consider now how such transient voltage changes may be generated. When an
electron beam of proper energy is directed at a specific spot on the phosphor
screen, the area directly under the beam charges positively with respect to its
immediate surroundings due to emission of secondar.y electrons.
After a short time interval an equilibrium potential distribution is reached
someWhat like that shown in Figure 2. Under these conditions the number of
secondary electrons arriving at the collector each instant ·just equals the number
of primar,r electrons in the beam. After the charge distribution of Figure 2 has
been established it will remain intact although the electron beam is turned off
as the phosphor screen is an excellent insulator. If' the beam is now turned on
and off repeatedly, a signal like the one in Figure 3 (0) is developed at the input
to the amplifier.
The initial negative going portion is due to the appe arance of an electron
cloud in the viCinity of the pick-up screen when tb3 beam is turned on, and the
later positive going portion is due to the dissappearance of this electron cloud
whe n the be am is turned off. No changes take place in the charge pattern on the
phosphor screen since an equilibrium potential distribution had previous~ been
established at this spot. The times for the generation and dissappearance of
the electron cloud are extremely short so that the shape of the output signal is
largely determined by the transient response of the amplifier.
Consider next what take s place when the electron be am is turned on and moved
slowly, say to the right. The new areas which come under direct bombardment of
the beam, charge rapidly to a positive equilibrium potential, and the positively
charged areas which are emerging from under the beam will slowly be discharged bythe capture of' secondary electrons, totlE average potential of. the surroundings.
Thus the resultant ef'fect is tmt the potential peak at X moves more or less·
intact to the position Y as shown by the dotted lines in Figure 2. If··the beam
is again directed to position X and turned on, the equilibri'Wtl potential peak has
to be re-established. This occurs very rapidly ancl for a while both the peaks at
X and Y may co-exist. However, as the beam is kept on, the secondary electrons
from spot X gradually discharge the potential peak at Y down .to the average
potent·ia;l level of' the surroundings _ The signal developed at tb3 pick-up plate
during this sequence· of events is shown in Figure 3 (A). The initial going positive peak is due to the recharging of the spot X to an equilibrium potential and
the following negative peak due to discharging of' the neighboring positive
surf aces at Y. The two signals shown in Figures 3 (A) and 3 (0) are those taken
to represent a binary "one" and a binary "zero" respectively in this storage
system. When sampled at the time indicated by the short pulse shown in Figure
3 (B), the "one tt signal is positive and the "zero" signal is negative.
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Effects of Spillover
With the ideal signals as shown in Figure.3 it is hard to see how a "zero"
could possibly be misinterpreted as a "one" or vice versa, and normally, of
course, this does not happen. A difficulty arises however when the electron
beam is repeatedly referred to a single spot on the cathode ray tube screen.
Under these conditions the Itdot" or "zero" signals of the adjacent spots are
progressively altered as shown in Fi~e 4 (A, 13 and C). Actually there exists
a continuous distribution of signals changing gradually from the ideal signal
as shown in Figure 4(A) to the highly distorted form of Figure 4(0), depending
on how often the action spot is referred to before the adjacent spots are
regenerated. The signal shown in Figure 4(0) resembles a ttdash" or a "one"
signal very close~ and certainly at the time of the inspection pulse the signal
is positive. It would therefore be interpreted as a "one" instead 0.£ a "zero"
and permanently changed to the 11 one1l or • dash" type of a signal. Spillover has
now take:n place.
But what causes the "dot" signal to change its shape? The most plausible
explanation is as follows: The ideal "dot" signal is due to the appearance and
dissappearance of an electron cloud in the vicinity of the pick-up plate as tm
beam is turned on and ofr. It is critically dependent on the f...a.ct that the area
on the phosphor directly under the beam must previous~ have been charged up to
an equilibrium. potential (Figure 2). It this area has been fully discharged as
in the case ot tle "dash" signal an initial positive instead of a negative gOing
voltage is obtained.

The discharge ot a positive potentiaJ. peak is accomplished by its capture
of secondary electrons from a nearby source; i.e., an electron beam',is turned on
in its vicinity. .The emission ot secondary electrons trom any given area however
is not sharply confined. Some of the electrons go to the collector 1Ihile others
tend to rain down on the most positively charged areas in the vicinity of the
electron be8lll. Surely the density of this rain of secondary electrons must
decrease as one moves awsy from the beam spot. However, i f tm bean is kept on

long enough tle cumulative eftect of this rain of secondary electrons is sufficient to -at least parti~ discharge the positive potential areas in a neighborhood, spanning perhaps over several storage spats •

.

r

It these part:q discharged potential pe aks are those. of stored "dots" or
. "zeros", a distorted Signal is obtained.· This is because tls "dot- Signal,
normalq due only to the elB ctron cloud, pow has superimposed upon it an additional signal due to recharging of the phosphor screen back to its equ.1libri um
potential. The more severe the discharge of the "dot" equilibrium potential
peak due to strq secondary electrons, the more s~vere a distortion is
.
encountered until at last- a practical17 fulltledged "dash" signal is obtained
~as shown in Figure 4(c).
The ImprQved storage System
It was shown above that the dot signal is quite vulnerable to distortion
and that in severe cases this distortion- is such as to make the dot signal
indistinguishable from a normal dash signal at the time ot an inspection pu.lse.
In less severe cases discrimination can oDl3 be made by caretUl amplitude
comparison of the two signals,the normal dash signal then being or larger
positive anplitude than the distorted do.t.
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As both the dash and the dot signals can be positive at the time ot an
inspection pulse, it seems that the initial portion of the signal waveform is
perhaps not the best characteristic to rely on for discrimination between the
two signals. Better results might be obtained if one could afford to wait and
. inspect the signals at some later instant. This delay requires that the electron
beam is kept on for a longer tDne interval before a decision is reached as to
whether one has a dot or a dash type ot signal. When the beam tum-on pulse is
lengthened the dot signal changes its character to that shown in Figure ,(B).
It still is caused solely by the transient presence at an electron cloud in the
vicinity of the pick-up plate and as such can properly be interpreted as the
differentiated waveform otthe beam turn-on pulse itselr. The shape of the dash
signal on the other hand is only slightly affected and is as shown in Figure
5(A) ~
In the conventional storage systems the inspection pulse canes at time t .
In the s.rstem proposed here, however, the inspection pulse is moved to the la~
time of ~. Discrimination between the dot and tb9 dash signal is on the basis,
of whetmr the signal at time ~ is zero or positive (dot signal), or exceeds a
certain minimum negative amplitude (dash signal) •
For ideal waveforms the maximum amplitude difference between the dot and
the dash signals is s anewhat greater at time ~ than at t2 so that the proposed
change may not seem to be much of an improvement. For sign'als distorted by
spillover however, the reverse certainly is true. Figures 6 and 7 show how the
dot signal of the modified system is affected by spillover • The two oscillograph
traces shown in each picture are those of the distorted signal together with an
undistorted signal shown for comparison.
As would "be expected the negative peak at tl dissappears and. in the worst
cases changes to a positive peak which rivals in amplitude the initial positive
peak of a normal dash signal. The anplitude difference between the distorted
dot and the normal dash signals has at tb9 time tl shrunk almost to the vanishing pOint. On the othe r hand consider the ampli tude difference at time t2.
The dot signal is still positive at this time; the dash signal is negative and
as will be shown later has changed very little. The anplitude difference between
the two signals :at t2 instead of getting smaller has actually increased. No
difficulty is therefore encountered in discriminating between the two signals
even under severe, condi tiona of spillover.
Figure 8 shows a dash signal affected by spillover. The features which
make it differ from a nonnal dash are a somewhat larger positive peak and a
slightly decreased negative peak. The decrease of the aplitude of the negative
peak is of some concern as it could eventually if severe enough cause a "one"
signal to be interpreted as a "zero"
thus cause spillover. This amplitude
'decrease however has been found to be very small and only by purposely defocusing
the beam, while continuously consulting a single spot could it be made severe
enough to cause misinterpretation.

and

In the conventiortal dot-dash system tre various design parameters have been
carefully chosen to enhance the gereration of a large initial positive peak for
tte dash signal. In the modified system, however, this peak is not made use of.
Some of the design parameters besides the length of the bea~ turn-on pulse have
therefore been changed to favor the generation of a large negative dash amplitude
at the time of the inspection pulse (time t , Figure 5). In particular the saw2
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tooth or the twitch signal, which is applied to the deflection plates to produce
the dash display has been shortened from four to approximately one and one-half
microseconds. In the conventional dot-dash system, the purpose of the sawtooth
deflection voltage is to cause tm beam to move' slowly away from the dot position
(position X, Figure 2), and by these means cause t:he potential pe'ak at that point
to be discharged. This process normally takes about four microseconds. When
only one microsecond is allowed, those surfaces that come under the beam are
charged to a positive equilibrium potential as before. However" now tbare is
time only for but a slight discharge at the -trailing edge of the beam. Hence the
two potential storage patterns will probably be somewhat of the nature shown in
Figure 9. Now when the beam is again turned on at position X tbare will be' a
small ini.tial positive signal peak due to charging of the phosphor surf ace back
up to equilibrium potential followed by an enhanced negative peak caused by the
slower discharge of the large shaded positive area of Figure 9.
Test Results
Several single cathode ray tube units have been tested in the system just
described. The snplifiers and gating circuitry used were those presently in use
on the SWAC with the one ,modification that the Signal output from the amplifier
was inverted. This was done to facilitate gating of the dash signal which then.
could be done in the same manner as on the s~andard SWAC system.
.
Among the cathode ray tubes tested were some which had been withdrawn from
the SWAC memory system because of excessive spillover and some :which were currently
in use.
Direct comparison of results of spillover tests indicate that improvenents
in read-aroum. ratios for poor tubes may range from three to four. On good tubes
the tests were less conclusive as the maximum read-around ratio obtainable on the

test set was

256.

However" under these conditions the modified system always perfonned at
least as well or better and in no case was a lower read-around ratio obtained on
this system than on the standard dot-<iash system.
Flaws
The second major limitation of a cathode ray tube memory is that

or

flaws

as mentioned earlier. - Apparently there exist on the phosphor surface minute
specks of foreign or damaged material whose secondar,y emission characteristics
are such as to severely attenuate the initial positive portion of'the conventional
dash signal. A typical flaw signal is shown in Figure 10. The raster has been
purposely positioned so as to give ~mum attenuation of the initial positive
peak and as may be seen fran the photograph it is almost completely missing.
A "one" could therefore not be stored at this spot in the conventional dot-dash
system. Figure 11 shows the signal obtained from the same fiaw area when the
raster was so positioned as to give a minimum amplitude tor the negative peak ·of
the dash signal. The amplitude of the negative peak has decreased only about 10%
and the modified system stored perfectly both "zeros" and "ones" at this point.
Indeed it was found atter testing several flaw areas on several cathode ray
tubes that as a rule the negative going peak of "t~ dash signal was very much
less affected by flaws than the initial positive peak of the dash.
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It should be pointed out though that there still exist flaws which would
not store information in either system.
Conclusions
A modification of the standard dot-dash cathode ray tube storage system has
been described. It appears from tests on single cathode ray tube units that this
system is superior to the conventional system with respect to spillover and
resistance to flaws.
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NONLINEAR RESISTORS IN LOGICAL SWITCHING CIRCUITS

F. A. Schwertz and R. T. Steinback
Mellon Institute*
Pittsburgh
Pa.

1"

Introduction
Nonlinear resistors nay be used to replace whole arrays of crystal
rectifiers in. certain logical switching circuits. Where such replacement
1s poSSible, considerable savings in fabrication and component costs nay be
effected, because both the nonlinear resistors and the associated connect1Dg
busses are fabricated by applying printed circuit techniques to standard
plastic- or ceramic-bonded sheets of semiconductors such as granular silicon
carbide. The manner in which groups of nonlinear resistors rray be used in
. logical switching circuits is described here in terms ot simple circuits
which employ both "matrix logic" and "grid logic." The technique is
experimentally illustrated with the ai4 ot a pair ot simple matrix-type
function sw1tches, encoded as -binary-to-oct8l converters. The first employs
individual nonlinear resistors eas the switChing elementsj the second is
fabricated trom a rubber-bonded sheet of granular silicon carbide. Two
similarly-constructed decoding matrices are used to transform the converters
into three-binary-digit adders. The output voltage-patterns tor these devices
are compared photograpb1cal.l.y.
Nonlinear Resistors in "and" and "or" Circuits
Since logical switching circuits comprise primarily combinations of
ot nonlinear resistors in such circuits
will first be described. Typical of such circuits is the "logical or" circuit shown in Figure 1. The elements labeled a, b, and c are ordinarily
crystal diode rect1tiers. Depending on the positions ot the switches sbown
at the lett ot the figure the diodes may be either connected to ground potential or to the potential B. It either a or b or c (or 'more than one) is
connected to E, the output voltage tel'lll1n8lis-raised to the potential B
provided the. voltage drop in the crystal rect1f'iers is negligibly small.
Hence the designation "logical or" is employed to described the circuit action.
"and" and "or" Circuits, the behavior

*The research repOrted in this document has been made possible through support
and sponsorship extended by the Radiophysics Directorate of the AF Cambridge

Research Center, RDC, under Contract AF 19/]22/-376. It is published for
technical information and does not represent the recommendations or conclusions of the sponsoring agency.
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The question is now raised, What will be the voltage pattern
on the output terminals i t the diode rect1tiers are replaced by passive
elements very unlike diode rectifiers, namely linear resistors? This
question can be answered in a direct way where it is assumed that all the
linear resistors have the same resistance, r. In this case the allowed
values ot the output voltage e are given by the equation
FN •

(N/M)
1 + (i/xM)

N. 0, 1, 2, • • • M

,

(1)

where Fl{. e/E, x is the ratio ot the load reSistance, R, to the switching
resistance, r, and N is the total number of resistors r connected to the
potential B. M designates the total number ot switching resistors in the "or"
circuit. In the special case where M -= 3, as in Figure 1, and the load and
switching resistors are equal, tour equally-spaced vol~e levels are obtained
corresponding to FO - 0, Fl - 1/4, F2 - 1/2, and F3 • 3/4. Actually there are
eight possible configurations which the input switches on Figure 1 may assume;
some ot these configurations, however, yield the same voltage levels as others,
and Fl{ consequently assumes only tour independent values. The voltage levels
_y be "read," tor example,· on an OSCillograph, as all the possible sritching
configurations are "written" into the "or" circuit. The "writing" may be
done very conveniently with the aid ot three series-connected binary scalers,
the pair ot output voltages from each stage ot the scaler serving as input
voltages. to cathode-tollowers; these in turn serve as low-impedance sources
tor the circuit input voltages. The photograph in Figure 2 depicts a voltage
pattern obtained in this way. For this picture a circuit containing identical
load and switching resistors at 56,000 ohms was employed. The three-stage .
binary scaler was triggered once every 10 microseconds. The scaler output
voltages tluctuated approximately between 100 and 200 volts, and the load
resistor in the "or" circuit"...· biased 100 volts above ,round. In this situation tour equally-spaced levels corresponding to F • 0, 1 4, 1/2 and 3/4 ~ere
obtained as predicted above. These levels are shown in F~gure 2. They are
also shown diagramatically in Figure 3. The level difference (F3-Fo) in this
tigure represents the desired signal. The levels corresponding to Fl and
1'2 are in the nature ot "noise," since, tor proper action as an "or" Circuit,
it is desirable that Fl, F2 and F3 be coincident. It is therefore useful to
arbitrarily de tine a "signal-to-noise" ratio S, by the e~ression

s•

• 3/2.

(2)

.In the more general situation. where there are M switching reSistors, the corre-

sponding ratio, is
S. _ _M
__

M-l
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This ratio approaches lDlity quite rapidly as M increases, so that above M. "
c1rcuits employing l1Dear switchiDg resistors are probably unsatisfactory. The
situation is quite ditf'erent, however, where nonliDear resistors are employed
as switching elements. These resistors display a voltage-current characteristic
curve defined by the equation .

where i is the current carried by the resistor and V is the applied voltage.
k and n are constants, and n generally .lies between the limits 4 and 7. If
the nonliDear load resistors and switching resistors have the same va.lue 01'
n but ditf'erent coeffiCients, say K and k respectively,the voltage levels
analogous to those detined by equation (1) are given by
FN •

x.

(4)

1 + AN

E + ~-If) x JlIn ,

where AN.
aDd

1

1

k/K

The voltage levels obtained from equation' (4) for n. 5 are shown on Figure
4 for a three input "or" circuit (M. ,) and for x. 1. The correspond.i.Ds
experimental results are shown on the photograph in Figure 5. . The results
depicted on this figure were obtained at a trigser-pulse rate 01' 10,000 per
second. The DODl1near resistors (Thyrites GB type 8,a6l.l8Gl) were not
identical in characteristics; their spread in resistance is indicated by the
tact that 45 + , volts were required to produce a current of ODe milliampere.
This situation produced a slight splittiDg 01' the voltage levels. The "sigaalto-noise" ratio was little attected, however; the calculated value 01' 4.8 agreed
very well with the experimentally determined value 01' 4.7.
The data indicate that the nonliDearity serves to squeeze the unwanted
voltage levels together and to increase the "s1gnal-to-noise" ratio. By 8D8l.oS)"
with equation (2), this latter quantity _y be calculated trom the expression

s.
Bn •

1

l-:&n

,

(6)

lin

1 + (1/1liX)
where
1 + [( l/x) +. (M-l) ] lIn
.
This equation-pair indicates that as n gets larger Bn approaches un1ty, and
hence the "s1gnal-to-noise" ratio increases rapidly as n increases. Conversely,
as n decreases toward unity, the "signal-to-noise" ratio decreases to the value
predicted by equation (2). These facts are expressed graphically in Figure 6
where the "signal-to-noise" ratiO, S, is plotted against the exponent n tor
various values 01' M. The iDf'ormation on this tigure refers to the special case
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where x - 1; for lower values of x of the signal-to-noise ratio is increased.
This increase, however, is obtained at the expense ot a decrease in the amplitude
ot the desired signal, and a compromise is required. For example, it may be
specified that the product of the signal-to-noise ratio, S, and the desired
signal, FM!.. be a maximum and consequently that the quantity F,//(FrFl) be a
max:i mum. -"This requirement leads to the equation
.

where the A's have the form given by equation (5). For the case where the
number of binary inputs is M. , and the degree ot nonlinearity is n • 5,
equation (7) leads to a value of x • O.lB. This yields tor PM • F3 a value
0.47 and tor the signal-to-noise ratio a value ot approx1mate~ 8. The
situation can therefore be represented by a voltage-level diagram very similar
to Figure 5. This diagram, it will be recalled, was constructed tor the case
where M - , and x • 1; the signal-to-noise ratio was 4.8 •
. As mentioned earlier, where ideal. diode rectifiers (possessing zero
torward resistance and 1nf1nite back resistance) are employed as sw1tch1ng
elements, the output voltage of the "or" circuit assumes only two values, 0
and E. S1m1larly, where ideal nonlinear resistors (degree ot nonlinearity n •
QD) are used, equation (4) predicts that the output voltaSe assumes only the
values 0 and E/2 quite independently ot the values ot x, M, ~ N. In other
words, where ideal nonlinear resistors are employed as switching elements,
ideal "or" circuit action will be obtained although the amplitude ot the input
voltage will be cut in halt. The signal-~o-noise ratio will, however, be
infinite.
.
The circuit depicted in Figure 1 was described as an' "or circuit"
but it might equally well be described as an "and circuit" if it is assumed
that the desired output voltage is zero and not E. This will occur only when
a ~ b ~ c are all connected to ground. Alternately, the circuit shown
in Figure 1 can be converted to an "and circuit" by raising the common lead
to the load resistors·to the potential E. The output voltage will then be
high (-E) only when a and b and c are high (-E).
Nonlinear Resistors in "Matrix Circuits"
The manner in which simple "and" and "or" circuits _1' be combined
to effect logical switching operations is illustrated by the function switch,l
represented in Figure 7. It consists essentially ot eight "or" circuits
arranged in a parallel array. It _1' be regarded as a binary-to-octal c;onverter, since it _1' be employed to convert any three digit b1Dary number into
the octal equivalent digit. The binary digits are represented on the binary
input lines shown at the lett side ot the figure, aDd the octal equivalent
d1s1t appears on one, and only one of the eight output terminals correspond1.Dg
to the octal digits 0 to 7 inclusive.

L:rhe

SubcODlllittee ot Electronic Computer Terms (Proc. I. R. E., 39, 274, 1951)
defines a function switch as "a network or system having a number of inputs and
outputs and so connected that signals representing information expressed in a
certain code, when applied to the inputs, cause output signals to appear It
which are a representation of the input information in a d1f'ferent code.
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Physically the converter comprises two sets ot parallel coplanar,
conducting busses arranged one above the other in such a way that in plan
view, the busses appear to intersect each other at right angles. At certain
ot the virtual points ot intersection, switching elements are inserted, in
a pattern which yields the required output. Ordinarily diode rectitiers,
as mentioned betore, are used as swi tching elements in this type of device.
These are represented by the circles in Figure 7, and they are assumed to be
connected in such a way that conduction will be ettected when a positive
voltage is placed on the horizontal bus lines and the vertical lines are
grounded. If then a Positive voltage, E volts above ground, is placed on a
given horizontal conductor, all the diodes connected to it will conduct current
to ground through the load resistors, R. The ends ot the load resistors
connected to the octal output positions will then be raised above ground
potential by an amount equal to the 1R drop in the load resis:tor. If now the
adjacent horizontal lines are grouped together in pairs, and a voltage pattern
is placed on the pairs such that when one member of the pair is at a voltage
level E the other member ot the pair is grounded, one, and only one ot the
eight output terminals will remain at ground potential for each configuration
ot the input voltage pattern. There are,&ccord1ngly.eight input voltage
configurations corresponding to the eight output tendDals. For the voltage
configuration shown in Figure 7, only the output terminal deSignated by the
digit 7 is at ground potentialj all the other output terminals are, ideally,
at a common voltage level E, above ground. Now the digit 7 can be correlated
with the equivalent binary ILumber in the following way. Let the upper bus
line in each input pair be at the potential E and lower line be at the potential
o in order to represent the binary digit "one." Let the reverse be true for
a binary zero. Furthermore, let the uppermost pair ot horizontal lines
represent the highest order digit position. The confi~tion shown in Figure
1 then symbolizes the binary number III == 1 x 22 + 1 x 21 + 1 x 20 == 7. In
a similar manner all of the three binary digit numbers (eight in all) may be
represented by their equivalent octal digits. For test purposes, all of the
required digit combinations may be obtained, as explained above, in cyclic
sequence, with the aid of a three stage, binary counter. Such a test pattern
was employed to examine the binary-to-octal converters described in the next
section.
Binarr-to-Octal Converters
The current which flows through a nonlinear resistor is inversely
proportional to the n'th power of its length, other things being equal. It
is this fact which makes possible the tabrication ot complete function switches
with the aid ot resin-or ceramic-bonded sheets of' silicon carbide. For example,
i t the degree ot nonlinearity is n. 5, an increase of a tactor ot four in the
resistor length produces a 1024-told decrease in the current. Thus two nonlinear resistors formed side-by-side on a flat sheet of rubber-bonded silicon
carbide are essentially non-interacting provided their distance of separation
is equal to, say, tour or five times the thickness of the sheet.· Furthermore
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these resistors may be materialized simply by spraying metal electrodes on the
function switch blanks through appropriately formed stencils. Whole function
switches, comprising many nonlinear resisto1S and the associated interconnecting busses may be faoricated in the same way.
The binary-to-octal converter referred to above was formed from a
sheet ot rubber-bonded silicon carbide about 1/16th of an inch thick. This
sheet was kindly supplied by The Carborundum Co. (Sample No. 3777-l-1C) and
was made with the aid of the same techniques employed in the manufacture of
standard silicon carbide "cut-oft" wheels. It contained about 8<JI, ot
Electrical Grade Gr!t No. 36 and about ll~ ot rubber binder by weight. The
average particle diameter tor this grit number is very roughly 0.02 inches.

A photograph of the converter is shown in Figure 8. The tront tace
of the converter is shown on the lett hand side ot the picture and the back
face on the right hand side. The electrodes and the associated bus lines shown
in the photograph were put down in a single operation. The diameter of the
switching resistor electrodes was 0.375 inches and the diameter of the load
resistors was 0.25 inches. Since the connecting busses were only about 1/16
inches wide, it was thought at tirst that there would be no "cross-talk" between
the lines on the tront and back faces at the points of virtual intersection.
However , it was found. necessary to insulate the lines trom the silicon carbide
on one of the taces at the intersection points. This involved spraying a clear
insulating lacquer through a stencil prior to applying the Silver conducting
paint.
About 48 + 2 volts were required to pass one milliampere ot current
± 2 volts tor the load resistors.
The index of nonlinearity n was 4.5.
through the switcbtn'g resistors and about 58

As mentioned earlier, a logica~ identical converter was
with the aid ot 1ncl1vidual, selected, nonl1near resistors (Thyr1tes
8,a6llGl). In this case about 39 + 2 volts were required to pass a
pere of current through both the sWitching and load resistors. The
of nonlinearity n was 5.0.
The

fabricated
GE type
milliamindex

voltage output patterns produced at the octal output terndnals

ot these converters are compared on Figure 9 where a three-stage binary
cOWlter operating at a ten thousand per second counting rate was used as the
source of input digits. For this type ot input the selected line should be
"high" relative to the neighboring lines tor only one out of eight pulse
times. Figure 9A shows the shape ot the binary digit input pulses, Figure
9B the· output voltage at one ot the converter output terminals, and Figure 9C
the output at a terminal ot the Tbyr1te converter. Figures 10 and 11 present
s1 m1 ] ar data tor counting rates of 50,000 and 100,000 per second. The
signal-to-noise ratio tor the output pulses appearing on these figures is
roughly 2 1/2 to 1. The quality of the output obtained from the two converters is about the same. The results at the higher frequencies are vitiated
by the poor output wave form. obtained trom the b-inary counter.
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Three-Binary-Digit Adders
The output pulses t:rom the binary-to-octal converte:ts were decoded

in such a way as to transform them into three-billary-digit adders. The
manner in which this was done is illustrated in Figure 12 which shows the

decoding maxtrix attached to the biDary-to-octal co~rter. The decoding
matrix was tabricated trom the same sheet 0'1 rubber-bonded silicon carbide
as the converter. The physical separation was etfected tor purposes 0'1
illustration, but the encoding and. decoding matrices could equall1 well have
been fabricated on the same continuous sheet.
For test purposes, the three-stage binar,y counter was asain used as
a source 0'1 digit pulses. In this way, allot the possible combinations 0'1
three binary digist were supplied to the adder, in a cyclic manner. The output "sum" and "carry" pulses tor the silicon carbide sheet adder and a logica~
identical adder employing individual, selected, nonlinear resistors' (Thyrites
GE type 83861101) are displayed in F1gures 1" 14, and 15 tor counting rates
ot 10,000, 50,000, and 100,000 per second respect1vely. In all cases, the
"sum" and "carry" dig1ts are clear~ delineated, and, as in the case Qf the
converters, the quality ot output obtained trom the two adders 1s about the
same. Inequalities in output pulse heights are probably" associated With the
tact that the switching resistors are nOt identical in characteristics.
Nonlinear Resistors in "Gr1d Circuits"
Where it 1s desirable to have an ampl1tied output pulse, the output
signal of a "logical and" or "10g1cal or" c1rcuit -.y be fed to the grid of a
triode &1Iq)llf'ier. A two-input, 11near resi8tor "logical and" circuit employed
in this fash10n is shown in F1gure 16. 2 The ind1cated arrangement ay be used
only i f standardized input pulses 0'1 amplitude E are' employed. In this 8ituation
the output voltage delivered to the grid assumes the three values, 0, !/2, and
B. I t therefore the triode will deliver an output pulse only where the grid
assumes the voltage E, that is, only where a twin-coinc1dence of input pulses
occurs •. In general, it not two, but N coincident pulses are to be detected,
the grid must be b1ased between (M-l)B/M and E.Th1s precludes the use ot
8uch a gate for M much larger than t1ve, for in this case the gr1d must d1scr1m1nate between signals 0'1 amp11tude O.BB and B. This requirement places
severe 11m1ts on·the toler&Dce allowed in the amplitude ot the input 81snals.
However i t nonlinear res1stors are subst1tuted tor the linear res1stors, the
gr1d 'flAY assume the voltages detined by the equation
e •

B'

(8)

2H1gh Speed Computing Devices, Engineering Research ASSOCiates, p.

Hill Book Company, 1950.
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40, McGraw-

The voltage level lying closest to E is that tor which N • M-l,
that is, tor

e-

E

J

----------~~

...!...
M-l

lIn

.

.For e • O.BE and n 1:& 5 the allowable value ot M (the number of input
voltages) is approximately 1000 provided that the amplltudes ot the input
S1 goals are all rigorously equal. Where this is not the case, tewer inputs
may be used, but there will still be considerable advantage in employing nonlinear resistors in this type ot resistance grid gate.
Practical ConSiderations
A practical d1ff'iculty was encountered in adapting rubber-bonded
sheets ot silicon carbide to switching applications. This may best be
described with reference to the manner in which these sheets were tested.
For testing purposes, a 3/8" diameter electrode was placed on each surface
ot the sheet, at d1ametric~ opposite points, by spraying silver conducting
paint tju"ough a suitable stencil. The voltage-current characteristic curve
tor tbe nonlinear resistor so-tormed was then obtained. It mre than. 50 volts
were required to pass a milliampere ot current through the resistor, the sheet
was rejected tor function switch applications. I t less than 50 volts were
required to pass a milliampere, the sheet was further tested tor uniform!ty by
placing electrode-pairs at .widely separated locations on the sheet. In general,
it was tound that sheets displaying low impedance were non-uniform, but that
sheets showing high impedance, say one m1lllampere. at 150 volts, were remarkably
unif'Ol'Dl in characteristics.
These tacts can be understood by recognizing that
the seat ot the resistance in nonlinear resistors is at the grain-grain contacts.
Thus, where a large number of grains are required to bridge the distance between
the two 'laces of the rubber-bonded sheet (high impedance condition) there is
statistic~ little chance ot divergence in resistance charaCteristics trom
point-to-point over the sheet surface. However, where the number ot particles
required to bridge the gap is small., the opposite is true. This d1tticulty
can be obviated by employing a more suitable bond1ng asent than rubber;, tor
example, a resin or a ceramic bond permitting a greater ratio ot silicon carbide
to bond uaterial.

Conclusions
The information presented -here indicates that nonlinear resistors
fabricated trom granular aggregates ot silicon carbide may be used etf'ectively
in certain logical switching circuits. The tact that such resistors and the
associated connecting busses _y be materialized trom. resin-.ar ceramic-bonded
sheets ot silicon carbide with the aid ot simple metal-spraying techniques
yields obvious savings in fabrications and component costs. It should be
emphasized, however, that the use ot Silicon carbide in this connection is
not mdque, and that its use was dictated primarily by its . availability. In
general, granular aggregates of semiconductors display voltage-current
characteristics qualitatively s1m1lar to those ot silicon carbide. Some ot
these display lower grain-grain contact resistance than silicon carbide and
~ be more adaptable to the tabrication ot function switch blanks.
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NEW LABORATORY FOR

TlffiEE-DIMENSIONAL GUIDED MISSILE
SIMULATION
Louis Bauer
Project Director
Project Cyclone
Reeves Instrument Corporation
New York, New York

Introduction
Project Cyclone at the Reeves Instrument Corporation is
under the cognizance of the Bureau of Aeronautics of the Navy.
The function of Project Cyclone is primarily the development
and operation of a Guided Missile Simulator, and the establishment and operation of a Simulation Laboratory. Problems
in other fields are also studied and analyzed using the computing machinery of the Simulation Laboratory.
The original Guided Missile S1lhulator consisted of two
types of flexible computers, and one large computer with DC
and AC components which ~ere permanently connected to handle
those equations which were common to all Guided Missile problems. This large computer was known as the Ballistic Computer.
The flexible computers were a DC analog computer with servomechanisms units (now known as the Reeves Electronic Analog
Computer, or REAC<8» and,an AC analyzer. The flexible units
were intended for simulation of those aspects of Guided Missile problems which could be expected to vary widely from one
problem to the next.
Because'of the immediate success of the flexible DC analyzer and becaus'e of the pressure of problems awaiting solution on it, the AC analyzer was somewhat neglected; it never
performed as well as the REAC and was later abandoned. Work
on the Ballistic Computer was continued until a satisfactory
solution to a three-dimensional check problem was obtained.
However, by that time REAC techniques had advanced sufficiently so that it was possible to obtain the solution to this
check problem on REACs. After careful consideration of the
relative difficulties of setting up such problems on the Ballistic Computer, and of makin~ the problem work (i.e. making
the machine perform), It waseclded to replace the Ballistic·
Computer by a large installation of REACs and servo units.
Other considerations in this decision were the greater flexibility of the REAC eqUipment which would make it unnecessary
to express all Guided Missile problems in the coordinate systems used in the Ballistic Computer, and the fact that a much
greater variety of ,navigational systems was encountered than
had been envisaged in the design of the Ballistic Computer.
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The result of this decision is the new laboratory for threedimensional Guided Missile simulation at Project Cyclone.
Basic Block Diagpam of Guided Missile Problems
and Coordinate Systems
The equipment in the new laboratory was planned to be more
than sufficient to handle anything that could be handled on the
old Ballistic Computer. The bas'ic elements of all GM simulation problems can be represented in the block diagram shown in
Figure 1.
starting~ say~ from the aerodynamics computer~ we see that
the angles of attack and the control surface deflections are
accepted as inputs and the forces and moments are produced as
outputs. In the force unit the equations of motion (translation) are integrated once~ yielding a complete description of
the velOCity vector. The velocity vector may be given in terms
of magnitude and flight path angles~'or in terms of its components. In the moment unit the first integral of the equations
of motion in rotation is obtained~ yielding the angular velocity vector in terms of its components. In the angle of attack
computer the kinematic equations of rotation are integrated~
yielding the attitude angles'; knowing the velocity vector and
the attitude~ the angles of attack are computed. From a knowledge of the velocity vector the missile coordinates are obtained by the integration of the kinematic equations' of translation. Error distances or angles are determined from the missile position and target position. Those in turn form the inputs to the control system which produces the control surface
deflections.

The following coordinate systems have been used in the solution of GM problems. (All are righthanded systems; thus the
third axis is always completely defined after two axes have
been fixed.) (See Figure 2.)
1. Earth Coordinate Systems (ECS): IE direction is
north, 2E east, 3E down. The missile motion is UfiUally determined in this system; sometimes the force
equations are solved in this system.

2. Missile Coordinate System (MCS'): 1M along missile axis, 2M along.right wing~ 3M down~ as determined by 1M and 2M. The moment equations are most
easily solved in this system (Euler equations). The
MCS is also used in homing problems when the relative motion of target and missile is computed.
3. Velocity-Earth Coordinate System (VECS): lVE along the velocity vector, 2VE perpendicular to lVE
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and in a horizontal plane, 3VE determined by lVE and
2VE. The force equations are, frequently solved in
this coordinate system.

4. Velocity-Missile Coordinate System (VMCS):

IVM
along the velocity vector, 3VM perpendicular to IVM
and contained in the missile symmetry plane (down);
2VM determined by IVM and 3VM. The VMCS differs from
the VECS by a roll angle, and differs from the MCS by
the angles of attack. This coordinate system was believed to be essential for a realistic handling of
aerodynamic data obtained from wind tunnels. We have
found, however, that many times the- aerodynamic data
are given to us in the missile coordinate system. In
such cases it frequently turns out to be more convenient to disregard the VE and VM systems entirely,
solve the force equations in the MCS and resolve the
motion directly into the ECS.
Additional coordinate systems are encountered in many problems, e.g. Radar CS, Gyro CS, and in the case of wind, a Relative Wind CS.
Computing Equipment
Because of the necessity of converting from one coordinate
system to another a number of resolvers are provided in the
new simulation laboratory. The availability of DC resolvers
was a strong factor in favor of an all DC computing system, as
opposed to the hybrid DC and AC system in the old Ballistic
Computer.
The new laboratory contains 13 REACs, 14 servo units and 3
special cabinets with additional amplifiers, limiters, relays,
etc.
A REAC contains seven integrating amplifiers, seven summing
amplifiers, six inverting amplifiers and 23 scale-factor potentiometers. (Figure 3.) The computing amplifiers are identical
in basic design and differ only in their feedback and input
networks.
Ordinary linear differential equations" with constant coefficients, up to the seventh order can be solved on one REAC.
Diode limiters are provided, and permit the handling of some,
non-linear effects. Variable coefficients and non-linearities
other than limiting effects can he handled by using a servo
unit.
Seven of the servo units are of standard Reeves design, and
seven units have special design to handle any additional resolutions that may be necessary in our problems.
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A standard servo unit has four s~parate servos; two of
those have four linear multiplying potentiometers and two
functional potentiometers each; the 'other two servos have
three linear multiplying potentiometers and one DC resolver
each. (These figures do not include the follow-up potentiometers. )
Six of the seven special servo units have two servo motors, each of which drives two DC resolvers and seven linear
multiplying potentiometers. The special servos have to be
more powerful than the others, because they are driving a
heavier load.
Finally there is one special servo cabinet with only one
servo which is driving four DC resolvers and seven· linear potentiometers. This servo has continuous rotation.' In planning the layout for the computer it was expected that provision for resolution about an unlimited rotation would have to
be made. In some three-dimensional GM problems the missile
may rollover many times. Resolutions of error angles, of
aerodynamic forces, etc. about the roll angle can be accomplished by means of this special servo unit. Since the angle
in the case of continuous rotation cannot be conveniently represented by a DC voltage, but its derivative can, this servo
has also been designed' to accept a rate input, i.e. the servo
acts as an integrator. The follow-up in this case is a DC
tachometer generator. The servo can be reset by switching
the follow-up to a potentiometer. Continuous rotation may also arise when the servo is used in "polar'·, i.e. when the servo rotation is the arc-tangent of the ratio of two voltages.
If the two voltages vary in a certain way continuous rotation
of the servo will result. This special servo can also be used
in this form. Finally provision has been made for adding a
synchro if it should ever become desirable to repeat the position of this servo with some other specially constructed servo. We, at Project Cyclone, have not yet had an opportunity
to use this servo unit. It was given on loan to Project .Typhoon, and has~ot yet been returned.
The DC resolv'ers are accurately wound sine and cosine potentiometers (made by Electronic Associates), accepting as
inputs DC voltages A, -A, B, -B,.and a rotation B, and putting
out voltages -A sin B, A cos B, B sin B, and B cos B. In order to make the operations more convenient, inverting amplifiers are provided with the servos, so that only +A, +B, and
B are required as input voltages. The sine and cosine cards
are approximately 50K per quadrant and are intended to work
into a 1 megohm load; they are wound to compensate for the
loading due to such a load, and are accurate to .15 volts (100
v~lt peak) under these conditions. ,The quantities (A cos 9 +
B sin e) and (-A sin e + B COB e) which are used in resolutions have to be formed in the REAC summing amplifiers.
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A recapitulation of available servos and resolvers follows:

7 "An type servo units (standard):

2 servos, with multipliers and functional
2 servos with multipliers and resolvers.

6 ltD" type servo units:
2 servos with multipliers and
2 resolvers each.
1 "C tt type servo unit:
1 servo with multipliers and 4 resolvers

pots.~

(C~R.).

In total~ there are 42 resolvers on 27 different shaft rotations. There are 41 different shaft rotations altogether.
The laboratory also contains input and output equipment in
the form of 6 recorders, 2 plotting boards and 4 input-output
tables.
Figure 4 shows how the new laboratory is laid out. Basically it has been divided up into seven units (minus one REAC)~
each unit consisting of two REACs and two servos. One such
.unit is. shown in Figure 5 •. Since the new type of servo does
not permit enough room for a patch bay, extra cabinets with
patch bays were provided between servo units. These cabinets
also proved to be necessary for extra amplifiers used in connection with the resolvers. The three special cabinets (AI05)
were inserted in various locations, shown in Figure 4. Interconnections between cabinets are made by using 1) long patch
cords, 2) interconnections provided between the four cabinets
comprising anyone unit, and 3) interconnections provided between every cabinet and one master interconsole patch bay.
The power supplies are located in a room behind the computer room; power is provided for two halves of ~he room separately.
Some of the regulators are in the power supply room; two
of them are in the computer room. All cabling involving power
leads and grounds is kept separate from the comp~ting leads
and ground. This is especially important for the relay power
supply because of the relatively heavy current drawn ~y the
relays. The relays are used to control the operation of all
amplifiers, and as many REACs as desired may be used simultaneously by paralleling their relay connections' and operating
from one REAC.
Figure 4 .also shows the layout of the other computing labs;
lab 3 consisting of older computing equipment (4 REACs, 4 servos and 2 special cabinets) and lah 2, the lab for test simulation which contains one REAC, I auxiliary unit, some servos and
several one axis roll table's which may be necessa,ry in connection with the tester work. A system of interlab wiring has been
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installed so that computing connections can be made between
labs; this makes additional' equipment available in any of the
labs.
Figure 6 shows an overall picture of the equipment. Some
problems were patched 1n at the time this nicture was taken.
At the present time a number of improvements and additions
to the laboratory are being planned 'and carried out. The most
important item which still remains to be done is the installation of some form of flexible prepatch system with one or two
master control consoles. Other items are more routine improvements which will tend to make the operation of the computers
easier.
Operation
The new laboratory has been in operation since early October, 1952. As has happened before, equipment was used on problems just as fast as it became available. This haQ led to
some difficulties when equipment had not been given a final
"computer check".
Checking procedure which is considered appropriate for the
equipment consists of two phases:
1. So-called EqUipment Checks: routine checks of
all amplifiers, servos, and potentiometers for accuracy and performance; e.g. the input resistors of
amplifiers are checked tor accuracy, all servos are
checked for accuracy and freedom fram nOise, etc.
2. So-called Computing Checks: problems to which
the answer is known are set up on the machine and
run. In the course of these checks most troubles
that escape detection in the equipment check are
discovered. Due to the pressure of problems waiting to be solved this phase is frequently neglected;
this means that the first problem is then solved
more Slowly, and with more frequent break-downs than
would otherwise be expected. The acceptance check
for this installation consists of a three-d~ension
al problem for which a numerical solution has been
obtained.
Some complicated two-dimensional problems have been handled
in the new laboratory. One three-dimensional problem is now
being worked on, and another one or two are :in preparation.
One observation that has been made was that the more complex
problems frequently call for the cons~ruction of special equ:1.pment which are no longer minor items when it comes to preparation
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and scheduling of work. (Example: in our current flutter
problem a pot panel of 196 pots is being constructed to handle a matrix of 14 x 14 coefficients.)
.
The project has at present a staff of 32 mathematicians,
physicists and engineers at various levels. The engineering
section has recently been enlarged because of the increase
in engineering problems arising from more complicated problems.
The maintenance of the equipment including all three labs,
and accessory equipment has required the full time service of
at least two technicians. Between problems the machines are
subjected to a thorough equipment check; and repairs and replacements are made, if necessary.
The problem of determining whether and when a computer'
solution is correct is sometimes very difficult. In making
such a decision one has to know that the problem has been set
up correctly and with the best scale factors possible, and
whether the machine is performing properly. In the cases of
problems involving many computing cabinets the difficulty invOlved is obvious. Two approaches are being useq to get an
answer to the problem of checks. One is the acquisition of a
small scale general purpose digital computer for the purpose
of obtaining numerical solutions for all problems for which
the contractor is unable to furnish one. The other is embodied in some work now being done on. error analyses for analog
computers such as the REAC. At present we rely on some check
solutions obtained numerically, and depend on the as~umption
that the solutions are continuous functions of the parameter~
of the equations.

MISSILE
ATTITUDE

Fig. 1
Block diagram of tn>ical guided
missile problem.

Fig. 2
Spherical Diagram showing Coordinate

Systems.
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Fig. 3-REAC Computer eab1net.
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Figure

S Computer Unit consisting of two
servo patch bay cabinet.

Figure 6.

mos.

two servo units and one

Photograph showing Laboratory.
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A NEW CONCEPT IN ANALOO

COMPUTE~

Lee Cahn

Beckman Instruments, Inc.
South Pasadena, California
1.

The Pattern of Use

Analog computers can solve a vide variety of engineering problems. ,Why,
then, doesn't ever.y engineer use one? This,peper vill discuss the pattern of use
of analog computers in the recent past and as the author thinks it will be in the
future.
Technically, the field of application of analog computers is erl ens i vee They
may be used in studies of automatic control systems, of aircraft and missiles in
flight, of electrical circuits, d~c instruments such as accelerometers and pen
reoorders, of certain economic and biological systems, and of many other phenomema.
They may be used in purely analytical studies, or they may be used 'With part of a
complex physical system to simulate the rest of it. If analog computers are not
lddely used, lack: of technical applicability is not a reason.
The big reason is cost. In the last few years a single computer installation
commonly cost upwards of $100,000, and the whole cost had to be taken from capital
or facilities tunds, where it hurt more than operating expense'money. Only the
largest engineering organizations ,could afford a computer, and then probably only
one.
A. second limiting factor has been the technical difficulty of operating a computer installation. This may be divided into two perts. First there is the computer itself. It may require special accessories, such as function generators, 'Which
have not been adequately provided by the original manutacturer. Or some of the users
may be able to get better performance trom the basic components than the original
manufacturer did, much as hot-rod enthusiasts can do vith autanobiles, atter half a
centu.ry of developnent in that field. Thus many installations bave found it desirable to keep computer development engineers working tulltime.

Second, even if the computer itself is working satisfactorily, skill is required
This latter
skill is like languages; anyone can learn broken English in a short time, but
,.ears are required to speak it faultlessly. An expensive installation needs a
professional to make best use of its limited time.

to ascertain that it i! working and to layout and connect problems.

A single computer can only handle one problem at a time. By going to multish1tt operations and other artifices the number may be raised to two or three.
An engineering organization large enough to afford a computer may have dozens of
problems which the computer can solve, at one time. Priority is then given to the
most crucial problems, and those where the computer is most effective in saving
manpower.

Indeed, if the computer takes six men to keep it running, and the wages of
six more to amortize it, a problem that only one man is working on may not be
economically justified. The computer would have to save twelve times the time it
required, to break even, in this example.
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'nms we have had a pattern of computer use characterized by the following
features:
1. High cost of purChase and operation.
2. 'Centralized installations manned ~ professional computer operators and
designers, to which other engineers brought their problems for solution
or which vere devoted to a specific set or problems. Computers generallY
belonged to Analysis Groups, Mathematics Groups, or Autopilot Groups.
:3. Computers vere only applied to a fraction of the problems where they
might be applied on purely teChnical grounds, due to economic considerations.
A new pattern of use is developing, based on new developnents in computers.
Several manufacturers sell a basic but complete linear installation for less than
tsooo, while a !'ull-sized linear and non-linear unit can be had for $15,000 or so.
The nev computers are generally more compact and can be moved easily fran 'place to
Place. No elaborate preparations are required. They are generally quite reliable
in operation, and convenient to use. Their accuracy is considerably better than
most engineering vork requires.
Small companies can buy these computer., where they vould beve no chance of
buT-lng the older designs. Large companies can have three or four or more of these
tor the price of one older type. More computers means that other problems than
the most urgent can also be studied. LO'Jor unit price also implies that the breakeven point in terme of hours saved is much lower; that computers are economically
justified tor many more problems. Simulation applications, in Which the computer
may be tied up for long periods, benefit especially.
Another consequence of the lower price is that it is not so important to get
the ultimate in efficiency of utilization. Instead of having experts, hereafter
called "computer men", running the machines, they may be turned over to the engineers who need the answers, hereafter called Simply "the engineers". If the engineers are not so quick as the computer men, it doesn't matter on these new computers. On the other hand, by participating in the actual operation the engineers
learn 8. lot more about their problems than they can if they get ready-made solutions
from a central facility.
The difficulties ot running a computer installation are resolved differently
on the new machines. There is a lot less of the hot-rod atmosphere; the new computers are generally used as built, as 'Working tools, and are found to be adequate fO.r
their purpose, as are stock automobiles~ It changes are in order, the engineering
could be done once for several machines, at a lower unit cost. 'The emphasis is
primarilY on the answer rather than on the computer as a scientific to~l.
The problem of teaching the engineers how to set up and operlte computers is
more difficult. Recent advances have been made in the literature. Three distinct
transition patterns of training bave emerged. One is simply a modification of
theol~ pattern, in vhich engineers belonging to groups which viII need to use
the computer are temporarily transferred to the computer group and trained there
as computermen for periods up to one year. When they return to their original
groups they may use the computer freely and wi t..l}out supervision. This pattern is
found in organizations ~ich have had computers for a number of yeers and are used
to the old pattern.
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In the second type of instruction, engineers watch their problems being run
Finally' the computermen drift off to more urgent work and the engineers solo.
by the comput ermen and gradually do more and more of the vork.

The third pattern is found where the computer pro~ is relativelY new and
based entirely on the new computers. One or two profe8sio~1 computer.ment are available for instruction and advice, but any engineer can have a computer, usually without vaiting. They seem to get satisfactory results from the computers, although
their knowledge of the fine points of the art certainly cannot compare with the
professionals'.
A small survey vas made to get some indication of the extent to which the nev
pattern of computer operation has spread (Table 1). Five large Southern California
aircraft and missile engineering organizations vere asked how many electronic CO~
puters they had, and how their computing time divided between the four types of
operation:
(a) Engineer brings his problem to computermen, who solve it for
him and give him the a n s w e r . ·
.
(b) Engineer and computerman both work together approximatel,..
equal time.
'
(c) Engineer does most of the work, but has regular ,help from a
computerman. The computerman satisfies himself that the
engineer is using the computer correctl,...
(d) Engineer works alone, but may seek out a oomputarms.n for
advice i£ he wishes.
While ~erical percentages are given in same cases, they are purely qualitative
estimates and do not represent actual measurements of computing time. These questions
were asked for the present, for tvo years ago and for five years ago. The training method is given as 1, 2 or 3, were the numbers refer respectively to the
methods descr:!. bed above.
The growth in computer use, as well as the change in pattern is dramatically
shown. Every organization contacted had at least t'W'O computers. The companies
concentrating on missile guidance had had computers longest, ~ile the primarilJ
air-frame companies had just gotten theirs.
The organizations which had computers longest had the older pEl ttern of use"
while the newer users had what I have called th~ newer pattern. Even in the same
company, patterns differed from group to group in this val", depending on their computer-using histories. In each case this phenomenon did not appear to be the result
of'· inertia, but rather was due to the limitations of the equipnent of the older
group, and to differences in function of the group.
It appears likely that organizations which have central computing groups viII
retain them, to handle the very complex or demanding problems where professional
skill is required. Expansion, however, seems likelY to occur in the direction ot
decentralized, inexpensive, auxiliary computers of the newer types.
2.

The Computers

The circuits used in these new computers are of interest chief'll" because ot
their effect on computer use, and as an exercise in engineering judgment, rather
than because of novelty. For example, let us consider the operational amplltier.
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First ve see that chopper stabilization has generally bean omitted. While it is
true that chopper stabilization will reduce effective drift voltages by a factor
of about five, this advantage has not been able to pay its way. Choppers are -expensive, and their associated a.c. amplifiers are also expensive. Choppers are
n9t distinguished for their reliability. MOst important, the reduction in drift
does not increase the computing accuracy acco~ngly. TYP'ical values for the short
term drift voltage referred to the grid, eg., are Ofl lIN for one chopper-stabilized
amplifier, and 0.6 mv for a regular d.c. amplifier.
In an amplifier connected
.
for a gain of 10, with maximum output of plus or minus 100 v., the corresponding
error at the output would be

(1)
where Kc is the closed-loop gain 'With all input resis~Rnces paralleled, or O.OOlJj
of f'ull scale for the stabilized amplifier and 0.0066/ for the regular one. These
errors are negligible. The crt tical application as far as drift goes is as an
open-loop integrator. The integrators in closed-loops behave more or less as highgain amplifiers. For the open-loop integrator vi th time-constant T, the drift
voltage at the output is
0
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= eg l'I

(2)

For the large values of ~ the error voltage becomes appreciable, and is a basic
limitation to the length of time one can compute. For a time co~tant T 1 sec,
an output or plus or minus 100 v, and a permissible error of O.V O.lv, the
maximum computing time is 1000 sec. or almost 20 minutes, tor the stabilized amp..
lifier and 160 seconds or almost 3 minutes for the regula~ amplifier. Within their
respective maximum times, TL. as indicated above, the two amplifiers al'e equal in
accuracy of open-loop integration.

=

=

Long-time drift, over a period of hours, need not be a factor in the accuracy
of computation, but it can be burdensome to have to rebalance amplifiers frequently.
The same considerations apply as in short-term drift; drift voltage for a regular
amplifier or closed-loop integrator will generally not exceed O.lF of full scale
for days. But open-loop integrators multiply the long-tem drif't voltage by'~,
where t is still the computing time, and may have to be rebalanced every half hour
or so tor accurate work. Fortunately, there are relatively few open-loop integrators
in most physical problems.
Thus the use of a chopper amplifier does not improve accuracy, but it does
reduce the amount ot rebalancing required on the open-loop integrators. It is
less expensive to go over and rebalance them by hand periodically.
The new amplifiers usually have fever vaouum tubes than the chopper amplifiers
have in their d. c. portions, and obtain }art or their high gain by using internal
positive feedback. If the positive feedback is variable, it may be set for "infinite" gain (output voltage exists for zero grid voltage). While this sounds instinctively wrong to many engineers, it is perfectly legit1mate where much larger
negative feedback will also be used. High gain obtained with positive feedbaCk
does not produce as low output impedance as does the same gain obtained by' using
more tubes, but the usual value of 3 - 4 ohms is low enough. It does produce a
better high-frequency response than using more tubes does. Fewer tubes also means
fever tubes to fail.

* Beckman EASE, Mod. A.

Average absolute value of many runs o
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If it is necessary to operate the regular amplifier six times as fast as the
stabilized one to get equal results as far as drift is concerned, faster -recording
devices must be used for readout. Fortunately, ,they are ready to hand in the pen
recorders manufactured by Sanborn, Brush and others, which have about ten times the
bendvidth of the servo-driven plotting tables, and are very much less expensive.
Actually, this faster solution time is highly desirable in practice. Twenty
minutes is too long to wait for most answers. Three minutes is even a little long.
Many users prefer )0 to 50 seconds, to speed up their 'Work. The only lim!tation
in shortening the time is the range of frequenoies encountered in the problem. For
example, if the pen recorder begins to introduce its own dynamic res pOns e characteristics above fifty cycles per second, and the problem runs two hundred 8ecoMs, ten
thousand cycles of this highest frequency component can be accommodated in the 1'ull
computing time. This non-dimensional quantity appears to be a good measure of the
dynamic requirements of a problem, and of the performance of a computing system,
since it allows a comparison of problems and computers 'Which may originally be on
different time scales. I call it the dynamic range, R. A dynamic range R of
10,000 cycles is rather high for most practical problems; 'We are then considering
one second and three hours in the same problem. A practical example is the phugoid
oscillation of an airoraft. While only about sixty times longer than the "shortterm" period, it is commonly considered to be too slow to be a problem. If R my
be safely reduced, 'We can shorten the overall computing time to do it. If the
problem runs twenty seconds 'With the same recorder, R 1000, which is usually
still pretty high.

=

Osoilloscopes can be used for problems which require exceptionally large values
of R, since they 'Will respond faith.tully up to hundreds of kilocycles. Thus the
computer itself is the ultimate limitation in the value of R which can be obtained.
While nearly all present-day computers have values of Rwhich are entirely adequate,
it is still of theoretical interest to note their values. Let us consider a single
amplifier, say operated with Ic
1.0, with input and feedback resistances of 1.0
megohm each, and define high-frequency cutoff as occurring at the frequency fh for
which the phase shirt reaches 0.01 radians. For the Beckman EASE Computer,
fh = 400 cps, while tor a typical chopper amplifier:fb 40 cps. Then using the
values of TL derived above, we define

=

=

=

for a single amplifier. For the chopper amplifier Ra
40.1000
40,000. For the
EASE amplifier, He = 400 x 160 = 64,000. The effective R for a computing chain 18
less, due to the combination of many amplifiers and higher values of Kc •
The author is not aware of any problema \Itt ieb require such high values of

Ra.

For real-time simulation it is necessary for the computer to work well over a
range of definite frequencies, wich are detennined by the system being simulated.
A three minute period is generally adequate for this work. At the high frequency
end, amplifier bandwidth is not usually the limitation; it is the auxiliary equip.ment. Servo multipliers and function generators restrict the older computers to
2 - 10 cps maximum; many systems being simulated have higher bandwidths. While
a satisfactory value of Ra may be maintained by running very slov11', this artifice
does not help in real-time work.
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Besides being slav, the mechanical devices are quite 'expensive. The EASE
computer uses electronic multipliers and tunction 'generators, which are usable
beyond 100 cps, and, being entirely electronic, cost much les8. Somewhat similar
cirCllit~ are used by others.
Multiplication is accomplished by controlling the
duration ot a higb-repetition-rate pUlse with one voltage, and its magnitude vi th
a second vol1;age. The average component is proportional to the product of the tw.
The high-frequency components must be filtered out, and the filter will then have
some phase shirt at signal frequencies; say 150 at 100 cps.
, Functions are generated by diode switches which connect bridge circuits 80
as to produce line segments ot controllable incremental slope. These are stable
and repeatable to a fraction of a volt in plus or minus 100 v.
Thus the older computers are characterized by electromechanical components,
operation orten slover than real time, and the consequent need for very low drift
amplifiers regardless of cost. The newer ones are all electronic, can operate as
tast or raster than real time for many applications, and operate fast enough to
eliminate the effect of drift without requiring stabilization. Each ot these
characteristics reduces the cost tor the Dew ones.
'!'hat is how the manufacturers can produce a better computer tor less.
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A MAGNETICALLY COUPLED LOW-COST HIGH-SPEED

SHAFT POSITION DIGITIZER
Arthur J. Winter
Telecamputing Corporation
Burbank, California
The outputs of many precision devices occur as shaft rotations. When
the position of such a shaft must be determined to an accuracy beyond the
reach of analog instruments, or when the data has to be processed by digital
equipment, an analog to digital conversion must be made. It is nearly always
desirable and often essential that the digitizer present no appreciable mechanical load to the shaft under measurement. A further requirement which often
must be met is that readings be taken on the fly. That is, 'positional information may be called for when the shaft is in motion at speeds that may vary
from zero to many hundreds of rpm.
Present day neejs for angle digitizing devices often call for accuracies
and resolutions in excess of 1000 parts per revolution. In radar and optical
tracking systems, for instance, it w.ould be desirable to digitize the circle
into 64,000 parts. Whenever such high resolutions are needed it is common
practice to gear up the output shaft to driv~ the digitizer. The disadvantages
of this are obvious. Gears of such high accuracy are very expensive and add'
friction and inertia to the system~ For this reason the basic digitizer,
without gearing, should have as high a resolution as possible.
This pa~er deals with a recently developed shaft position digitizer which
was designed to more nearly satisfy the requirements above. Two previous
types which led to its development will be discussed first.
An early type of digitizer, the slotted disc, is shown in Figure 1. This
is, as the name implies, a device in which a disc is rotated so that a light
beam is interrupted by teeth on its periphery. A photoelectric cell pickup
and d-c amplifier produce an output signal which varies in amplitude from maximum to minimum each time the light beam is interrupted by a tooth. If this
signal is fed through a d-c operated trigger into a counter, the counter will
accumulate angular increments by counting the number of teeth. By using another
photocell angularly separated from the first by an amount equal to one-half
of a slot, an a~ditional signal is derived which is in phase quadrature with
the first. Since the phase relationship between the two signals changes with
direction of rotation, the second signal may be used to prepare gates in the
accumulator which cause the oounters to subtract when the digitizer reverses
direction. In this way the digitizer can bEt·used on a shaft which may hunt,
oscillate, or reverse direction, without introducing errors into the accumulator. By the use of proper circuitry in the counters', readouts may be obtained
on the fly without stopping the digitizer or losing the count in the accumulator.

The slotted disc digitizer is limited in resolution by the number of slots
that it is possible to cut in any given diameter disc, and therefore it has been
used only for applioations requiring resolution of about 200 counts per revolution or less.
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The next to be developed was a serrated drum digitizer (Figure 2). In
this type the slotted disc was replaced by a drum with many serrations on its
surface. These serrations acted as concave mirrors which reflected the light
into two photocells, as shown in Figure 3. The output from the photocells
is amplified and handled in the same way as in the case of the slotted disc
digitizer. The advantage of the serrated drum over the slotted disc is that
more serrations can be machined in a given diameter drum than slots could be
cut in the same diameter disc. However, since the light output is not as
great, photocell and amplifier drifts are more of a problem.
The magnetic shaft position digitizer was designed to overcome certain
disadvC;l.ntages in the two previous types just discussed. The magnetic digitizer
has higher resolution, that.is more counts per revolution. It is free from
drifts due to photoc.ells and d-c amplifiers. It is _much more rugged and reliable.
The basic principles of operation can be explained by referring to Figure
A high frequency generator causes a current to flow through a conductor
which is shaped in such a way that at any instant the current flow in adjacent parallel segments of the conductor are 180° out of phase. The arrows
indicate polarity of current flow at some instant of time. If a device which
could indicate the presence of an electromagnetic field were placed directly
over anyone of the conducting segments, such as A or C, it would measure the
intensity of the field near that segment; and if the same indicator were placed
halfway between two adjacent segments, . position B, its output would be essentially zero.
.

4.

This can actually be done with a small pickup coil held over one segment;
and if the output of the pickup is amplified and demodulated, the resultant
d-c output signal will fluctuate from maximum to null as the pickup coil is
moved across conductor segments. In this way d-c signals are derived which
are a function of position. Fluctuations in these signals can be used to count
the number of segments. To obtain two outputs for direction sensing as in the
previous digitizer, two pickups must be used, spaced one-quarter of a segment
apart.
In order to adapt this principle to shaft digitizing, the conducting pattern
of Figure 4 was arranged in the circular pattern shown in Figure 5. This is an
actual negative of a 500 segment pattern which is photoetched onto a 2 1/2 inch
disc and used as the rotating element of a shaft position digitizer. The
connections at the center are for injection of the high frequency carrier
current. In order to avoid using slip rings, the carrier current is coupled
to the rotor by means of a small air core transformer whose secondar.y is mounted
on the rotor and spins with it.
Instead of a pickup device consisting of a coil ov~r one segment, the
arrangement in Figure 6 is used. This pickup pattern is the same as the rotor
pattern; and it functions in the same way as the pickup coil would except
that there is coupling to every se~lent in the rotor, and the output signal
is a much more accurate indication of position, since each null and each maximum results from an average of all of the conducting segments. The pickup
pattern is also photoetched on a disc and consists of two conductors displaced
angularly one-quarter of a segment space. There are three connections at the
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outer edge; one is a common ground, the other two go to their respective
amplifiers.
Figure 7 shows the configuration of the assembled digitizer. The rotor
spins with the shaft along with the inner coil, the secondary, of the coupling
transfor.mer. The outer coil, the primary, connects to an oscillator which
supplies the carrier signal. The frequency of this oscillator in the digitizers
currently being built is 1.6 megacycles. The pickup, or stator, supplies
signals to two tuned amplifiers. These signals are demodulated and the resultant d-c output can be used to count increments of rotation as in the previous
digitizers.
Figure 8 is a photograph of a magnetic shaft position digitizer with a
resolution of 1000 counts per revolution. It has a permissible shaft speed
or from zero to 1800 rpm; and since its output contains directional information,
it can reverse direction or hunt, as in the case of the slotted disc and serrated drum types, without introducing errors.
The advantages of this digitizer over the previous types are:
1)

The photoetching process makes it possible to obtain more counts per revolution. Digitizers of 1000 and 2000 counts per revolution have been built.

2)

It is electrically more stable and not subject to drifts since it is an
a-c carrier operated nulling device.

3)

It is less subject to stray electrical pickups because of its low impedance and tuned circuits.

4) It is more rugged and more reliable.
5)

The smaller rotor disc presents less of an inertial load to the shaft.

Another advantage, and one which has not yet been fully exploited, is the
averaging effect of the pickup element. The position of the exact point on
the circle at which the output goes through any given null is at least an
order of magnitude more accurate than it would be if the signal were derived
from a pickup over only one rotor segment. Development is now under way to
take advantage of this potentially high accuracy by electrically dividing the
increments between nul!s so that the number of counts per revolution may be
multiplied many times.

FIGURE 2 SERRATED
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Abstract
Partial differential equations can be approx~ted by systems of simultaneous
ordinary differential equations by replacing one or more of the partial derivatives
by the appropriate finite.differences. The resulting s,ystems of equations can
sometimes be solved directly by an electric analog computer employing passive
circuits (e.g. the Caltech analog computer), or by an electronic differential
analyzer employing feedback amplifiers (e.g. the Reeves Electronic Analog Computer).
The latter type of computer has several important advantages, including versatility,
ability to handle nonlinear partial differential equations, and flexibility in
selecting time scales. Both theoretical analYsis of the accuracies attainable with
. the difference method and actual solution examples using the electronic differential
analyzer are described. Types of partial differential equations considered include
the heat, wave, and beam equations. Real-time simulation of aircraft structures
1s discussed.
The actual computer solutions were carried out on the electronic differential
analyzer of the Depirtment of Aeronautical Engineering. As a result of the promise
shown by the difference method discussed in this report, construction of an 80amplifier analyzer has begun.

INTROIlTCTION
UsUal Differential Analyzer TeChnique for Solving Partial Differential Equations
The electronic differential analyzer is limited to the solution of ordinary
differential equations. To solve a linear partial differential equation on the
analyzer, it is necessary to separate variables and hence convert the partial
differential equation to ordinary differential equations of the eigenvalue type.
The normal modes from which the solution to the original problem can be built up
muett then be found, usually by trial and error techniques.
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The above method of separating variables and obtaining a series type or~
solution can be carried out fairly efficientlY on an electronic differential
analyzer. I ,2,3 Certainly, for most problems the analyzer is much faster than
any hand methods. But for the engineer who is interested in getting numerical
answers to specific problems, even the analyzer approach might seem somewhat
tedious. It therefore 'WOuld be highly advantageous to be able to solve the
partial differential equations directlY. This can b~ done by replacing some
of the partial derivatives b,y finite differences in order to convert the original
partial differential equation into a system of ordinar,y differ~ntia1 equations.4
Replacement of Partial Derivatives

~

Finite Differences

Assume we are interested in solving a partial differential equation ~ which
the dependent variable ,.(x,t) is a function of both a distance variable x and a
time variable t. Instead of measuring the variable y at all distances x, let us
measure y only at certain stations along Xi thus t let n be the value of y at the
first x station, 1'2 be the value of y at the second x station, 1'n be the value
of y at the nth x station. Further, let the distance between stations be a
constant 4x.
Now clearly a good approximation to~ltl2 (i.e., the partial derivative
y with respect to x at the ~2 station) 1s given by the differenoe

or
(1)

In fact the limit of Equation 1 as 41c .... o is just the definition of the
pertial derivative at that point. Writing Equation 1 in more general terms

=

n+l/2 -

ax n-l/2J

ax n-l/2
In the same way

~J
:x2
n =

-1- h1'
4i[

l!"'"'i

Similarly

()3 y

ax)

Yn - Yn-1
bJc

~YI

I

l.

aYI

I _

=

1'n+l - 31'n

n-1/2 -

Yn+l - 2Y'n + Y'n_l
(ta:)2

+ 3"n_1

(I:lx.

f3

.;. Yn-2

(4)

Thus we have converted partial derivatives with respect to x into algebraic
differenoes. The only differential needed now is with respect to the time
variable t, so that ve are left with a system of ordinary differential equationS
involving dependent variables yo(t), Yl(t), • • • yn(t), ••••
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SOWTION. OF THE HEAT EQUATION

Equation to be Solved

18 a tirst example of a partial differential equation, let us consider the
equation ot heat nOW' through a continuous medium, since it involves secotd order
spatial derivatives and Oftly tirst order t1mederivatlves. The basic heat equation
18 given b7

OBit

=

(5)

V-K Vu+t

where
u = temperature and is a function of the spatial coordinates
and time,

X = ther.mal conductivity, in general a function or the
spatial coordinates,
C = speoific heat, a function of spatial coordinates,

a = density,

also a fUnction of spatial coordinates,

t

= time,

r

=rate or heat supplied b.1 sources in the medium,

a function

ot spatial coordinates and time.

The actual heat now or flux due to conduction normal to any unit surface
is given by - K X (component of Vu normal to the surface). Thus the heat nux
Fx across a unit surface normal to the x direction is given by
F.x =-K2JI
ax

(6)

0

In a given heat now problem it is necessary to stipulate spatial boundary
conditions either on the temperature u or the heat now -KVu, as well as initial
temperature distribution throughout the medium.
Derivation of the Difference Equations
For Simplicity in illustrating the application of difference techniques, let
us assume that spatial variations in the temperature u are confined to the x
direction. Equation 5 then becomes

C(x)~(X' t)

at

=.i,..

ax

rl(x) au(x, t)

t

ax

J + rex, t)

(7)

'

where ve have let

C(x) = c(x) B(x) •

(8)

This could represent the temperature distribution in a medium between two
infinite slabs.
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Following the technique discussed in Section It we win consider only values
Thus u(x,t)
1s replaced by u1(t), ~(t), • • • etc. If' tu 1s the distance between stations,
we caD vritefor the beat nux Pn-l/2 at the n-l/2 station

ot u at certain equally spaced stations along the x coorci.1nate axis.

l'n-l/.Z = -

I:

112 (- )
rx~"I.n-l/.Z = - In4t-.Un
Un-l •

(9 )

We can now write the equation or heat-rlow balance at the nth station.

Thus

(10)
where On is the heat capacity at the nth station and in 1s the rate or heat supplied
by a beat source at the nth station (rn will in general be a function or time).
Note that dus/dt 1s nOw a total derivative and not a partial derivative, since by'

detinition x "remains fixed while we take dun!dt.
Equation 10 will be iterated tor different values or n until the boundaries
in x are reached, at which point it is necessary to impose boundary conditions.
lmposingBoundary Conditions
x

Suppose that one or the boundary conditions specifies the temperature at
(i.e., at the zero station). Then we have

=0

'Do

= constant

aDd. hence

1'],/2 = I:~

[u:.. (t) - 110] •

(11)

All we have done in imposing t~e bound8.l7 condition, then, is to fix Uo{t) at a

constant value of' '00.
"B

I:

It the temperature is specified at x = L (i.e., at the Nth station, where
we substitute UN = constant, the desired temperature.

I/Ax), then tor Ufl{t)

otten a condition is placed on the rate of' heat flowing past a boundary,
either that this now be zero (as tor an insulating boundary) ora constant.
Suppose we let
r~2 = constant.
Then

~

equation tor the first

°1

dU1 (t)
dt

=

sta~ion

~/2 [u~(t)
(4:)t
iCO

is

_ u, (t)]
•
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1'112

+ bric

+ t1 (t)

•

(12)

The equations for ~, ~, • • • are the same as usual. If we desire
F'N+l/2 = constant as a bounaal'7 condition, then the equation for the Nth station
is similar.
.
The process of setting in boundary conditions is evidently quite straightforward. Notice, however, that when ve denote temperature a~ integral stations,
the boundary occurs at an integral station when temperature at the boundary i8
specified, vhareas the boundary occrur~ at a half-integral station when the heat
floy at the boundary is specified.
Imposing Initial Conditions
In addition to speci£.ying boundary conditions in this type of heat problem,
it is necessary to specit,y the initial temperature distribution in our medium.
Thus we have
Ul(O)

=~

~(O)

= U2

"3 (0) =U3
•
•

•

These initial conditions must then be imposed on the electronic differential
zer.
Complete Differential Difference EquatiOns for a Given Set of

Bounda~

ana~

Conditions

For purposes of illustration, let us assume that the boundar" conditions or
our conducting slab are that at x = 0 the temperature remains fixed at 110, and at.
x = L ~(N+i/2) the heat flow 1s zero. The space between x = 0 and It i:: L is
therefore borken into N cells, and trom Equations 10, 11, and J2 we can vrlte
the complete set ~t differential equations.

=

=

The initial conditions spec1£.y the temperature for each station at t
O.
A schematic diagram showing all the locations relative to the conducting slab ts
shown in Figure 1 for N 10.

=

In Figure 2 the computer arrangement for solving the difference equation is
shown. Note that the outputs of each successive rov of amplifiers are reversed.
This allows the necessary differences to be taken without sign-reversing amplifiers.
Note also that the heat flov or nux F is available at any half-station as a
dependent va~iable. Thus the temperature u and heat flux F across the slab can
be observed directly 8S a function of time.
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It is possible to reduce the number of amplifiers fram three to one per
station. In many ways, however, the circuit of Figure 2 is simpler despite the
increased nunber of amplifiers. To change the conductivity K or heat ca~city
C at any station, only the appropriate resistor has to be varied. Initial
temperHture distribution across the slab is changed by setting the U1, U2_ ••• UN
voltages to the desired values. The beat sources through the slab are represented
by the voltages f1' f2' • • • tN which may be varied as a function of time in
any desired manner.
.
Solution by Separation of Variables
In order to evaluate the accuracy of the difference technique, it is worth
while to solve the partial differential equations of heat flow by s.eparating
variables. For simplicity 'We 'Will solve the problem of the temperature distribu.tion bet~leen two infinite slabs held at a temperature of zero. Assume that the
mediUl!l has constant conductivity K and constant specific heat capaoity c. Also
assume no heat sources 'Wi thin the medium. Then from Equation 7

(14)
The boundary conditions are

= u(L,t)

u(o,t)

=0 •

Let us assume as a simple initial condition that the temperature in.,the medium is
everywhere cons~nt at t = O. Thus

=U = constant.

u(x,o)

(16)

The complete solution can be written in the series tor.m
00

u(x,t)

L
n=1

.1.
n

sin

(n

K

(~2

)11X e - CR)
t
L
.
(n = 1,j,5 •••••• )

(17)

This solution actually represents an infinite number of sinusoidal temperature
distributions across the medium from x
0 to x
L. At t
0 the sine waves all
add up to give the initial flat temperature distribution. For t> 0 the sine waves
decay exponentially at different rates, with the deoay rete faster tor those'sine .
waves having more nodes and loops. The resulting temperature distribution at
various times is plotted in Figure .3, where a dimensionless time variable "r' has
been used. 1'" is defined as

=

l' = .JL.c
t
~L~

=

=

•

Thus Figure .3 is independent ot the physical constants or the problem.
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(18)

---WE)/.w11l now.proaeed to calculate the decay-time constants for the normal
modes of the~ -difference equation representation. If' these agree ve11 with the
decay-time constants in the solution above, and if the equivalent normal modes
show good agreement with sine waves, then we can expect accurate results using
the difference technique.
Solution of the Difference Equation for N Oells
When the space between x = 0 and x = L is broken up into N cells, the
general difference equation is given by Equation 10. At station 1 and station
N-l the differenoe equation is obtained by setting 110 and UN equal to ze~
respective~.
In the problem under consideration the conductivi~ K and speci~lc
heat capacity e are constant. By proper choice of our distance variable x we
can make ~
1, so that·L
NOK N. By proper choice of our time variable t
we can make
1 so that tor f
0 Equation 10 becomes for the ith cell•

=
elK =

=
=

=

•

llt

= l1:t+l - 2u:t. + 11:1-1

(19)

•

To solve for the normal modes we assume that the ith temperature l1f varies
with time as &fe- ~t, where a1 is a constant. If this 1s true, then EqUation 19
becomes a set of N-l·sfmultaneous algebraic equations. The only nontrivial
solution of the equations is obtained Vhen the~determinant of the coefficient
vanishes. This determinant, when expanded, becomes a polynomial in ~ of order
N-l. The polynomial will have N-l positive roots .~ n which are the decay constanta
for our -N cell syst~. To solve this determinant for a specific N is very tedious,
and to solve it in general vould be next to impossible. The roots ~ D can be
found much more easily b.1 the following procedure,
Assume that the spatial mode shape for the difference equations is the same
as tor the continuous equation, i.e., sinusoidal. If this is true, then for the
temperature ~ at the ith station we have

(20)
From simple trigonametr,y it follows that

1l:i+l + ":L-l

=2a sin ~ COS ~

..

(21)

;From Equation 19 ve have for the ith station
(2- "n)

from which

sin

wrr4
~

B

~n

e-

~ nt

= 2(1 -

= 2 sin

cos
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f'>

.....r..

~

N

Q

cos

If' e- "nt
(22)

It is easy to show that Equation 20 satisfies the boundary conditions. Thus,
our assumed so lution is the exact solution, where the decay constants ~ n are
given by Equation 22. Expanding Equation 22 in a p<)\Ier series, ve have

•
In the limit of infinitely many cells the An equation given above reduces to the
decay constants in Equation 17, since here L = N4x
N and ~
1.

=

=

In Figure 4 the percentage deviation in decay constant due to the difference
method as a function of the number or cells N is shown. Note that the lower modes
(lower values of n) require fewer cells to give accurate decay constants.
To summarize, we see that when the spatial derivatives of the heat equation
are replaced by finite difference, the resulting normal mode shapes agree exactly,
whereas the decay constants (eigenvalues) for each mode are somewhe. t smaller.
This means that the higher modes viII decay somewhat slower when the differential
difference equation approximation is used. The error is bigger for higher modes,
but fortunately the higher modes are generally much less important.
Computer Solution forane-Dimensional Heat Flow
We now proceed to the computer solution of the one-dimensional heat flO\l
problem considered in the last section, namely the temperature distribution between
tvo 1ntinite slabs a distance L apart and with boundaries held at zero temperature.
We can select the distance variable so that 4:c. = 1 and hence L Nt;c Nt where
N is the number of cells. After proper choice of the units of time t so that
I/~
1, the basic heat equation becanes from Equation 14

=

=

=

vhich in terms of a difference equation is

: : = Un+l -

~ + 11n-l

(25)

•

For the problem in Section II the initial temperature distribution was a
constant U. Thus, we have the initial conditions

1ln(O)

=U = constant

•

(26)

Boundary conditions are

(27)
This heat problem vas solved with the differential analyzer for 9 cells.
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In order to oompRre the computer results with the solution shoun in Figure 3
for a continuous medium, we must oonvert our computer time units to the dimensionless units of Figure :3. Remembering that we chose computer time units so that
K/~ = 1, we have from FIluation 18
(28)
Thus for our 9-cell problem we
sionless time 1'" of Figure 3.
compared in Figure :3 with the
correlation is evidently quite
work in Section II.

divide computer time t by. 81 to obtain the dimenIn this way points from the computer solution are
theoretical solution for a continuous medium. The
good, as we could hB,ve predicted f~m our theoretical

Since our initial temperature distribution is symmetric about the station

4-J./2, as are our boundary conditions, the temperature distribution remains

symmetrical ase fUnction of time. Therefore, the heat flow will be zero at
. station 4-~2, and the appropriate boundar.y condition can be established there.
If this is done, it is only necessary to solve the problem half-way across the
distance between the slabs, the solution for the other half being symmetrical.
In the srone way, i f the initial temperature distribution in our homogeneous
medium had been antisymmetrical with respect to station ~1/2, ve could have
tre8.te~ the problem· for N cells by se'tting 'llo = UN/2 :: o and solving the N/2-cel1
problem. Here we must obviously have an even number of cells to begin with,
whereas in the symmetrical case we needed an odd number of cells.

It is evident that by considering SymIIetry effects the number of amplifiers
needed may often be cut in half. Furthermore, aD1' arbitrary initial temperature
distribution CRn always be split into a symmetrical and antisymm.etrical form.
The solution for each of these initial distributions can then be found, and since
the ·equations are linear, the final solution is the gum of the two solutions.
Of course this prooedure will only work when the conductivity K and the specific
heat capacity ~ for the medium are constant or symrretrical about the center of
the medium. Also, the boundary conditions must be symmetrical.

Summary of Investigation of the Use of Difference Techniques for the Heat Equation
We have shown that it is both simple and straightforward to solve the heat
equation with the electronic differential analyzer by replacing ·spatial derivatives
with finite differences. Normal mode shapes show exact agreement with those
calculated by separation of' variables for the simple problems considersd. Decay
constants corresponding to the various modes also show good agreement but tend
to be somewhat lower than the VAlues ca.lculated by separation of variables,
particularly for higher modes or if fewer cells are used. For most engineering
problems the order of eight to sixteen cells per spatial dimension should be
completelY adequate (see Fieure 4) •.
Only one operational amplifier is needed per cell, although in some problems
it may be more convenient to use three amplifiers per cell. The problem is completely stable, and the final outputs qf the computer are temperature and heat
flow AS a function of spatial coordinates and time.
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SOLUTION OF TijE WAVE EQUATION
Equation to be Solved
One of the most importB.nt partial differential aqua tions met in engineering
is the wave equation. If we let ~ r~present the magnitude of a disturbance in
any medium in which wave propagation can take place, then ve can write the wave
equation as
(29)

Here v is the wave velocity in the medium and t is the time variable. Equation
29 must of course be subject to spatial boundary conditions and initial time
conditions.
The spatial derivatives of the wave equation have exactly the same form as
the heat eauation, but the time deriviative is second order instead of first order.
The d~fference techniques for converting the partial differenti~l equation to
system of ordinary differential equations in time are also practically identical.
Space does not. permit discussion of specific .examples, but it may be remarked that
application of the method to the problem of a vibrating string has given sattsfactor,y results.
The solution of the wave equation by difference methOds is easilY performed
Also,
the effect of damping forces can readily be included.

by the differential analyzer vhen the medium of pro}:8gation is non-oqniform.

Thus far we have considered partial differential equations with boundar,y
conditions occurring a finite distance apart. It seems evident that our difference
techniques e.s used here are limited to this type of equation. Thus, it would not.
seem possible to solve problems in semi-infinite or infinite media unless one
can let the time variable in the computer repres~t the spatial variable whiCh
goes to infinity.
.
It should be straightforwa.rd to solve prbblems having spatial coordinate
systems other than Cartesian, e.g., a,ylindrical, spherical, etc. For the appropriate geometries this would undoubtedly require many less celss to realize 8
desirable accuracy.
vmRATIOO BEAl-S
~

Equation to be Solved
It would seem of particular eftgineering interest to investigate the usefulness
of the difference technique in solving the problem of flexural vibration of beams.
Consider the vibrating beam sho\-tn in Figure 5. If we limit ourselves to the transverse deflection shown and asmnne thnt the flexural planes remain parallel, then
for small deflections the equB.tion of motion is given by
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where
x = horizontal d.istance £'rom the lett end of the bee
t = time
y(x, t) = transverse d,efl,ction of the beem at any instant
p~x) = mass per unit of beem, at x
EI(x)
flexural rigidity at x

=

The bending moment M(x,t) is given by
M(x, 't) = EI(x) ,2y(x, t)

a'?-

(31)

and the shear is given b.1
V(x,t)

8 M(x,t).
=ax

()2) ,

Equation 30 is of course subject to both boundar., and init~l conditions.
One type of beam or considerable engineering interest is the cantilever beam (one
end built-in, the other free). We viII also consider the hinged-hinged beam
because it is the easiest to analyze theoretically and viII give us a good idea
of how the other beams will behave when difference techniques are used.
Derivation of'. the Difference Equa.tion for the Vibrating Beam'
Once again the partial differential Equation )0 for the vibrating beam is
converted into a set of ordinary differential equations by using the difference
technique. Thus, distance along the beam is broken into N segments of width ~;
the displacement Yh at the nth station viII then be a function of time onlY. We
have from Equation )0 as the equation of motion of the nth cell
d2y,

(Ax)2 Pn

~. + Hn+l - 2Mn + ~1 =0

where

We also note that

v

- Mn - Mn-l
t.:

n-1/2 -

and

8YI
= Yn - Yn-1
ex n-1/2
~
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(36)

Before writine down the complete set of difference equatlons for N cells,
it is necessary to consider the boundary conditions. Assume we have an N cell
beam and wish to impose the boundary conditions, associated with a particular end
fRstening, e.g., a frp,e end at the right hand extremity of the beam. This means
that- both the shear V and bending moment M must vanish at the beam end. Let us
assume, then, that the end occurs at N+1/2 and tha-t VN+1 /~ = O. From Equation 35
this implies that MN = MN+l = O. But from Equation .33 .tlil.s means that

The remainder of the equations are similar to Equation 33 until the left-hand
is reached, at which point the difference equations again depend on the
type of end fastening.

bounda~J

Following the same line of reasoning as above, one obtains the following set
of conditions for the difference equations for various end fastenings of an N
cell beam:
~

vThere End Ogcurs

Condition

Free

N+l/2

'Mll = M~l+l = 0

Hinged

N

MN =

Built-in

Nt-l/2

YN = Y'N+l = 0

YN= 0

The actual way in which these conditions modify the difference enuations is
best seen by c'onsidering a specific type beam, as in the next section.
Computer Circuit for Solving the Cantilever Beam by Difference Techniques
Since it involves both a free end and a built-in end, the cantilever beam
shown in Figure 5 seems the best choice for a specific example. The lert-hand
end of this beam occurs at station ~2, while the right-hand end occurs at
station N+1/2. From Equations 33, 34, and 36 along with boundary conditions the
~omputer circuit show~ in Figure 0 is obtained.
Initial conditions on Yn and
Yn must of course be specified in a.n actual problem. Notice that even though the
left-hand end of the beam occurs at station 1/z, the displacement Yl at station 1
is held fixed at zero.
Theoretical Soltuion of the Difference Eouations for Vibrating Beams
In order to check the accuracy of the difference method. for beams, we will
now solve for the normal modes of vibre.tion of a cantilever beam by sepe.ration
of variables. When the space and time variables Rre separated in the equation for
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a cantilever beam B.nd the normal-mode frequencies are determined, the following
values are obtAined for the dimensionless frequencr.y parameter

•
1

2.

4
l21.0

199.8

If the units are sel~cted so that ~ = 1, Equation 37 represents the difference
equation. for y when the cantilever beam is broken into cells.

Let 11S consider 8 cells and let P;tI = 1. When the boundary conditions outlined
previously are applied (left end built in, right end free) a set of seven simultaneous difference eauations result.
As before, we assume 1'1 varies with time. as sin '" t. The difference equations
are then reduced to 7 simultaneous algebraic equations. Eliminating the y1s
gives us
1 _ 336)..2 .. 3312

~4 _

5140 ,...6 + 2432 )...8 _ 456'i'-10

+ 36 ~12 _ A14 =

0

The roots of the abov~ polynomial in ')...2 are the normal mode frequen'cies.
first four values of X n obtained from Equation 38 are

=

(38)
The

=

For our 8-cell cantilever beam ~
1 and L = N 8. Also, El/p = 1 and hence
the dimensionless normal-mode frequency ~n is obtained by multiplying )... by 64.
In th-e follm..r.tng .table ~n for the 8-cell beam,is compared with fln for the continuous beam.
Cantilever Beam

-1-1ode
1
2

:3
4

(8 cells)

(continuous beam)

3.516

3.545

22.03

22.2

61.7
121.0

60.1
111.3

%deviation
+ 0.8

+ 0.8
- 2.5

- 8.0

Evidently a.n 8-cell uniform cantilever beam (actually requiring only 22 operational
amplifiers) gives tolerable normal-mode frequencies for the first four modes. For
many enginp.n"ing problems this would be entirely adequate.
In Figure 7 two mode shapes are compared with those for the continuous beam.
Agreement seems to be 'entirely satisfector,y.
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Computer Solution for an 8-Cell Uniform Cantilever Beam
The 8-cell cantilever beam discussed in the previous section was set up' on
the electronic differential analyzer using integra.tor time constants of 0.2 seconds.
Normal-mode frequencies were obtained by driving the cells at anti-nodal points
with sinusoid'al-voltages at the normal-mode frequency. The following table comJEres the romputer and theoretics.l normal-mode frequencies.

Nomal-Mode Frequency
Mode

1
2

3
4

8-Cell Theoretical

8-Oel1 Computer

0.0437 cps

0.442 'CIS

0.Z15·

0.Z16
0.750

0.436 cps
0.274
0.747

1.39

1.37

Continuous Beam

0.768
1.507

The input resistors used in the circuit for computing differences were calibrated
to 0.01 per cent, while the resistors representing flexural rigidity EI and mass
per unit length P were calibrated to about 0.5 per cent. It was found that a 1
per cent change in one of the input resistors used for taking differences perturbed in the period of the fundamental normal mode by the order of 1 per cent.
Computer Solution for an 8-Cell Non-Uniform Cantilever Beam

An 8-cell non-uniform cantilever begm was simulated on the differential
analyzer. This beam had the configuration shown in Figure 8 and represents an
aircraft wing with ta.per ratios of 2:1 in both chord and thickness. Two problems
vere solved: (1) the t8pered beam alone, and (2) the tapered beam with the
addition of a concentrB.ted load at station 8. This load simulAted a wing tank
of half the weight of the 'Wing. A gus t load of one-second duration ,..ras applied
as a force proportional to the chord at each cell. Figure 9 is a sample of the
deflection at station 8, and also sho"ls the one second gust load. No' structural
dt'mping was included in these exrunples, but it can be accomplished by Simply
connecting the appropriate resistors across the integrating condensors.
An integrator time constant of 0.2 'secoms was used •.

The normal-mode frequencies were obtained for the S-cell beam with and without
the wing tank.
These are tabulated· along with the values for normal-mode frequencies obtained by a differential analyzer solution of the eigenvalue problem for the case
wi thout wing tank.
Normal-Hode Frequency
Mode

8-Oel1 Eigenvalue
(No Wing Tank)

.Cf767 cps
.326 Cll9

c~

I

.rn7')

2

.331 cps
.820 Op3

.3
4

8-Cell Difference
(No Wing Tank)

.7R4

cps

2 0 016

cps

8.oell Difference
(With Wing Tank)
.0.372 Opi
.256 cps
.7('$

cp3

2.000 cps

3.279 cps
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An interesting structural condit:ton is il1ustr8ted :in Figure 10, where the moments
near the root (sta.tion 1) and near mid span (station 4) are recorded for the cases
with and without ,.ring tRnk. For both recordings identical one-second gust . loads
were applied. The case with wing tank has much Imler moments and therefore is
not as critical structurally as the case with no wing tank.

Real-Time Simulation of Beam Structures
Dna of the ad~ntages of electronio differential analyzers over other types
of e.nalog computers is the extreme flexibility of their t1lne scales. For example,
it is possible with the ana~yzer to simulate on e one-to-ona timA sCRle the
aircraft wing discussed in the previous section. If integrator'time constants
of 0.02 seconds are used, the frequency of the fundamenta.l mode for the 8-cell
tapAred win~ becomes 0.77 cycles per second, which would be the order of magnitude of the frequAna,y for an actual structure.
There is one iniportant effect which must be considered when so speeding up
the time scale. Limitations in band width of the dc amplifiers may cause the
beam oscillations for the higher modes to exhibit a slight exponential buildup
in magnitude. However, the introduction of a small amount of viscous dll.Jnping
(considerably less th~n actually exists in the structure) easily stabilizes the
circuit.
.
A renl-time simult:l.tion of structural charB,cteristics could be very useful
:tn testing autopilot designs for some of the larger aircrHft and missiles, where
structural characteristics must be'considered in solving the control problem.

Effect of Small Voltage Transients
The deflection of a beam for a given force is proportional to the fourth
power of the length of the begm. Thus as more and more cells are added to the
differ8ntiRl-ana1yzer circuit, the output voltages representing beam deflections
becomes more end more sensitive to voltB.ee inputs. The le.tter lDBY' be purposely
introduced to simulate forces, or may be inadve~tently introduced as a result.of
power-supply fluctuations or transient voltages when the init~Rl conditions Are
released. The sensitivity of the net\.J'ork to such disturbs.nces will increase as
the fourth po~Ter of the number of cells. With electronically regulated power
supplies and dc amplifiers which were IllB,nually balanced to within 0.01 volt
referred to input, no particular difficulty was experienced with the above effect
in solving the 8-ce11 beam problem.
Sununary of Difference Technique for Vibrating Barons
The vibrating-berum equation has been solved with the difference method both
theoretically and with the electronic differenti8.l analyzer. Results show that
normal-mode shapes and frequencies exhibit good agreement with continuous beams
prov-id~ng 3 or more cells per half-wave length of the normal mode are used.
Cantilever and hinged-hinged beams have a fixed equilibrium position relative
to their surroundings and hence are stable on the electronic differential amlyzer.
Free-free beams are not supported, however, and will tend to be unstable, since
any small voltage unbalance will cBuSe them to rotate and translate as well as
vibrate.
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De.mping can easily be included in the beam equation Qy placing the appropriate resistors across integrating condensors~ ~ variable force as a fUnction
of time cnn, be introduced at any point or pOints along the beam. The final canputer
response gives directly the bending moment and displacement as a 'function of' time
and distance along the beam.
This same dif'fe~ence method cap be used. to solve berons with both torsional
and lateral bending. 4 In this case the torsional equation is similar to the wave
equation mentioned earlier. The proper cross-coupling resistors then tie the
tyo systems together.
For a more complete discussion of some of the material in this paper, see
Reference 6.
DESCRIPl'ION OF THE DIFFERENTIAL ANALYZER
TO BE USED AT THE UNIVERSrry OF HICHmAN FOR SOLVIrD
PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIOm

i

An 80-amplif'ier differential analyzer is being oonstructed to solve plrtia1
differontial equations qy the difference method. Forty of the dc amplifie~ can
be used as integrators or summers; the remnfning 40 are summers o The inputs.·and
outputs to the amplifiers are brought out to polystyrene patch panels on the
front of
relay raCks. Input and feedback impedances and the various computercircuit connections are pitched directly into the polystyrene pinels. There' are
16 amplifiez:s per relay-rack, with five racks in all.

the

The dc amplifiers consist of three stages of triode amplification (2-5691 RCA
red tubes) and an optional ]2SN? cathode follower for high-power output operation.
The amplifiers are flat to about 40kc with a gain of unity. Plug-in drirt
stabilizing units using Leeds and Northrup Type STD• .3.338-1 Converters hold 'the
dc unbalance referred to input to the order of 100 microvolts.
Using the above equipment it wil: be possible to solve heat, wave, and beam
eqURtions in one spatial dilnension with up to 20 cel1s o
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Ilg. 8
Non-Uniform Cantilever Beam with
Concentrated Load.
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Introduction'

Atter sone e~rience with a mechanic al differential. analyser
of the Bush typal, the author bec~ convinced that there was a,
need for a smaller, cheaperinstrunent of this type 'with' a faster
and mre convenient setup procedure. The large instrunents are so
large and expensive mainly bec ause of the torquemrplitiers they
contain and are sOIOOwhat inconvenient to use because, aside trom
considerations otaccessibility to the individual researcher; they
hsve rather long and complic,atedsetup procedures.
"
'
The need for torque anplific atiort can be eliminated by employing a nechanical. integrator which will transmit appreciabl~ torque
without slipping at all. ' The author has developed suchan integrator,
which Will be described in section II. Speed and convenience of
setup can best be achieved by arranging to have aliintercotmections ,
made electrically, and accordingly all the input and output variables
of all the units (integrators, multipliers, adders, etc.) in the new
instrwrent are converted into electric al form by synchro IOOtors and
generators 2 and made available at a plug board. The general size can
also be kept small without prejudice to accuracy because the key
parts can readily be machined to an. accuracy of 0.001 inch and because
the ultimate output consists ot driving revolution counters or pushing pens across graph paper. These processes require negligible forces and torques, so that if care is taken not to dis'sipate torque
needlessly in bearing friction or othenrise, very small motors can
be used throughout. The torque~ eDployed in the new machine are
in the range of one inch-ounce and the total JlBchanical driving
power is less than 1/100 horsepower. The six-integrator machine is
about the size of a desk and weighs about 500 lbs. and requires
less than 500 watts of no volt 60 cycle power. The accuracy cannot be given in any absolute way since .it depends on the problem
being solved, but it is in the general range of one part in a thousand.
Further reduction in weight and size, tor a given nunber of
integrators and with no loss in accuracy, lIlq ,be possible.
The original. machine of this type has been in use at the University of nlinois, Urbana, illinois for som tine and replic as of it
have been built and operated at Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana,
and at Radiation Laboratory, University of Califo,mia, Berlceloy,
Calitornia.. A wide variety of ,problems have been solved on the
~hines, ranging from stability of non-linear servos and design of
non-linear springs to charged particle orbits in linear accelerators
and problems in quantum mechanics and nuclear physics.
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II M3chanical. Integrating M3chan1sm
From the arguenents given in the introduction it follows
that an integrating device to make the whole plan teclmically
feasible ought to have three propertiesa It DDlst work with shaft
angles as variables so as to preserve the origihal. inherent accuracy
of the Bush machine, which derives from representing a unit ot
any variable by a large nUDi>er of shaft revolutions; it DDlSt transmit appreciable torque without slipping; and it must tit in designwise with synchro motors and generators without excessive dissipation
ot torque in bearing friction, etc.
The device used in the Bu. machinel has a wheel with a f atrly
sharp edge I rigidly JOOunted on a shaft and driven by a slbJoth, hard
nat turntable, and this device will not transmlt appreciable torque
wi thout slipping. There is another comroonly used integrating device,
the turntable, ball and cylinder system invented by James ThOlllpsonl
which will indeed transmit ~preciable torque without slipping provided enough thrust is applied to the ball. The Thompson device
-requires several bearings in addition to the essential bearings
ot the input and output shafts, especial1y~if much t~t is a,pplied
to the ball. Now the bearings in 81Dchros are high quality antifriction be arings, and since the synchros were to be an inte gr a1.
part of the design for other re asons, as outlined in the introduction,
it seeIOOd desirable entirely to avoid any additional ,bearings.
This was acconplisbed by developing a kind of cross between the
wheel-turntable device oftha Bush; machine and the cylinder-ballturntable device ot Thonpson. In "effect we redesign the wheel so
that it behaves like a wheel and a ball simultaneoUsly.
The sharp edged wheel rigidly mounted on its shatt cannot
transm1.t appreciable torque without slipping. essentially because
as the velocity ratio is varied (it must be varied continUOUsly
while the unit is running for integration to be perfor_d) the
wheel lIIlSt slide over the -turntable parallel to its own ahaft.
The ball of the ThompsQn device can transmit appreciable torque.
essentially because it engages in pure rolling JD:)tion even when
the velocity ratio i8 continuously yarying. Therefore it we alter
the wheel by mounting it ball-and-aoclet viae on its shaft and
making its rim part of a spherical. surtace we have a device-ol the"
simplicity of the wheel-turntable device and with the pure rolling
property of the ThoDpson device.
The Figure shows a schematic diagram ot the integrating wheel
and of its relationship to the smooth hard nat tumt8ble or disc.
which i8 common to all such devices. The wheel is mounted on its
shaft by a ball and socket joint which i8 a lubricated tree sliding
fit. The ball is rigidly fixed to the shaft. A pin projecting
radi"ally from the ball slides between a pair of pins JlDunted
axially in the wheel, thus keying the wheel to the shaft. Hence
the wheel is free to turn, relative to the shaft, about any axis
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normal to the shan vi thin limits set by a stop. On the other hand
rotation of the wheel about the shaft axis is positively coDununicated
to the shaft. The whole attaChment of the wheel to "its shaft is
equivalent to what is normally called a universal joint of limited
misalignment.
The rim of the wheel is part of a spherical surface with
center coinciding 'With the center of the ball. This surface must
be accurate and hard.
Several springs are fastened to the wheel shaft and bear on
the wheel near its r:1m in such a way as to tend to straighten the
wheel up. The tension in these springs is adjusted so that in
operation they are able to rotate the wheel about an axis through
the point of contact and the center of the ball but are not st~ng
enough" to slide the wheel on the turntable.
The value of the "1ntegrand"1n the operation of integration
is represented by the distance from the axis of the turntable to
the po1nt of contact, labelled "d" 1n the Figure. If we 1ma~ine
that the turntable axis is fixed and that the wheel shaft is 'moved
any given distance parallel to itself, then because of the spherical f'orm of the wheel rim the point of contact will move ~ "
exactly equal distance; consequently "d" 'Will change by the same
d±stance. In ~ctice we move. the turntable and hold the wheel·
shaft longitudinally fixed, but the net effect is the same. If'
enough normal thrust is applied to the point of contact through
the shatt bearings the wheel will engage in pure rolling motion
so long as it clears the stop. In actual operation the distance
"d" varies and the wheel shatt rotates simultaneously, and the
change in "d" per quarter revolution of the wheel shaft is small
oompared to the radius of the wheel. Therefore the tilt or
nutation of the wheel 1ntroduced b.1 the variation of lid- 1s continuously carried arourd and wiped out by the aotion of the springs.
Consequently in operation the wheel departs from its square pos~tion
by barely visible amounts and rarely comes ne ar the stop. An
exception to this normal condition occurs when ltd" is near zerO
since then the rate of rotation of the wheel shaft is ve~J small
and the tilt or the wheel may accumulate considerably before it
is carried round and nullified by the springs. T.bewidth of the wheel
rim and the olearance of the stop have been so ohosen that the" wheel
is rarely brought up against the stop even when traversing through
the position "dO. Occassional contaot with the stop and corresponding momentary slippage at the point of contact are not serious
because the error thus introduced is proportional to the fraction
ot the time that slipping occurs.

=

When this integrating wheel is to be used to drive a synohro
generator (the "integral synohro" of the 1ntegrator) the diameter
of the wheel is chosen slightly larger than the diameter of the
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the synchro and the wheel is lOOunted directly on the
synchro shaft close up to the front be aring'. No additional be arings over and above the synchro be arings are enployed.

body of

III

General Description ot Co!!puter .

Generally speaking the computer consists of a collection of
independent units lOOunted together on a rolling table, most of
these units being supplied in multiple, for mechanic slly perform-'
ing the eleDSntary operations which in combination enable one to
solve a system of ordinary differential equations. These un!ts
are integrators, JJUltipliers 'for nl1l.tiplying any variable by a
chosen constant, adders, plotting,~,tables for reading functional
relationships graphically into or, out of the conputer, a lOOtordriven independent variable U¢t for turning the independent
variable shafts, hand cranks for turning any sh~ by hand as in
manual. curve following, end revolution counters for indicating
the numerical. value of anY'chosen variable. At present we put
on one rolling table six integrators, six DIlltipliers, four adders,
two plotting tables, one independent variable unit, two or three
hand cranks and two revolution counters. The two last nentioned
counters are in addition to the revolution counters fitted to the
integrand synchro shafts on the integrators. A six integrator
unit can be used alone for. relatively small problems or several
ot them can be combined into a conputer of larger capacity. As
indicated earlier, all the input and output variables of sll these
units are brought to a'master plug board in electrical. synchro
torm. The operation of setting up or clearing out a problem
involves only plugging up or clearing out a set or connections
on the plug board and manually selecting the gear ratios on the
multipliers. .
'

The integrators have at integrator factor of 1/60, i.e.
it the integrand is set at one shaft revolution the velocity ratio
is 1/60. The range ot the integrand is from minus 60 to plus 60
turns (with some leewq), Significant to 1/20 tum.
The multipliers make gear ratios of 0.1, 0.2, • • • 0.9
available by'manual selection.
An adder consists of a differential synchro driving an
ordinary synchro.

The piotting tables have 1e ad screws of 20 thre ads per inch
and are designed for use with standard 1/20 inch graph paper, 7 inch
by 10 inch grid on
inch by 11 inch paper. Each table may be
used for either input or output as desired.

8t

The computer is provided with several. types of protective
circuits which make it essentially fool proof in the sense that
the operator can spo'U. a problem solution but cannot damage the
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conputer by incorrect connections or operation. Each synchro is pro",,:
vided with a protective ballast larrq:> and condenser coni>ination which
warns the operator and reduces the energizing voltage to prevent
burnout if that machine is desynchronized. For each lead-screw
driven element a warning light is provided to indicate when it is
near the nechanical limits of its travel ani the drive is conp1etely
disconnected before tre se limits are reached. The integrating wheels
are kept disengaged except wren a problem solution is actually being
run in order to permit synchonizing the synchros and setting initial
values of integrmlds without sliding of the wheels on the turntables.
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